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1

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Sarasota County Now
INTRODUCTION

Located on Florida’s Gulf Coast and renowned for its miles of fine white sand
beaches, alluring climate, diverse ecosystems and world-class parks, sports,
arts and cultural opportunities, Sarasota County is considered one of the
premier communities to live and visit in Florida.
Integral to the community’s high quality of life are a variety of locally, regionally, nationally and even globally
recognized parks and recreation opportunities. These include:
• World-Class Beaches and Waterfronts. In 2011,
the County’s Siesta Beach was recognized as the
#1 beach in the country by Dr. Beach (Dr. Stephen
P. Leatherman, Florida International University).
Since then, the beach has consistently ranked high
as a premier beach destination. Caspersen Beach
was recognized by MSN Living as one of the best
beaches to visit before summer ends and USA
Today recognized Sarasota County’s waterfront as
one of the great waterfronts to visit across North
America for its miles of white sand beaches lining
its barrier islands. In addition, Siesta Beach was
recognized by Trip Advisor as the Travelers’ Choice
winner for 2015. In May 2016, Dr. Beach began
his beach ranking system again and Siesta Beach
ranked #2.
• World-Class Sports Competition Venues. In
2014, Sarasota County was voted as the favorite
destination to combine sports and vacation by
SportsEvents readers. Siesta Beach hosts numerous
beach volleyball tournaments. The County’s
world-class rowing facility, Nathan Benderson
Park, hosted the 2016 Olympic Team Trials for
Rowing and will host the 2017 World Rowing
Championships. Additionally, the County is home
to various professional county and / or private
venues that regularly collaborate with the County
to provide many tournaments. These venues
include Ed Smith Stadium and the Buck O’Neil
Complex at Twin Lakes Park, which are the homes
of the Baltimore Orioles Major League Baseball
team; and the Sarasota BMX Track, which is the
country’s oldest continuously running BMX track
and one of four BMX tracks in the nation.
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• Great Trails and Waterways. Home of the Legacy
Trail and the Venetian Waterway Park, Sarasota
County was recognized in the national publication
“Where to Retire” as a top destination for walkable
living. Similarly, the Road Runners Club of
America recognized Sarasota County as a runner
friendly community in 2013. The County also has
numerous miles of bikeways and blueway trails for
canoeing and kayaking and a multitude of advocacy
organizations such as the Friends of the Legacy
Trail that help support these amenities.

Nature Trail in Carlton Reserve
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• Preservation of Historic Florida (“Old Florida”).
Sarasota County has maintained its “old Florida”
charm and heritage by protecting and preserving
its history within parks. Examples include: the
Italian Renaissance architecture of the 1916 Edson
Keith Mansion at Phillippi Estate Park, the
Mediterranean-style architecture of the historic
Venice Train Depot, the quaint charm of Snook
Haven with the restaurant on the Myakka River,
the post-war modernism of the Sarasota School

of Architecture at Siesta and Nokomis Beach
pavilions, the Florida “cracker” cabin and Windy
Sawgrass cowboy camp at T. Mabry Carlton, Jr.
Memorial Reserve and the turn-of-the century
family residence and office of Dr. C.B. Wilson at
Urfer Family Park.

INTRODUCTION

• Access to Natural Florida. Sarasota County has
over 50,000 acres of managed natural areas, most of
which are open to the public for low or no-impact
recreation opportunities. Celery Fields is a national
caliber example of how recreation, stormwater
management and conservation strategies can be
leveraged to achieve multiple environmental and
recreational benefits, including becoming an
international birding destination. Additionally,
Sarasota County largely encompasses the Myakka
River which boasts the State of Florida’s only
“Wild and Scenic River” designation. Many of
the County’s natural areas including the Carlton
Reserve, Deer Prairie Creek Preserve and Jelks
Preserve have been strategically protected to offer
residents and visitors a variety of opportunities to
experience the river.

• Celebrated Recreation and Cultural Events and
Programs. Sarasota County offers residents and
visitors a diverse array of events and programs.
These range from a large summer camp program,
to weekly yoga classes on Siesta Beach, to family
bike rides and hikes in T. Mabry Carlton, Jr.
Memorial Reserve and programs throughout the
County. Virtually every weekend during the winter
season, residents and visitors can enjoy a variety of
festivals that display the area’s culinary scene, arts,
entertainment and family-friendly activities.
In order to ensure that this high quality of life
is sustained, the County has embarked on the
development of a 20-year Parks, Preserves and
Recreation Strategic Master Plan (PPRSMP). This
plan will establish a framework that will guide the
Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources (PRNR)
Department in addressing the needs and priorities of
County residents, maintaining a standard of excellence
and continuing to foster the reputation of Sarasota as
being the best place to live, work and play!

Siesta Key 1
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1.1 Master Plan Purpose,
Process and Objectives
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the Sarasota County PPRSMP is to create a clear set of goals, policies and objectives that will
provide County leaders and PRNR with direction. The plan will guide the development, re-development and
enhancement of the County’s parks, preserves, beaches, trails, athletic fields, community centers, recreation centers,
programs and services for the next 20 years.
The PPRSMP is a high-level summary document
that directly reflects the planning process. Its five
sections are:
Introduction. Introduction to Sarasota
County now and the PPRSMP process and
document.
Inventory and Existing Conditions.
An overview of the Sarasota County
Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources
Department, the existing system of programs
and facilities, County demographic trends and
previous planning efforts.

Needs Assessment Methods and
Techniques. A robust, multi-pronged
approach to understanding the County’s
parks, preserves and recreation needs. The
Needs Assessment includes an assessment of
the Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources’
Department; an analysis of programs; park
and preserve site evaluations; a level of service
(LOS) analysis; an examination of bicycle and
pedestrian connectivity; results from public
input opportunities; and the findings of a
statistically valid mail / telephone survey.
Long-Range Vision. The 20 year vision
for the County’s parks, preserves and
recreation system, including a discussion
of alternative scenarios; concept plans for
three County parks; a programming plan;
and recommendations for a revised parks
classification system.
Implementation Strategies. A path forward
on how to realistically fund and implement
the 20 year vision through projected funding,
strategic partnerships, recommended changes
in PRNR operations and modifications to
existing policies and plans. The implementation
strategy includes objectives at one to two years,
three to seven years and ongoing focus.
In addition to the PPRSMP, upon adoption, a
Reference Book will be developed as a support
document. Divided into subject areas that correspond
to PPRSMP sections, the Reference Book will be
a repository for supporting data and analysis. A
plan definitions section will also be included in the
Reference Book. The PPRSMP development process
focused on the accomplishment of the 18 specific
objectives listed here:
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1. Identify and prioritize residents’ needs, including a statistically valid mail /
telephone survey.

PPRSMP Location(s)
3

2. Review, analyze and make recommendations regarding the County’s parks,
preserves and recreation programs’ level of service (LOS) to determine if they
are sufficient; and benchmark against other comparable communities.

3, 4

3. Identify gaps and opportunities for both indoor and outdoor park and
recreation facilities; and provide recommended solutions.

3, 4

4. Identify gaps and opportunities for major bicycle and pedestrian connections,
potential benefits and recommended solutions.

3, 4

5. Identify the recommended type and location of new athletic fields and
complexes to meet the public’s needs for the next 5, 10 and 20 year time
frames.

4

6. Identify potential improvements to the County’s existing Environmentally
Sensitive Lands Protection Program (ESLPP) and Neighborhood Parklands
Program (NPP), including potential sites, passive recreation, amenities and
public access.

4, 5

7. Identify potential acquisitions for the County’s ESLPP and NPP programs
and other necessary acquisitions that provide a needed connection to, or
meaningful expansion of, an existing site.

4, 5

8. Using best practices, update the classification system found in the
Comprehensive Plan for the County’s parks, preserves and recreation facilities
(including school parks).

4, 5

9. Identify emerging trends in parks, preserves and recreation facilities
and programs in comparable counties or cities (based on size, budget,
populations, etc.).

3

10. Develop alternative scenarios to meet identified gaps, residents’ needs
and emerging trends.

4

11. Develop a long range plan for the Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources
Department including recommended priorities for the next 5, 10, and 20
years.

INTRODUCTION

Summary of Objectives

4, 5

12. Review and analyze the County’s parks, preserves, and recreation operating
budget to determine if it is sufficient to meet current needs; and benchmark
against other comparable communities.

3

13. Prepare a sound, financially feasible plan using existing resources to
implement the long range plan, including ideas for future funding utilizing
projected revenues.

5
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INTRODUCTION

Summary of Objectives

PPRSMP Location(s)

14. Recommend revisions to the County’s Comprehensive Plan and land
development regulations to accommodate park and trail development, trail
connectivity and preserves.

5

15. Identify potential partnerships to implement the long range plan.

5

16. Develop concept plans for three of the County’s parks including the North
County Sports Complex, Youth Athletic Complex and the Alligator Creek
Corridor.

4

17. Review and develop recommendations on County Impact Fees, needed
amendments, boundaries and calculation methodology.

5

18. Evaluate current Interlocal Agreements and impact on Parks, Recreation and
Natural Resources (PRNR) maintenance and operations budget.

3, 5

Addressing these 18 objectives will ensure that the County continues to maintain a high quality system of
parks, preserves and recreation opportunities. The following chapter introduces the existing system and County
demographics and planning initiatives to-date to provide baseline information on the Department’s existing assets.
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2

INVENTORY
& EXISTING
CONDITIONS

2.0 Inventory & Existing Conditions
The Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources (PRNR) Department oversees
a diverse portfolio of park facilities, natural areas and recreation programs.
Management of these facilities and services is accomplished through the
work of seven department divisions, each with its own staff and budget.
CHAPTER 2

PRNR collaborates with a number of partner
organizations and agencies, such as the City of Venice,
the City of North Port, the City of Sarasota, Town
of Longboat Key, the Sarasota County School Board,
and citizen groups such as Friends of Sarasota County
Parks, YMCA and private recreation providers.

2.1 Overview of Inventory and
Existing Conditions
The County’s existing system of parks and preserves
contains over 160 sites, encompassing approximately
3,600 acres of parkland and over 50,000 acres of
managed natural areas. These sites range from very
small, neighborhood-scaled parks that provide closeto-home recreation opportunities, to large natural areas
that protect thousands of acres of native southwest
Florida habitats. Programming is offered at a number

of parks, preserves, and community centers, with
PRNR and partner organizations providing over 600
programs per year including summer camps, special
events, nature and environmental programs, and other
general recreation programs.
The Parks, Preserves and Recreation Strategic Master
Plan (PPRSMP) updates and builds off of a number of
previous planning efforts such as the Comprehensive
Plan, various neighborhood and community plans,
environmental management plans and ordinances, and
regional bikeways and trail plans. A variety of changes
have occurred in Sarasota County over the past decade,
including significant growth, an increased awareness
of the need for better connectivity and improved
stewardship of natural areas. These changes, as well
as the urbanizing and aging population of the County,
significantly influenced the PPRSMP’s direction and
recommendations.

Nathan Benderson Park
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This chapter lays a foundation for the analysis and
recommendations presented in subsequent chapters.
It provides a brief overview of the Parks, Recreation
and Natural Resources Department and its services;
the existing parks and preserves system; demographic
data and trends that influence parks and recreation
planning; and relevant guidance from previous
planning efforts.

Recreation Department creating Parks, Recreation and
Natural Resources under the leadership of one director.
A new division that now includes Natural Area Parks,
Preserves and Trails was formed. In addition, the
functions associated with artificial reefs and channel
markers / marine signage were incorporated within the
Department’s Beaches and Water Access division.

2.2 Parks, Recreation,
and Natural Resources
Department Overview

Each of the seven divisions of PRNR has its own set of
services, staff, and budget. The following is a summary
of the responsibilities of each division:

The Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources
Department is responsible for the management of
the County’s parks, beaches, trails, natural areas and
recreation programs.

Sports
Development
and Athletics

Natural
Area Parks,
Preserves and Trails
Beaches
and Water
Access

Parks, Recreation
and Natural Resources
Department

Recreation
and Special
Events

Park
Planning and
Capital Programs

Business
and Partnership
Services
Neighborhood
Parks and
Maintenance
Services

Its approximately 200 full and part-time employees
are organized into seven different divisions: Sports
Development and Athletics; Recreation and Special
Events; Beaches and Water Access; Neighborhood
Parks and Maintenance Services; Natural Area Parks,
Preserves and Trails; Park Planning and Capital
Programs; and Business and Partnership Services.
The Department’s management of natural resources
is a relatively new development. Beginning in Fiscal
Year 2015, portions of the former Natural Resources
Department were formally merged with the Parks and

CHAPTER 2

2.2.1 DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION

• Sports Development and Athletics. Sports
Development and Athletics maintains and makes
improvements to 113 athletics fields, including
County athletic fields, as well as City of Sarasota
lawn bowling greens, and Venice and North
Port’s athletic fields. The division also manages
agreements and field use permits for over 100
sports groups and works in tandem with the county
tourism agency, Visit Sarasota County, to retain and
attract sports tourism events in order to enhance
economic development in Sarasota County.
• Recreation and Special Events. Recreation and
Special Events provides recreation opportunities
across the county, ranging from small neighborhood
programs, to regional events. The division also
organizes camp programs, manages multiple
recreation / community centers and provides
customer services to all recreation users. Specialty
parks such as Payne Park Tennis Center, Knight Trail
Park, Venice Community Center and the historic
Phillippi Estate Park are managed by this division.
• Beaches and Water Access. Beaches and Water
Access manages beaches that attract visitors
worldwide, protects beach and waterfront property
and infrastructure; provides daily trash removal
and facility cleaning at recreational beaches,
beach access points, and boat ramps; manages
development and placement of artificial reefs;
maintains buoys, channel markers, and marine
signage; and provides land stewardship and
environmental management of beach and dune
areas, wetlands, bay waters, and other protected
habitats. The division also manages recreation and
special events at these sites.
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• Neighborhood Parks and Maintenance Services.
Neighborhood Parks and Maintenance Services
is responsible for major maintenance, repair and
amenity replacement for all park divisions, utilizing
contractors and in-house staff. This division is also
responsible for the operation and daily maintenance
of neighborhood parks.

CHAPTER 2

• Natural Area Parks, Preserves and Trails.
Natural Area Parks, Preserves and Trails manages
over 50,000 acres of the County’s natural areas;
provides safe access to natural areas; environmental
and cultural resource stewardship and habitat
management; and plans and promotes special
events at natural area parks and preserves. The
division also manages two nature / environmental
centers, and coordinates and conducts numerous
nature and environmental programs.
• Park Planning and Capital Programs. Park
Planning and Capital Programs (PPCP) is
responsible for planning services, park land
acquisition, park capital projects planning and
design, and coordination with Public Works
Capital Projects on the construction and
management of park capital projects. PPCP also
facilitates public input processes for park planning
and design, manages input from the Parks
Advisory and Recreation Council (PARC) and
the Environmentally Sensitive Lands Oversight
Committee (ESLOC) advisory boards, and
interfaces with other County departments and
government agencies regarding future planning for
development in Sarasota County.
• Business and Partnership Services. Business and
Partnership Services manages systems that control
program registration, facility reservations, electronic
access to facilities, campground reservations
and point of sale transactions; is responsible for
procurement activities; manages concession leases
and facility use agreements; develops partnerships;
operates the Turtle Beach Campground; and
provides support to the department through
research, development, and implementation of
policy, guidelines, and procedures.
In addition to these seven divisions, PRNR
receives citizen input from the two advisory boards
(mentioned earlier) appointed by the Board of County
Commissioners: PARC and the ESLOC.
16

2.2.2 PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS
To help meet the recreational needs of County
residents and visitors, the Department partners with
various citizen-based and non-profit organizations,
municipalities, and governmental agencies. There
are six major categories of partners: municipalities,
the School Board, Friends of Sarasota County Parks,
sports leagues, non-profit organizations, and state
agencies.

Friends of
Sarasota
County Parks
School
Board

Sarasota
County

Municipalities
State
Agencies

Athletic
Organizations
Non-Profits
and Related
Organizations

• Municipalities. Sarasota County currently has
interlocal agreements with the City of Venice
(11 parks), the City of Sarasota (9 parks), and
the City of North Port (9 parks). While each
interlocal agreement is different, the County’s
responsibilities generally include program delivery,
scheduling, and overall routine inspection, repair,
and maintenance of the park grounds and facilities.
The cities are responsible for all capital costs
exceeding an established dollar amount of $5,000.
The department also has an interlocal agreement
with the Town of Longboat Key. In this agreement
the municipality oversees the maintenance and
operations of Bayfront Park Addition.
• Sarasota County School Board. Sarasota County
currently maintains interlocal agreements with
the School Board of Sarasota County for the use,
operation, and maintenance of three parks and
athletics facilities on school grounds. Although
the details of each interlocal agreement vary, the
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• Friends of Sarasota County Parks. The Friends of
Sarasota County Parks is a non-profit organization
that organizes and creates partnerships between
the Department and persons interested in the
County’s park system. They help promote the use
and enjoyment of the system’s services and facilities;
develop supplemental funding for the system;
actively support the policies and procedures of the
Sarasota County Parks, Preserves and Recreation
system in the community, and cultivate a sense
of community ownership in parks and preserves.
The group currently has numerous chapters that
focus on specific parks and activities across the
County. These chapters support the Department by
providing amenities in parks, offering recreational
programs, staffing display booths at different events,
completing thousands of hours of maintenance
projects, writing grants, and leading fundraisers.
• Athletic Organizations. Athletic organizations
in Sarasota County play a major role in providing
residents with organized leisure and competitive
sports programs. Over 40 organizations assist the
County with maintenance and / or operation of
many of the County’s athletics programs, facilities
and complexes. While the specifics of each
agreement are different, in most cases, the County
provides the maintenance of the athletic fields and
areas typically found within the fence line of the
fields. The athletic organizations maintain the
general areas that are for the primary benefit of
the user such as press boxes, concession buildings,
storage buildings for user-owned equipment, racks,
etc. In many cases, the organizations may also be
responsible for capital costs associated with these
general facilities. In return for these services,
organizations receive priority access and use of the
facilities within prescribed days and times.
• Non-profits and related organizations. Numerous
non-profit and related organizations operate in

Sarasota County and play a variety of roles in
providing residents with leisure experiences. For
example, groups such as the Suncoast Aquatic
Nature Center, Inc. (SANCA), Young Mens
Christian Association (YMCA), and Boys and Girls
Club tend to focus on particular recreation facilities
and program offerings. Many of these facility and
program focused non-profit organizations require
user fees and / or memberships for the use of their
facilities and programs.
Other non-profit organizations, such as Visit
Sarasota County, serve as advocacy organizations
that help promote the County’s park system. While
varied in mission, each of these non-profits and
related organizations are critical to helping meet the
recreational needs of County residents and visitors.

CHAPTER 2

County is typically responsible for maintenance
tasks related to designated athletic fields, basketball
and tennis courts, and restroom cleaning and
stocking. During school hours, Sarasota County
students have priority use, but designated facilities
are open to the general public outside of these times
and during the weekend. PRNR also often provides
park amenities for School Board use.

• State Agencies. State Parks (Myakka River State
Park and Oscar Scherer State Park), Myakka State
Forest, Southwest Florida Water Management
District and the West Coast Inland Navigation
District are partners in providing land and
opportunities for outdoor recreation.

2.2.3 PROGRAMS
The Department and its partner organizations provide
over 600 programs per year. Current offerings are
grouped into six program areas: summer camps, special
events, nature and environmental programs, therapeutic
recreation, athletics and general recreation programs.

Special
Events

Summer
Camp Programs

Therapeutic
Recreation

Nature
& Environmental
Programs

Programs

General
Recreation
Programs / After
School Programs

Athletics

• Summer Camp Programs. Summer camp
programs are the largest programs that the County
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operates. In 2015, there were over 100 different
camp sessions offered, including Day Camp (4
locations), Adventure Camp (1 location), Newtown
Estates Park / Laurel Park Camps, Mini Camps (4
locations) and Specialty Camps (23 different types
of camps). The largest enrollment numbers are in
the specialty camps, such as Counselor-in-Training
Camp, Therapeutic Camp, and Skim, Surf and
Paddle Camp. This is also the area of greatest
growth with numerous camps planned for 2016.
CHAPTER 2

• Special Events. Special events provided by the
Department typically include sports events,
tournaments, and beach activities such as
running events; pickleball, racquetball, and tennis
tournaments. The department is known for its
signature events such as Sandy Claws Beach
Run, Say “I Do” Again, Howl-O-Ween Movie
Spooktacular and Big Truck Day. A significant
number of other special events are conducted by
partner organizations utilizing County-owned
and / or operated facilities. In 2015, the
Department sponsored, partnered with or
permitted over 500 special events across all
program areas and venues.
Large, region wide special events are primarily
managed and organized by the Beaches and Water
Access Division. For most of these events the
County is the provider and the maintainer of the
venue. The Beaches and Water Access division
conducts 8 to 10 beach-focused signature events a
year, and also maintains the beach venue for many
more events that are conducted by others including
festivals, art shows, non-profit fund raisers,
fireworks and other community events.
• Nature and Environmental. A variety of nature
and environmental activities are staged out of the
County’s nature centers or are conducted in the
County’s natural areas. Programming covers a
range of different types of offerings from botany,
birding, wildlife, to marine life activities. There is
an emphasis on environmental education and land
management in these programs. Some cultural and
historical-based programming is also offered at the
Phillippi Estate Park and Urfer Family Park. On
average, the County and its partner organizations
provide over 200 nature and environmental
programs per year.
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• Therapeutic Recreation (T-Rec). The County
is part of the T-Rec Coalition that provides yearround recreational opportunities for teens and
adults with disabilities. Programming focuses on
dances, nature, fitness and sports. Athletic training
and competitions are provided by Special Olympics.
• Athletics. A variety of athletic programs,
recreational and competitive sports leagues are
provided in conjunction with over 100 athletic
partners of which more than 35 have Board
approved recreation facility use agreements. For
most of these activities, the County is the provider
and the maintainer of the sports venue. These
programs range to youth soccer, baseball, girls
softball, youth football, lacrosse, men’s and women’s
senior league softball, kickball, to lawn bowling and
croquet. The Sarasota County Sports Commission
(a division of Visit Sarasota County) works with the
Sports Development and Athletics Division (and
with other organizations) to bring a full slate of
sports events and tournaments to Sarasota.
• General Recreation / After School. The
remainder of recreation programming is offered
primarily at recreation centers or special use
facilities. The types of activities vary depending
on the focus of the facility, the amenities that are
present, and interests of the residents. These types
of programs or instructional classes can include
aquatics (learn to swim, swim team and masters),
fitness, dance, youth tennis lessons, martial arts,
sports, arts and crafts, after school programs
and special events. Specialty facilities also offer
unique programs such as the Farmhouse Market
at Phillippi Estate Park, camping events at Turtle
Beach Campground and rifle, sporting clays and
archery activities at Knight Trail Park.

2.2.4 FACILITIES
Sarasota County’s parks system contains over 160
sites. These sites include a variety of park types and
natural areas. Natural areas are typically hundreds of
acres and vary in their recreational access based on the
sensitivity of their resources and the quality of potential
recreational experiences. Currently the County’s
Comprehensive Plan classifies parks into 10 different
park types, listed in Figure 2.2a. These classifications
are proposed to be updated following the completion of
the PPRSMP.
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Park Type

Description

Neighborhood
Park

Provides close-to-home opportunities for recreation and social interaction, usually less than 5 acres
in size and accessible by walking or bicycling. Typical facilities include playgrounds, walking paths,
picnic tables, multi-purpose court and open recreation space.

Community
Park

Gathering place for area residents that provides a variety of recreation amenities, usually around 20
acres in size. Typical facilities include a community building, restroom, playground, picnic area, open
recreation space, parking area and athletic courts.

Community
Sports
Complex

Active recreation park focused on athletics or other specialized facility, usually around 25 acres in
size. Typical facilities include athletic fields, mega-playgrounds, restrooms and parking.

District Park

Active use park with a focus on tournament-scale athletic facilities and diverse recreational
opportunities, usually at least 80 acres in size. Typical facilities are tournament-level athletic fields
and / or courts, playgrounds, restrooms and parking.

Beach Access
Park

Provides public access to the Gulf shoreline and ranges in size from less than 1 acre to 100+ acres.
Typical facilities include litter receptacles, parking, concessions, restrooms, lifeguards, pavilions,
picnic tables, nature trails and sand volleyball courts.

Boat Access
Park

Provides boat access to multiple types of waterways, usually less than 5 acres in size. Typical
facilities include boat ramp, picnic tables, parking and fish cleaning stations.

Linear Park

Provides connectivity, recreation and social interaction opportunities for walkers, runners, bicyclists,
hikers and roller-bladers, usually at least one mile in length. Typical facilities include pathways, picnic
areas and benches.

Natural Area
Park

Lands available and managed for low- or no-impact, resource-based recreation, ranging in size
from 1 to 500+ acres. Typical facilities include parking, restrooms, kayak / canoe launch, open space,
biking / hiking trails, interpretive signage and picnic areas.

Preserve

Lands managed for conservation of Sarasota County’s natural heritage, ranging in size from 1 to 500+
acres. Typical facilities include trails, parking, kayak / canoe launch and picnic areas.

Other

County park lands that do not fit into the above classification system, typically special use facilities.

CHAPTER 2

Figure 2.2a – Sarasota County Comprehensive Plan Park Classification, Adopted 2014

Beach Access Park
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Together, these parks, preserves and facilities create a diverse and dynamic collection of public spaces that provide
residents and visitors of Sarasota County with a variety of leisure experiences. These experiences range from a
high quality beach experience at Siesta Beach, to a top-notch sporting event at Englewood Sports Complex, to an
enjoyable bike ride along the Venetian Waterway Park with scenic views of the Intracoastal Waterway, to a glimpse
into “Old Florida” at Snook Haven.

CHAPTER 2

Within the County’s system of parks and preserves sites, there is a broad variety of facility and amenity types.
Figure 2.2b includes an inventory of the most common facility types and how many are currently present within the
County’s system. These include facilities and amenities that are owned by the County and as well as facilities and
amenities owned by municipalities but are operated by the County though interlocal agreements. The most common
facility type is tennis courts, followed by pickleball courts, playgrounds and baseball fields.
Figure 2.2b. – County Owned and County Operated Park Facility / Amenity Types
Baseball Fields

42

Basketball Courts

27

Boat Ramps (Lanes)

24

Dog Parks

5

Football Fields

8

Lawn Bowling / Croquet
Multi-purpose Field

Outdoor Swimming Pools

35

5
2

4

Paved Multi-purpose Trails (Miles)

20 (+)

Pickleball Courts

52

Playgrounds
Recreation Centers

43
11

Soccer Fields

23

Softball Fields

29

Tennis Courts
Volleyball Courts

20

79
17
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2.3 Demographics
To plan for parks, preserves, and recreation, it is essential to understand who the system is meant to serve. This
includes looking at demographics, and exploring what the data means for parks system planning.
Figure 2.3a summarizes key demographic data points in Sarasota County. Unless otherwise noted, all data are from
the 2010 United States Census.

CHAPTER 2

The County’s population is expected to grow over the next 20 years, however at a slower rate than in the past.
Sarasota County has an opportunity to catch up to previous demand for parks and recreation, and plan strategically
for the future. Its relatively low population density—although increasing slightly—will likely translate to less of
a need for small neighborhood parks, but a greater need for community- and regional-level parks and recreation
services. New and improved facilities and services will need to meet the needs of a diversifying population: the
growth in ethnic diversity, as well as a decrease in the proportion of seasonal housing units and an increase in renteroccupied units, points to a trend towards greater urbanization. The growth of a more active senior population will
also likely have an influence on the types of facilities and programs needed, with a potential increase in age friendly
recreational opportunities.
Over the time period of 2000-2010, the County’s Hispanic population increased the most, from 4.3 percent to 8
percent, while other races in the County changed by less (e.g. White: -1.6 percent, Black / African American: -0.2
percent, American Indian: - 0.1 percent, Asian: +0.6 percent, Other Races: +0.1 percent). Based on the County’s
changing demographics, there also may be a need for increased levels of accessibility. Accessibility needs may range
from enhanced physical access to recreational facilities for persons with disabilities; access to parks and programs by
international non-English speaking groups; and access to parks and programs closer to where people live.
Figure 2.3a. – Key Demographic Data Points

-2010
2000

Growth Rate

Acre

.05

Population
Density
Range

Ethnicity + Race

Hispanic
Population

Median Age

Households
with Children
Under 18

50.5

2000-2010

8.0%
2000-2010

2010
2000-

0
2000-201

$41,957

9.3

4.3%

18.3%

Income

%
+9.60
Acre

+16.41%

2020
2010-

15.0%

53.5
2000-2010

1.2%
17.1%

$49,388
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2.4 Market Segmentation
Demographic Analysis

CHAPTER 2

Market segmentation data, which categorizes
populations with similar demographic and
socioeconomic characteristics into groups, can often
provide analyses of different recreation subgroups.
These recreation subgroups can sometimes help more
succinctly define recreation needs and trends in the
future.
The 2013 Environmental System Research Institute
(ESRI) Tapestry market segmentation data for
Sarasota County were reviewed with findings
presented below alongside potential implications to the
PPRSMP. Figures 2.4a and 2.4b shows the geographic
distribution of Tapestry segments for Sarasota County
along with their respective recreational preferences.
The top five ranked Tapestry segments constitute
nearly 62 percent of the County’s households.
Characteristics of these top five ranked segments are:
• Silver and Gold. Silver and Gold residents
constitute 22.2 percent of the County’s households.
They are the wealthiest, and almost the oldest,
seniors—predominantly retired from professional
occupations, with a median age of 58 years.
• The Elders. With a median age of 73 years, The
Elders represents Tapestry’s oldest market. More
than three-quarters of the householders are 65 or
older. 15.7 percent of the County’s households are
in The Elders group.
• Senior Sun Seekers. With a median age of 51.5
years, the Senior Sun Seekers market boasts one of
the oldest populations and constitutes 9.9 percent of
the County’s households. More than 60 percent of
householders are 55 years or older.
• Milk and Cookies. Upscale living with a family
allowance, Milk and Cookies represents young,
affluent married couples who are starting their
families. Many already have young children. This
group constitutes 7.6 percent of households.
• Rustbelt Retirees. Households in Rustbelt Retirees
neighborhoods are mainly composed of married
couple families with no children (34 percent) and
single-person households (27 percent). 6.4 percent
22

of the County’s households are in the Rustbelt
Retirees group.
Four of the top five ranked Tapestry segments can
be characterized as older, retired with fixed incomes.
This group generally prefers passive recreation, fishing,
boating / fishing and pedestrian activities.
The Milk and Cookies segment, on the other hand,
have young children and are affluent and married.
Families with young children prefer neighborhood
and community parks with playground equipment and
organized sports.
Below are descriptions of the 13 Tapestry segments
that constitute the remaining 38% of households in
Sarasota County including characteristics relevant to
this PPRSMP.
• Midlife Junction. Phasing out of their child
rearing years, Midlife Junction residents are
approaching retirement. The median age is 40
years, and nearly one-fifth of the residents are
65 years or older. They go fishing, take walks,
work crossword puzzles, play board games, do
woodworking and read novels.
• Exurbanites. Exurbanites residents live beyond
the urban fringe—preferring open space with
affluence. The majority of households are empty
nesters—married couples with no children living
at home. They are very physically active; they lift
weights, practice yoga and jog to stay fit. They also
go boating, hiking and kayaking; play Frisbee; take
photos; and go bird watching.
• Old and Newcomers. Old and Newcomers
neighborhoods are in transition, populated by
renters who are starting their careers or retiring.
Householders are either in their twenties or over
the age of 75. The median age, 36 years, simply
splits this age disparity. Their leisure activities are
as varied as their ages. They exercise by walking,
swimming and going bowling.
• In Style. In Style households live in the suburbs
but favor the lifestyle of city dwellers. Professional
couples predominate, with higher labor force
participation and fewer children. Married couple
households represent 55 percent of all households.
They take domestic vacations to hike, golf and go
backpacking.
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Figure 2.4a. – Market Segmentation Demographics
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• Retirement Communities. Scattered across the
United States, Retirement Communities are an
older: the median age is 53 years and a third of
households are aged 65 or older. Most of these
individuals are retired and have a lot of time to
spend towards practicing yoga, canoeing and
playing golf. They are also politically active, and
join civic clubs and charitable organizations.
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• Prosperous Empty Nesters. Well educated and
experienced, Prosperous Empty Nesters residents
are enjoying the segue from child rearing to
retirement. Most households are married couples
with no children living at home. Concern about
their physical as well as financial health leads
them to play golf, ride bicycles, ski and work out
regularly.
• Heartland Communities. Well settled and
close-knit, Heartland Communities residents are
older than average with a median age of 41 years.
Approximately half of the residents have already
retired. They have a distinctly country lifestyle with
hobbies that include hunting and fishing.

of the households are married couple families (with
and without children); 27 percent, single-person
households; and the remainder, shared or other
families. They play baseball and basketball, go
swimming and to the beach.
• Cozy and Comfortable. Cozy and Comfortable
residents are middle-aged, married couples
comfortably settled in single-family homes in older
neighborhoods. The median age for Cozy and
Comfortable residents is 40.4 years, well above
the U.S. median age of 36 years. Their preferred
recreational activity is playing golf.
• Rural Resort Dwellers. Favoring milder climates
and pastoral settings, Rural Resort Dwellers
residents live in rural nonfarm areas throughout
the United States. Approximately 40 percent of
Rural Resort Dwellers residents are married with
no children living at home. They are older than
most Tapestry segments, with a median age of 46
years. They go hiking, boating, canoeing, hunting,
fishing, horseback riding and golfing.

• Rustbelt Traditions. Rustbelt Traditions
neighborhoods are a mix of married-couple, singleparent and single-person households. Their median
age is 36 years, the same as the U.S. median age.
They go bowling, fishing and hunting and attend
car races and country music shows.
• Great Expectations. Young singles and married
couples dominate the Great Expectations market.
Approximately half of the married couples have
children. The median age of the residents is 32.8
years. They throw Frisbees, play softball and pool
and go canoeing.
• The Connoisseurs. The Connoisseurs segment
is a slightly older market, with a median age of
almost 45 years. Although residents appear closer
to retirement than child rearing, many of these
married couples have children still living at home.
Exercise is a priority: they work out weekly at a club
or other facility, play golf and tennis, practice yoga
and jog.
• Main Street, USA. Main Street, USA comprises
a mix of household types, similar to the U.S.
distribution, with a median age of 36 years, also
similar to that of the U.S median age. Almost half
24
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Figure 2.4b – Geographic Distribution of Tapestry Segments and Recreational Preferences

NOTE: GIS Analysis is based on data provided by Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources Department on 08.03.15.
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2.5 Existing Planning Studies

Organization (SMMPO) Bicycle, Pedestrian and
Trails Master Plan (BPTMP), 2013

To provide a foundation for planning, the following
documents were considered in the development of the
PPRSMP:

• Sarasota County Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan, 2013

Community Planning Documents:
• Comprehensive Plan Update Tactical Plan, March
2015

CHAPTER 2

• Comprehensive Plan Evaluation and Appraisal
Report (EAR)
• Sarasota County Comprehensive Plan / Sarasota
2050
• Transfer of Development Rights Program
• Road, Park and Library Impact Fee Study, 2006
• Impact Fee Update / Draft Report for Parks,
Library, Fire EMS, Law Enforcement, Justice and
General Government Facilities, 2015
• Englewood Community Redevelopment Plan
• The Fruitville Initiative
• 5 Neighborhood Plans: Laurel, North Sarasota,
Old Miakka, Pinecraft, and Venice Gardens
Neighborhood Plans
• 25 Critical Area Plans
Parks and Recreation and Planning Documents:
• Sarasota County Parks and Recreation Master Plan
Vol 1, 2006 (unadopted)
• Sarasota County Parks and Recreation Master Plan
Vol 2, 2006 (unadopted)
• Sarasota County’s Parks, Recreation and Public
Lands Ordinance
Natural Resources Management and Planning
Documents
• Environmentally Sensitive Lands Protection
Ordinance
• Sarasota County Land Management Master Plan,
2004
• Sarasota County Coastal Regulation Code
• Myakka River Protection Zone and Regulations
• Sample of Land Management Plans
Trails, Bicycle and Pedestrian Planning Documents:
• Sarasota / Manatee Metropolitan Planning
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• Sarasota County Trails Master Plan, 2006

2.5.1 COMMUNITY PLANNING
DOCUMENTS
The Sarasota County Comprehensive Plan is
currently undergoing an update, but was not ready for
review at the time of developing the PPRSMP. The
new Comprehensive Plan will update the previous
Comprehensive Plan from 2006, and respond to the
following major changes in the County as identified in
the Comprehensive Plan Update Tactical Plan:
• Annexation. The City of North Port, City of
Venice, and City of Sarasota all expanded their
municipal boundaries with City of Venice entering
into a Joint Planning Agreement (JPA) with
Sarasota County.
• New Developments. Despite the Great Recession
of 2007-2009, certain areas in the County
continued to grow, albeit a slower rate. These
included North County, near Lakewood Ranch
and the University Parkway Corridor; mid-county
in Palmer Ranch; South County in the City of
Venice, City of North Port, and infill growth in the
City of Sarasota.
• New Destinations. Sarasota has become a major
sports tourism venue location due to high profile
venues such as Nathan Benderson Park and events
such as the annual Suncoast offshore Grand Prix
boat races, the Sarasota Polo Grounds, and Baltimore
Orioles spring training and minor league team
games. New and expanded shopping locations in
the cities of North Port and Venice have minimized
the distance residents have to travel to shop.
• Environment. The County’s coastal waters
and natural areas continue to be a major draw
for residents and tourists. The County has been
proactive in acquiring environmentally sensitive
lands and making these lands accessible to the
public by encouraging eco-tourism and expanding
trail connectivity.
• Roadways. Roadway and interchange
improvements along with new roads have facilitated
traffic flow throughout the county, including along
the I-75 corridor.
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The Tactical Plan from 2015 also discusses the ten
major issues facing the County that were identified
through the County’s Comprehensive Plan Evaluation
and Appraisal Report (EAR):
1. Use best efforts to provide an effective and cost
efficient multi-modal transportation system that
offers connectivity within the community and
surrounding region.
2. Balance the protection and use of environmental
systems with respect to access, recreation,
environmental values and natural resource quality.
3. Continue to improve water quality.
4. Explore, research, and cultivate opportunities to
expand and diversify the economic base.
5. Protect and enhance neighborhood and community
character.
6. Explore methods to reduce the County’s ecological
footprint.
7. Coordinate the planning and development of
natural, built, and economic systems with regional
and municipal partners.
8. Reassess Sarasota 2050 resource management
area plan requirements in an effort to maintain its
original goals and intents.
9. Evaluate and assess the growing needs of the aging
population.
10. Evaluate and assess methods to attract a growing
younger working population.
The guidance provided by both the Tactical Plan and
the EAR holds significant relevance to the PPRSMP.
Specifically, these documents identified areas that
may need increased focus due to growth in the past
ten years, and provide foundational goals such as
improving the multi-modal transportation system;
balancing environmental protection with tourism
and recreation; protecting community character; and
evaluating the needs of a changing population.
In addition to updating the Comprehensive Plan, the
County is currently updating its 2006 Road, Park and
Library Impact Fee Study. Preliminary findings from
both of these update processes will be included into the
PPRSMP as appropriate.

Many of the other existing County plans and studies
were completed over ten years ago and have limited
relevance to the PPRSMP, and have largely been
implemented. One exception is the Fruitville Initiative
Critical Area Plan, which was approved in September,
2014. The Initiative is an example of a unique publicprivate development strategy that focused on guiding
growth away from a traditional suburban model and
towards a denser, more sustainable form that places a
higher priority on walkability and public spaces.

2.5.2 PARKS AND RECREATION
PLANNING DOCUMENTS
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• Transit. Sarasota County Area Transit (SCAT)
has expanded its service and improved passenger
amenities.

The most recent parks and recreation planning
document—the 2006 Sarasota County Parks and
Recreation Master Plan—was not officially adopted.
However, this earlier planning effort has relevance to
the PPRSMP process.
The 2006 Parks and Recreation Master Plan
recommended the following guidelines for
development of the parks system:
1. Aggressively pursue park land acquisition to
not only meet existing demands for parks and
recreation but also to meet the long term demands.
2. Meet or exceed standards for all existing parks and
recreational facilities.
3. Identify and tap alternative funding sources and
opportunities and to assure adequate support
for the operation, maintenance, acquisition and
construction of park and recreation facilities.
4. Provide parks and recreational facilities to meet the
existing and future demands of County residents
through the year 2020.
5. Continue to protect and conserve Sarasota County’s
unique natural areas and to sensitively integrate
appropriate passive recreational use of those areas.
6. Strive to increase access to the County’s shoreline
and inland water resources for appropriate
recreational opportunities.
7. Increase transit, bicycle, and pedestrian access to
County parks and recreational facilities.
8. Recreation and social programs provided by the
County should be maintained and expanded in
coordination with other semi-public / private
providers to meet the growing needs of the
County’s population.
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9. Sarasota County should provide park and
recreational facilities in an effective and cost
efficient manner.
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The draft 2006 Master Plan recommended that
through the year 2020, the County should strive to
meet the demands quantified through the analysis with
a focus on shoreline access, boat access, neighborhood,
access, and district parks. Additionally, the Plan stated
that the County should aggressively continue the
acquisition of linear parks and natural area parks for
environmental protection, connectivity and passive
recreation. Since the Master Plan was not adopted,
it will be used for reference purposes only and not to
inform or support recommendations.
The Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Public
Lands Code (Ch. 90 of the Sarasota County
Code of Ordinances) includes Article II—Use of
Parks, Beaches and Public Land. This section of
the Code provides direction related to prohibited
conditions, activities or uses; fees for use of public
parks, beaches and natural areas; posting of signs;
enforcement and remedies; and penalties. Chapter 90
also includes Article III—Neighborhood Parklands
(also known as the Sarasota County Neighborhood
Parkland Acquisition Ordinance). This section of
the Code provides specific information related to the
program including its history, acquisition policies
and procedures and criteria for acquisition. In the
ordinance, “Neighborhood Parkland” is defined as
those lands in Sarasota County that have features
meeting criteria established be the Board of County
Commissioners, after a public hearing, that include
broad community access, proximity or connectedness,
natural and cultural features, compatible community
needs and water access, thereby warranting their
acquisition for the public interest. The Parks Advisory
and Recreation Council (PARC) is charged in part,
with making recommendations to the Board regarding
acquisition and use of Neighborhood Parkland. The
Neighborhood Parkland Acquisition Program and its
partner land acquisition program, the Environmentally
Sensitive Lands Protection Program (ESLPP), will
continue through 2029. A 2005 referendum passed
by the voters, expanded the original ESLPP that had
parklands in addition to the acquisition, protection and
management of environmentally sensitive lands. The
2005 referendum also authorized the issuance of general
obligation bonds exceeding $250,000,000, payable from
the not-to-exceed 0.25 mill ad valorem tax.
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2.5.3 NATURAL RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING
DOCUMENTS
County ordinances, regulations, certain elements
of the Comprehensive Plan and previous Master
Plans provide objectives, restrictions, permit criteria
and funding for natural resource protection. These
previous actions by the County have established a
variety of mechanisms for protecting natural areas
that provide extensive opportunities for resourcebased recreation. For example, Chapter 2 of the
Comprehensive Plan (Environment) provides a
summary of strategies to protect and enhance
the environment through acquisition, incentives,
regulations and environmental education. It also
establishes Goals, Objectives and Policies to assure
that environmental quality is sustained.
Sarasota County has a number of codes and
ordinances in place meant to protect natural resources
and guide appropriate levels of use. The most
important in planning for the County’s parks and
preserves are the following:
• Environmentally Sensitive Lands Protection
Ordinance. This ordinance established a process
for protecting Environmentally Sensitive Lands
and created an Environmentally Sensitive Lands
Oversight Committee to oversee the protection /
acquisition of these lands.
• Coastal Setback Code. The code defines
exemptions, permit and variance criteria for
construction within the coastal zone to preserve
and protect the beach and dune system.
• Myakka River Protection Zone Ordinance.
The ordinance’s purpose includes protecting the
resource values of the Wild and Scenic Myakka
River, allowing for appropriate development.
The County has also developed a series of land
management plans for natural areas and resources.
The 2004 Sarasota County Land Management
Master Plan defined the basic elements of an effective
site management plan including: defining goals,
securing the land, conducting baseline surveys,
developing a detailed management plan and providing
a process for annual reporting. It defined criteria for
measuring success based upon things such as native
communities, site security, public involvement and
relationships with partners. Most of the sample
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2.5.4 TRAILS, BICYCLE AND
PEDESTRIAN PLANNING
DOCUMENTS
Two recent plans provide guidance on future trails,
bicycle, and pedestrian planning: the 2013 Sarasota
/ Manatee Metropolitan Planning Organization
(SMMPO) Bicycle, Pedestrian and Trails Master Plan
(BPTMP) and the 2013 Sarasota County Bicycle and
Pedestrian Plan (SCBPP). The 2006 Sarasota County
Trails Master Plan is currently undergoing an update,
but was not ready for review at the time of developing
the PPRSMP.
The SMMPO Bicycle, Pedestrian and Trails Master
Plan provides a comprehensive analysis of the
region’s existing facilities and outlines a strategy for
“increasing the attractiveness of biking and walking.”
It identifies priority projects that have the greatest
potential for local and regional benefits. Criteria
used in prioritizing projects include potential safety
improvements, increased connectivity to transit, ease
of implementation, potential return on investment and
geographic distribution. Although Sarasota County
did not have any projects within the top ten pedestrian
projects, there were several County projects among
the highest ranking bicycle and trail projects in the
BPTMP:
• The Legacy Trail Corridor from SR780 to Palmer
Ranch Parkway
• Cross Venice Trail from Venice to Myakka River
State Park
• Utility Connections from Myakka River State Park
to Longmeadow
• Multi Use Trail from Webber Street to Datura
Street

• Taylor Ranch from the Cross Venice Trail to the
Legacy trail Corridor
• Utility Connections from MLK and Newtown to
Longmeadow
To further strengthen the project selection process and
to help projects secure funding, a comprehensive list
of specific funding strategies were given as well as per
mile cost estimates for facilities.
The Sarasota County Bicycle and Pedestrian
Plan provides a framework for an effective active
transportation system that connects local, regional
destinations within the County. The Plan inventoried
more than 230 miles of bicycle facilities and more
than 1,300 miles of pedestrian facilities, and provided
recommendations to integrate efficient and safe bicycle
and pedestrian travel options into the existing County
transportation system.
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of site-specific land management plans reviewed
provide a description of natural resources within the
natural area and identify key management objectives.
Typically they cite monitoring intentions and plans
for ecological restoration and enhancement along
with general plans for amenities such as camping,
trailheads, parking, improved roads and trails. Most
of the plans reviewed have not been recently updated
and they are, in general, not currently connected to
an overall strategy for prioritizing staff and resource
management objectives.

The Plan was built upon six major planning concepts
that align with the goals and objectives of the County’s
Parks, Preserves and Recreation Master Plan:
• Enhanced mobility options;
• Safe environments for non-motorist users;
• Implementation of Smart Growth measures;
• Increased economic benefits in relation to
ecotourism;
• Improved quality of life for community members;
• Healthier environments that support and encourage
active living; and
• Increased sensitivity to natural environments.
The Plan includes an analysis of a countywide
Community Assessment Survey, the findings of
which can inform the PPRSMP. For example, the
survey indicated that the most common purposes
of pedestrian trips were exercise, recreation, and
relaxation, while the most common purpose of bicycle
trips was recreation. Survey respondents also ranked
greenways and trails as the most important location
for future connectivity improvements, followed
closely by parks. Lastly, when asked to rank the
factors that should be used to prioritize future bicycle,
pedestrian and trail investments, respondents chose
pedestrian / bicyclists safety as the top response,
followed by “closing gaps in the existing sidewalk /
greenway system.”
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3

NEEDS
ASSESSMENT
METHODS &
TECHNIQUES

3.0 Needs Assessment Methods &
Techniques
Parks, Preserves and Recreation Needs Assessments are used to determine
community needs or “gaps” between existing conditions and ideal conditions,
including parks, preserves, trails, beaches, recreation facilities, programs,
operations and maintenance.
There is no standard methodology or single,
authoritative source regarding how to properly conduct
a Parks, Preserves and Recreation Needs Assessment.
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A variety of methods are commonly used in Parks,
Preserves and Recreation Needs Assessments. The
Sarasota County Needs Assessment incorporates the
idea of “triangulation”, or approaching needs from
at least three different vantage points, including
anecdotal, qualitative and quantitative techniques. Over
2,900 residents and stakeholders participated in the
needs assessment process. Figure 3.0a lists the specific
needs assessment techniques used for each method.
It is important to distinguish between the findings
from the Needs Assessment process outlined in this
chapter, and the suggested recommendations included

in Chapter 4 – Long-Range Vision and Chapter 5 –
Implementation Strategies. This chapter chronicles
the findings from each individual needs assessment
technique, and concludes with a summary of needs
from the findings. Chapters 4 and 5 outline the
County’s proposed response to the needs, including:
the County’s mission and role; subsystems and
classifications; proposed improvements; and proposed
implementation strategies. The Cities of Venice and
North Port are completing their own parks master
plans and the data from these populations and those
reports may be incorporated into decisions which
will affect the Level of Service (LOS) calculations
contained within this document.
Following are the findings from the various
techniques.

Figure 3.0a - Sarasota County Parks, Preserves and Recreation Master Plan Needs Assessment Methods and
Techniques
Needs Assessment Method
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Anecdotal

Department Operations Assessment
Department Divisions
Department Budget and Finance
Program Assessment
Site Evaluations
Level of Service Analysis
Acreage
Facilities
Access
Public Involvement
Commissioner Interviews
Focus Group Interviews
Public Workshops
Special Events and Social Media
Online Survey
Statistically Valid Mail-In / Telephone Survey

l
l
l
l
l

Trends

l

Qualitative

Quantitative

l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

l
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The Toole Design Group team visited County
facilities; observed programs and events; reviewed data
and information provided by the Sarasota County
Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources Department;
conducted staff interviews; and benchmarked the
Department and County’s parks system against other
similar counties. Following are department operations
findings from these analyses.

3.1.1 OPERATIONS AND
ORGANIZATION FINDINGS
PRNR provides a wide breadth of facilities and services
with the staff and financial resources available. Figure

3.1a benchmarks PRNR’s 2015 Full-Time Equivalent
(FTE) positions to the 2015 FTE’s of its neighboring
counties including Charlotte, Collier, Lee, Manatee
and Pinellas County. Using the Department’s 2015
FTE’s allows the inclusion of the portions of the
Natural Resources Department that merged with the
Parks and Recreation Department and began operating
under the leadership of one director at the start of Fiscal
Year 2015. The figure identifies the number of acres
managed per FTE for total park acreage and total active
park acreage for each County. The figure also calculates
the median and average of the benchmark counties. As
demonstrated by the figure, the Department manages
more park acreage per FTE than its neighboring
counties and about two and a half times more acreage
than the average of the benchmark counties.
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3.1 Department Operations
Assessment

Sarasota
County1

Charlotte
County2

Collier
County3

Lee County4

Manatee
County5

Pinellas
County6

Benchmark
County
Median

Benchmark
County
Average

Figure 3.1a - Full-Time Equivalent Position Benchmark Analysis to Neighboring Counties

Total Park Acreage

54,780.00

5,320.02

4,999.97

25,769.00

31,245.00

23,591.00

23,591.00

18,185.00

Total Developable
Park Acreage

3,600.20

982.51

939.97

896.00

1,245.00

3,591.00

982.51

1,530.90

Natural Area
Acreage

51,179.80

4,337.51

4060

24,873.00

30,000.00

20,000.00

20,000.00

16,654.10

Full-Time
Equivalent
Position (FTEs)

192.46

119.50

192.00

297.00

59.00

200.70

192.00

173.64

Total Acres of
Land Managed per
FTE

284.63

44.52

26.04

86.76

529.58

117.54

86.76

160.89

Total Developable
Park Acres of Land
Managed per FTE

18.71

8.22

4.90

3.02

21.10

17.89

8.22

11.03

Note: While the above table shows the benchmarking of the comparable counties it may not accurately reflect winter population increases and visitors.
1 Source: Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources Department
2 Source: FY 2015 / 2016 – 2016 / 2017 Charlotte County Performance Based Budget Summaries – Community Services
3 Source: Collier County, FL Board of County Commissioners Fiscal Year 2015-2016 Adopted Budget
4 Source: Lee County, FL FY 2015 / 2016 Annual Budget. Figures represent combined totals of separate Parks and Recreation Department and Natural Resources
Department.
5 Source: Manatee County, FL FY 2015 / 2016 Planned Budget - Parks & Natural Resources
6 Source: Pinellas County, FL FY 2015 / 2016 Adopted Budget
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Figure 3.1b - Full-Time Equivalent Position Benchmark Analysis to National Recreation and Parks Association
(NRPA) PRORAGIS National County Benchmark Data
Sarasota
County1

NRPA PRORAGIS Summary Data of Counties Throughout the
Nation2
Median

Average

54,780.00

2,628

11,164

769

9,097

Full-Time Equivalent
Position (FTEs)

192.46

82

276.3

16

253

Total Acres of Land
Managed per FTE

284.63

46.6

114.3

17.1

93.3

Total Park Acreage

Lower Quartile Higher Quartile

1 Source: Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources Department
2 Source: National Recreation and Parks Association (2015) PRORAGIS Database Report: Counties
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Figure 3.1b benchmarks the Department’s 2015 FTE’s
to the National Recreation and Park Association
(NRPA) PRORAGIS national county data. The
Department has roughly five times more park acreage
than the higher quartile of counties throughout
the nation, and uses existing resources to manage
the system. Based on these comparative analyses of
available data, it appears that the Department could
benefit from the development of a staffing plan phased
over the next five years.
The County’s facilities and services are spread across
a wide geographic area. The Department provides
facilities for its residents and maintains not only county
amenities but also parks, beaches and fields that are
owned by cities and the school district. In addition, the
Department also manages and maintains beaches and
fields for user groups, tournaments and event holders.
Most fees appear to be low. This is particularly true for
athletic field rentals, most shelter rentals and special
event fees. Additionally, it appears that users and
partners typically do not expect to pay very much for
the use of County facilities.
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Maintenance of facilities are handled by Sarasota
County staff and contract providers. Improving
coordination and communication between divisions
could greatly facilitate the maintenance and upkeep
of these facilities. The Department staff spends a
large percentage of their time on maintenance, which
sometimes impacts their capacity for management,
programming and long-range planning.
Figure 3.1c is a summary of operational findings
for the five divisions that were assessed. Findings
are based on interviews with staff, site visits and the
Toole Design Group Team member Ballard King and
Associate’s professional opinion.
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Figure 3.1c Summary of Operational Findings and Improvements Needed by Division
Division

Summary of Findings
The division successfully manages and maintains the vast inventory of athletic fields in the
County. However, maintenance is challenged by increasing demand for field use that results in
little down time for field work or rejuvenation. Many of the field complexes are aging and will
eventually require renovation. Also, staff must work with a wide variety of user groups as demand
for field time from all users, including travel teams and sport tourism events is increasing.
The division would benefit from the development of a field classification or prioritization
system (Signature Athletic Facilities, Competitive Practice and Game Fields and Facilities, and
Recreational Practice and Game Fields and Facilities) that would delineate priorities of use and
levels of maintenance. Upgraded equipment and additional sports complexes throughout the
County appear to be needed.

Sports Development
and Athletics Division

• Scheduling and managing field use agreements.
• Maintaining a large number of fields that are spread over a large geographic area.
• Coordinating the maintenance of “league owned” building structures and other amenities with
the user groups and lack of league funds to repair / replace and bring into compliance with
current codes and best management practices
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Division challenges include:
• Managing the use of fields to allow time for rejuvenation.

• Amenities built over the years by user groups with lack of appropriate planning
• Aging infrastructure and lack of sufficient funds to replace

Recreation and Special
Events

Considering the number of centers and parks that need to be operated and programmed, the
division does a sound job with available resources. The division also relies on a number of
volunteers for activities, events and facility operations assistance. Recreational programming, with
the exception of camps, is being completed by outside contractors or other agencies. Classifying
centers by size and amenities as well as developing operational standards would streamline
facility operations while the development of a long-range program plan would provide a focus and
direction for future recreation services.
Division challenges include:
• Coordinating maintenance and cleaning of facilities with multiple divisions, departments and
contract providers.
• Managing and coordinating internal and external programs and services.
• Programming is limited by the number and types of facilities that are available.
• Aging infrastructure and limited funds to replace based on current priorities
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Figure 3.1c Summary of Operational Findings and Improvements Needed by Division (Continued)
Division
Beaches and Water
Access Division

Summary of Findings
With the large number of people visiting the County’s beaches and water access parks, it is
sometimes difficult to keep up with daily maintenance. The County employs a combination of
contractual as well as county staff to meet these maintenance needs. Moving from contractual
staff to in house staff is currently being analyzed as part of a three year phased staffing plan for
beaches. Developing a comprehensive beach management and maintenance plan would improve
the process. Evaluating alternatives such as a park / beach ranger program could help with
issues such as dogs (e.g. off leash and in parks not designated for dogs), inappropriate behavior,
illegal dumping, enforcement of park hours, homeless, vandalism, etc. Should this initiative be
further developed, staff would bring a discussion item to the Board of County Commissioners for
consideration.
Division challenges include:
• Highly popular beach and water access parks that routinely exceed parking capacity.
• Working with regulatory agencies in highly sensitive environmental areas and training staff to
operate in these areas.
• Permitting a large number of events each year requires staff resources.
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• A large number of beaches and water access parks to maintain and manage.
• Venues spread over a large geographic area.
• Balancing maintenance, preservation, regulatory requirements and public use of beaches and
water access parks.
• Beach parking alternatives

Neighborhood Parks
and Maintenance
Services Division

The division uses available resources to manage a large breadth of services currently required for
neighborhood park operations and maintenance support for the department. This division would
benefit greatly by having a comprehensive life cycle maintenance and replacement plan in place
that also focuses on preventative maintenance tasks. This plan should set distinctive levels of
service for park maintenance.
Division challenges include:
• Coordinating with a significant number of internal and external maintenance groups.
• The division must cover large geographic area.
• There are a wide range of parks, trails and other facilities that must be maintained.
• Maximizing time and resources in an effective manner.
• Aging infrastructure and lack of funds to replace.

Natural Area Parks,
Preserves and Trails
Division

The division uses available resources to provide services to Preserves and Nature Centers. Site
visits confirm that this will become more difficult as the County continues to add more properties
in this division and there is increasing public access. Overall, the division has done an excellent
job of managing the County’s natural area parks and preserves with existing resources; the
commitment to resource management and environmental education is impressive. Similar to
the findings listed under the Beaches and Water Access Division above, evaluating alternatives
such as a ranger program could help with issues this division faces. Should this initiative be
further developed, staff would bring a discussion item to the Board of County Commissioners for
consideration.
Division challenges include:
• Maintaining an increasing number of acres of preserves and natural areas and with the desire
for improved public access.
• Providing greater access to natural areas and preserves while protecting habitat.
• Preserves and natural areas are spread over a large geographic area.
• Balancing maintenance needs with programming demands.
• High levels of use and planned expansion of trails.
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3.1.2 DEPARTMENT BUDGET AND FINANCES FINDINGS
There are three main metrics used to gauge whether a county is adequately funded to manage, operate, maintain
and build its parks and recreation system. These are operating budget per resident, capital budget per resident and
total budget per resident (the sum of the operating and capital budgets). These metrics are determined by dividing
the total dollars of each type of budget by the population of the County.
Figure 3.1d benchmarks the Department’s 2015 budget to the 2015 budget of its neighboring counties including
Charlotte, Collier, Lee, Manatee, and Pinellas Counties. Using the Department’s 2015 budget allows the inclusion
of the portions of the Natural Resources Department that merged with the Parks and Recreation Department and

Charlotte
County2

Collier
County3

Lee County4

Manatee
County5

Pinellas
County6

Benchmark
County
Median

Benchmark
County
Average

248,619

149,466

307,120

337,490

274,792

274,411

-

-

54,780.00

5,320.02

4,999.97

25,769.00

31,245.00

23,591.00

23,591.00

18,185.00

Department
Operating
Budget (Dollars
in Thousands)

$24,564

$17,256

$24,905

$38,484

$7,388

$22,393

$22,393

$22,085

Operating
Expenditure Per
Resident

$98.80

$115.45

$81.09

$114.03

$26.89

$81.60

$81.60

$83.81

Capital Budget
(Dollars in
Thousands)

$10,818

$11,675

$18,052

$10,065

$9,018

$9,810

$10,065

$11,724

Capital Budget
Per Resident

$43.51

$78.11

$58.78

$29.82

$32.82

$35.75

$35.75

$47.06

Total Budget
(Dollars in
Thousands)

$35,382

$28,931

$42,957

$48,549

$16,406

$32,203

$32,203

$33,809

Total Budget
Per Resident

$142.31

$193.56

$139.87

$143.85

$59.70

$117.35

$139.87

$130.87

Unincorporated
County
Population*
Total Park
Acreage
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Sarasota
County1

Figure 3.1d - 2015 Sarasota County Parks, Recreation, and Natural Resources Department Budget Benchmark
to 2015 Budgets of Neighboring Counties.

Note: While the above table shows the benchmarking of the comparable counties it may not accurately reflect winter population increases and visitors.
* Source: University of Florida, Bureau of Economic and Business Research, 2015
1 Source: Sarasota County Parks, Recreation, and Natural Resources Department
2 Source: FY 2015 / 2016 – 2016 / 2017 Charlotte County Performance Based Budget Summaries – Community Services
3 Source: Collier County, FL Board of County Commissioners Fiscal Year 2015-2016 Adopted Budget
4 Source: Lee County, FL FY 2015 / 2016 Annual Budget. Figures represent combined totals of separate Parks and Recreation Department and Natural Resources
Department.
5 Source: Manatee County, FL FY 2015 / 2016 Planned Budget - Parks & Natural Resources
6 Source: Pinellas County, FL FY 2015 / 2016 Adopted Budget
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began operating under the leadership of one director
at the start of Fiscal Year 2015. Figure 3.1d also
includes the median and average of the benchmarked
departments.

CHAPTER 3

Benchmarking the Department against five local
and regional departments suggest that the Sarasota
County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources
Department maximizes their resources, especially
when considering the amount of total park acreage
that the County manages. When compared to the
benchmarked departments, the data suggest that the
Department appears to spend just above the average of
the benchmarked departments on total expenditures
per resident, more on operating expenditures per
resident and less on capital expenditures per resident.
The Department’s total budget per resident of $142.31
is above the $139.87 median of the benchmarked
departments and the $130.87 average. While the
Department’s operating budget per residents of $98.80
is the third highest of the benchmarked departments
and above the $81.60 median and $83.81 average, the

Department manages and maintains almost double
the amount of land than both the median and average
amount of land than the benchmarked departments.
Even though the Department manages significantly
more land than the benchmarked departments, its
capital budget per resident of $43.51 appears to be the
third lowest of the five benchmarked departments and
below the $47.06 average.
Benchmarking the Department against NRPA
PRORAGIS national county data further suggests that
the Department maximizes their resources, especially
when considering the amount of total park and natural
area acreage that the County manages. Figure 3.1e
benchmarks the Department’s budget to NRPA
PRORAGIS national county data. The Department’s
operating budget per acre is a third of the national
average. The Department’s capital budget per acre is a
tenth of the national average. And the Department’s
overall budget per acre is one fifth of the national
average. Funding the Department at a consistent level
will be important to the Department’s success.

Figure 3.1e - Department Budget Analysis to National Recreation and Parks Association (NRPA) PRORAGIS
National County Benchmark Budget Data

Sarasota
County1

NRPA PRORAGIS Summary Data of Counties Throughout the
Nation2
Median

Average

54,780.00

2,628

11,164

769

9,097

Department Operating
Budget (Dollars in
Thousands)

$ 24,564

$ 2,661

$ 16,905

$ 1,089

$ 20,465

Operating Budget Per
Resident

$ 98.80

$ 16.76

$ 29.69

$ 8.23

$ 45.32

Operating Budget per
Park Acre

$ 448.41

$ 1,012.56

$ 1,514.24

$ 1,416.21

$ 2,249.64

Capital Budget (Dollars
in Thousands)

$ 10,818

$ 535

$ 22,458

$ 33

$ 19,397

Capital Budget per Park
Acre

$ 197.48

$ 203.58

$ 2,011.64

$ 42.91

$ 2,132.24

Department Budget per
Park Acre

$ 645.89

$ 1,216.13

$ 3,525.89

$ 1,459.04

$ 4,381.88

Total Park Acreage

Lower Quartile Higher Quartile

1 Source: Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources Department
2 Source: National Recreation and Parks Association (2015) PRORAGIS Database Report: Counties
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Like many agencies in Florida and across the nation, the Great Recession heavily impacted the Department’s
financial resources. As the economic situation has improved over the last four years, the budget levels have
increased. While it is apparent that the operating budget has been increasing, since FY 2011, this increase appears
to be considering the operation of new parks and their associated operating impacts, as well as the Board of County
Commissioner directed sports initiative. If the Department is going to continue to provide the current level of
service and ultimately improve maintenance, operations and programs, then there will be a need to continue
analyzing required resources and prioritization of funding.

Beach Volleyball
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3.2 Programs
The Toole Design Group Team visited County
facilities, observed programs and events, reviewed data
and information provided by PRNR and conducted
staff interviews to evaluate the Department’s
programs. Following are findings from this analyses.
It is important to restate that subsequent paragraphs
represent findings from the Toole Design Group Team
and not recommendations. Recommendations will
be discussed in Chapter 4 – Long-Range Vision, and
Chapter 5 – Implementation Strategies.

CHAPTER 3

The Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural
Resources Department appears to primarily be a
“venue-provider,” providing settings for both selfdirected and programmed activities. To provide
the programs and services desired by residents and
visitors, PRNR collaborates with hundreds of agencies,
organizations and individuals including municipalities,
the school board, athletic leagues, non-profit groups,
for-profit organizations, “friends” groups, instructors
and others. The Department also uses internal
seasonal staff to provide some essential programs
such as summer / winter / spring break camps. The

Department has established several types of financial
arrangements with its collaborators to use County
facilities, including:
• Fees according to fee schedule / adopted fees;

• Reduced fees as a result of a partnership / cosponsorship;
• Reduced fees as result of in-kind exchange of
services;

• Reduced fees as a result of a negotiated agreement;
• No cost as a result of a partnership; and

• No cost as result of in-kind exchange of services.
Specific findings regarding recreation program needs
include:

• Increasing Demand. As the population of the
County continues to increase and new recreation
activities become more popular, there will be
increasing demand for additional and more
diverse recreation programs and services. Potential
programs and services may include adventure
sports, a greater focus on fitness and wellness and
outdoor education.

Big Truck Day Swamp Buggy
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Yoga on the Beach

• Facilities. While the County has many facilities
to support a variety of recreation programs and
events, the ability to continue to maintain and
renovate these amenities to meet current and
future needs will remain a challenge.

• Staff. There is limited staff time available to
conduct County initiated activities and events,
manage those provided by others due to the need
to focus on ensuring parks are clean and safe.
• Program Plan. Even though the majority of
recreation programs and events are provided by
others, the Department could benefit from the
development of an overall recreation program
plan to guide the types of services that should
be available in the County. This would include
not only in-house programs but also the types
of events and activities that are offered by other
organizations. Program guidelines and priorities
could be established with a determination of
specific roles for other providers.
• Balancing Program Demands with Other
Needs. Many of the County’s sports fields
and beaches are attempting to balance internal
program and event needs with outside event

and tournament needs. In addition, factoring
in maintenance, open use time (primarily at the
beaches), as well as field rejuvenation time and
nature / wildlife factors, impacts the amount of
use key facilities and venues can handle over the
course of the year.

• Fees and Charges. Many of the fees that are
charged to other groups and organizations for
the provision of programs and or events are not
at a level that allows revenues to be generated to
offset the cost of the Department to provide and
maintain the facility. This often results in the
County subsidizing these activities. The County
should consider and discuss this issue as part of
the development of the new fee policy and pricing
plan.

• Marketing. The programs and events that are
being offered in the County would benefit greatly
from a basic marketing plan that outlines priorities
for Department marketing efforts on a yearly basis
with specific goals and performance measures.

• Budget. The level of financial resources assigned
is based on the overall priority of programming
needs compared to other needs of the Department.
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3.3 Site Evaluations
The Toole Design Group Team and County Parks,
Recreation and Natural Resources Department staff
visited the County’s parks, natural area parks and
preserves to evaluate existing conditions during the
spring and summer of 2015. The following pages
outline evaluations of one hundred and forty
three sites using the following five key criteria:

1. ACCESS: Proximity, Access and
Linkages

• Visibility from a distance. Can one easily see into
the park?
• Ease of walking to the park. Can someone walk
directly into the park safely and easily?
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• Transit access. Is there a public transit stop nearby?
• Clarity of information / signage. Is there signage
that identifies the park, and / or signage that
provides additional information for users?

• ADA Compliance. Does the site generally appear
to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) laws for accessibility?
• Lighting. Is the park lighted appropriately for use
at night? (if applicable)

2. COMFORT: Comfort and Image

• First impression / overall attractiveness. Is the
park attractive at first glance?
• Feeling of safety. Does the park feel safe at the
time of the visit?

• Cleanliness / overall quality of maintenance. Is
the park clean and free of litter?
• Comfort of places to sit. Are there comfortable
places to sit?

• Protection from bad weather. Is there shelter in
case of bad weather?

• Evidence of management / stewardship. Is there
visual evidence of site management?

• Ability to easily supervise and manage the park or
facility (interior).
• Condition and effectiveness of any equipment
or operation systems. Is the equipment and / or
operating system in good condition?
42

3. USE: Uses, Activities, and Sociability
• Mix of uses / things to do. Is there a variety of
things to do given the type of park?
• Level of activity. How active is the park with
visitors?

• Sense of pride / ownership. Is there evidence of
community pride in the park?

• Programming flexibility. How flexible is the park
in accommodating multiple uses?
• Ability of facility to effectively support current
organized programming. Is the site meeting the
needs of organized programs?

• Marketing or promotional efforts for the facility.
Is the site being marketed effectively?

4. SUSTAINABILITY: Environmental
Sustainability

• Stormwater management. Is green infrastructure
present to help manage stormwater?
• Multi-modal capacity. Is the park accessible by
many modes of transportation?
• Co-location / integration of infrastructure.
Does the park provide a number of community
infrastructure services?
• Facility energy efficiency. Has the site been
updated with energy efficient components?

5. BUILDINGS: Buildings and Architecture
(If a building is present on the site)
• Image and aesthetics. Is the building attractive?

• Clarity of entry and connection to the park. Is the
building integrated into its surroundings?
• Interior layout. Is the layout functional?

• Interior finishes, furniture, and equipment. Are
the furnishings and equipment inside the building
of good condition and quality?
• Functional dimensions of spaces. Does the
organization of space support the building’s
intended function?
• Structural integrity. Is the building safe?

• Building enclosure. Is there any obvious need for
repairs to the building shell?
• Building systems. Are all mechanical, electrical
and plumbing systems in working order?
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• Energy and sustainability. Is there evidence that
the building is energy efficient?

3.3.1 ATHLETICS, BEACHES,
NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS AND
RECREATION FACILITIES
Each of the sites was scored on the above questions
using a scale of 1 to 5:
1.0 = Well Below Expectations

2.0 = Not Meeting Expectations
3.0 = Meets Expectations

4.0 = Exceeds Expectations

5.0 = Far Exceeds Expectations
Each whole number represents a performance tier.
Scores were assigned based on an evaluation of the
site and the buildings compared to other sites in the
County. Although the process of scoring is inherently
subjective, multiple evaluators were present to discuss
each score and reach consensus. The purpose of the
scoring was to establish an understanding of how the
park system rates in terms of quality and its ability
to serve users. Figure 3.3a provides a summary chart
of the park system’s average score; scores under
“3” indicate an area of under-performance, and are
highlighted in orange or red.
Overall, the quality of the Sarasota County park
system is relatively consistent. The park system as
a whole appears to be meeting expectations and
providing residents and visitors with an adequate
leisure experience. This is represented by the overall
average system score of a 3.0. The highest average
score was for Buildings (3.9), followed by Comfort
(3.1), and Access (2.8). Uses and Sustainability
performed the lowest with a score of 2.7 and
2.6, respectively. While all categories could use
improvements, Uses and Sustainability are areas that
need the most improvement. Specifically, many of the
County’s parks have a limited number of amenities,
facilities, and things to do for users of all ages and
capabilities. For example, while many of the County’s
athletic complexes provide amenities and facilities
for the users that play in the leagues, there may not
be amenities and facilities for the rest of the family

members that tag along. Additionally, many parks
have limited multi-purpose spaces that can be easily
modified and customized to the needs and desires of
the users. For example, secured benches and picnic
tables are used throughout the park system. These
amenities limit a user’s ability to customize the
seating area to their comfort, be it by moving the
bench or table to seek the comfort of the sun or the
shade, or moving tables and chairs to facilitate a group
discussion. The new Siesta Beach improvements are a
great example of how increased amenities and multiuse spaces can improve the use and activity of a place.
Another example are the County’s multi-purpose
fields. Many of these fields are designed for the
specific use of sports with concrete pads, bleachers,
sidewalks and lights placed to facilitate athletic use.
While this may be appropriate in some cases, in other
cases, it limits the ability of the space to function for
non-sporting events such as festivals and community
events.
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• Code compliance. Does the building meet code?

Sustainability in parks could be enhanced by looking
at ways that each park can provide social and
recreation opportunities while addressing broader
environmental and social challenges. For example,
many of the County’s parks have dry, grassy detention
areas used to treat stormwater and address water
quality. Many of these spaces remain dry for long
periods of time. These spaces may be able to function
as multi-purpose fields, athletic practice fields or
overflow parking areas when they are dry. Future
park designs or park re-designs may explore creative
ways to better integrate these spaces into the park
experience or treat stormwater closer to the source to
limit the size of required dry detention areas.
Another sustainability example relates to the
County’s recreation and environmental center
buildings. Many of these buildings were designed
and built in a time period when energy and water
conservation technologies were not readily accessible.
Slowly upgrading these buildings to use energy and
water more efficiently is another way to improve
sustainability in parks.
These are just two examples of how sustainability
could be enhanced in parks. Exploring additional
opportunities would improve the overall sustainability
of the park system by reducing operating and
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Figure 3.3a - Summary of Site Evaluation Scores
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ACCESS: Proximity, Access and Linkages

2.8

Visibility from a distance
Ease of walking to the park
Transit access
Clarity of information / signage
ADA Compliance
Lighting (if applicable)

3.1
2.9
2.8
3.0
2.7
2.4

COMFORT: Comfort and Image

3.1

First impression / overall attractiveness
Feeling of safety
Cleanliness / overall quality of maintenance
Comfort of places to sit
Protection from bad weather
Evidence of management / stewardship (exterior)
Evidence of management / stewardship (interior)
Ability to easily supervise and manage the park or facility (interior)
Condition and effectiveness of any equipment or operation systems

3.4
3.5
3.4
2.8
1.9
3.5
3.7
3.1
3.3

USE: Uses, Activities, and Sociability

2.7

Mix of uses / things to do
Level of activity
Sense of pride / ownership
Programming flexibility
Ability of facility to effectively support current organized programming
Marketing or promotional efforts for the facility

2.9
2.7
3.3
2.5
2.8
1.8

SUSTAINABILITY: Environmental Sustainability

2.6

Stormwater management
Multi-modal capacity
Co-location / integration of infrastructure
Facility energy efficiency

2.7
2.9
2.3
2.7

BUILDINGS: Buildings and Architecture (If a building is present on the site)

3.9

Image and aesthetics
Clarity of entry and connection to the park
Interior layout
Interior finishes, furniture, and equipment
Functional dimensions of spaces
Structural integrity
Building enclosure
Building systems
Code compliance
Energy and sustainability

3.6
3.8
3.7
3.3
3.4
4.4
4.2
4.4
4.8
3.3

Total System Average

3.0
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The County’s newer parks, some of which are
“signature” parks, received the highest ratings. These
include Siesta Beach and Urfer Family Park. These
parks are all attractive and comfortable; provide a
variety of activities, facilities and amenities; and
integrate sustainable design practices at multiple
levels. These sustainable design practices range from
designing the park to be easily accessible by transit,
bicycle or car; providing activities and amenities for
people of all ages; treating stormwater creatively at the
source using local and native hardscape and landscape
materials; and using technology to conserve water and
energy. Lower rated parks include the Youth Athletic
Complex, 17th Street Park, Lakeview Park and other
older parks that are outdated and / or in need of
upgrades.
Finally, it appears that the park system would benefit
from an overall upgrade to create a consistent, high
quality “brand” that represents Sarasota County’s
desired image. For example, with the exception of the

Babe Ruth Park in Need of Improvements

beach parks, there is no consistent architectural theme
throughout the system; dozens of different styles have
been used for pavilions, restrooms, concessions and
recreation centers. Similarly, parking lot materials,
site furnishings, landscaping and signage often vary
between parks. For example, old light posts have been
“repurposed” as parking lot curbs and wheel stops
in some parks and cracked pavements need to be
repaired in others. The County may look to develop
common design standards for park architecture,
infrastructure, site furnishings and amenities that 1)
are representative of local Sarasota County history,
character and materials; 2) enhance the quality of the
visitor experience; and 3) are cost-effective to build
and maintain over a long period of time. Chapter 4 –
Long-Range Vision and Chapter 5 – Implementation
Strategies will discuss additional recommendations and
strategies.

3.3.2 NATURAL AREA PARKS,
PRESERVES AND TRAILS

CHAPTER 3

management costs, leveraging different funding
sources and stretching tax payer dollars so every
dollar spent provides multiple benefits. Chapter 4 –
Long-Range Vision and Chapter 5 – Implementation
Strategies will discuss potential recommendations and
strategies that are consistent with the County’s overall
sustainability goals.

The County’s Natural Area Parks, Preserves and Trails
were also evaluated. This evaluation included site visits,
interviews with staff, an assessment of a sample of the
natural resource management plans and a review of
access and resource-based recreation opportunities. It
is clear that Natural Area Parks, Preserves and Trails
Staff are extraordinarily dedicated, passionate and
efficient. At the same time, the evaluation revealed
that resources may be insufficient to meet conservation
objectives given the amount of land under the County’s
responsibility.
Overall, the County has an impressive portfolio of
natural area parks, preserves and trails. As noted
previously on Figure 3.1a, it owns and manages
the largest acreage of natural areas compared with
surrounding counties. Some of the lands provide
exceptional public recreation opportunities including
Carlton Reserve, Deer Prairie Creek Preserve and
Celery Fields. Others, such as Shamrock Park and
Nature Center, Lemon Bay Park and Environmental
Center and Red Bug Slough Preserve offer outstanding
environmental education opportunities. Additionally,
the County has industriously generated resource-based
revenues from management tools, such as the sale of
forest products and cabbage palm harvesting. This
has allowed the Department to have certain resource
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management actions performed at no cost and to
generate revenue for other management activities.
With the County’s large portfolio of lands comes
challenges and missed opportunities. Staff has been
unable to fully apply desired resource management
strategies to manage lands, monitor listed species and
control exotic and invasive species. This is leading
to the encroachment of exotic plants and animals
and inappropriate use of lands. Feral hogs and spiny
tailed iguanas, for example, are problematic exotic
species on Sarasota County natural lands and current
trapping efforts will not control populations. Fire is an
important ecological management tool and is used on
most of Sarasota County’s lands.

CHAPTER 3

It appears that many of the management plans
are outdated and should be updated. Similarly, it
appears that resource-based recreation planning and
assessments need to be conducted.
Resource Management Plans and their recreation
components should be reviewed comprehensively so
that the management goals and objectives of all of the
lands can be assessed cumulatively. This comprehensive
overview could be used to identify opportunities and
gaps in meeting management objectives. Some of these
opportunities may include generating or enhancing
land-based revenues.
During the site visits, canoe / kayak launch sites
were viewed. It appears that the launch sites vary
in use, quality of experience and ease of access
(including parking). An overall understanding of
these factors would allow a more complete picture of

46

the blueways system in the County. This information
could be discussed with outfitters and canoe / kayak
stakeholders and could direct future recreation and
management priorities to deliver quality paddling
experiences in the areas most desired and suitable for
public use.
Public use seems to be limited in part, due to the
lack of permanent facilities such as restrooms. Deer
Prairie Creek Preserve is an example. There is an
excellent park site at the pond where Deer Prairie
Creek is dammed, but visitation appears to be limited
by the fact that there is only a portable toilet available
there. Assessing the quality of experiences in the
natural areas through an update of management
plans, including their recreation components would
help identify and prioritize where facilities should
be expanded in the areas that are most beneficial to
public use.
There appears to be a need for the County to evaluate
the potential of surplus lands. This is a dynamic
process, affected by adjacent land use, changes in
ownership and variable priorities for public use and
access. The loss of connectedness or diminution in
manageability could change over time and render
a site more difficult to sustain or restore. Specific
recommendations will be addressed in Chapter 4 –
Long-Range Vision and Chapter 5 – Implementation
Strategies. Lastly, the pursuit of the sale of Transfer
of Development Rights should be continued.
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Figure 3.4a - County Facilities LOS for Key Recreation Facilities
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3.4 Level of Service (LOS) Analysis
There is no industry standard or regulation regarding
how a community should establish levels of service
(LOS) for parks and recreation services. Both the
National Recreation and Parks Association (NRPA)
and the Florida State Comprehensive Outdoor
Recreation Plan (SCORP) have discontinued the use
of traditional population-based LOS standards such as
acres and facilities per 1,000 population. Instead, cities
and counties are encouraged to conduct communitywide needs assessments and benchmark themselves
against other similar communities in order to establish
their own LOS standards. NRPA has developed its
benchmarking website PRORAGIS, and SCORP
publishes regional LOS averages around the state, to
assist local communities in establishing their LOS
Three different LOS methods were used to determine
how well the County parks, preserves and recreation
system is meeting residents’ needs:

1. Acreage LOS – Measures the quantity of park
acreage that is available per 1,000 residents. This
typically does not include natural area acreage.

2.Facilities LOS – Measures the number of residents
that have access to a single recreation facility such
as a soccer field, baseball field, pool, etc.
3. Access LOS – Illustrates where in the County
residents have access to a park or recreation facility
within a given distance from their home.

LOS metrics were based on the inventory of Countyowned and managed park land and facilities, and the
unincorporated County population. LOS metrics
are not applicable to certain elements of the parks,
preserves and recreation system such as public beaches,
large revenue-generating facilities, trails and natural
areas. LOS metrics are aspirational, and should be
re-evaluated periodically, every five years to reflect
residents’ needs and priorities.
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3.4.1 ACREAGE LEVEL OF SERVICE

developable park land are acquired, the total County
park land Acreage LOS will drop to 180.63 acres per
1,000 residents by 2035. The figure also shows that the
County currently provides 14.48 acres of developable
park land per 1,000 residents. If no additional
developable park land is acquired, the developable park
land Acreage LOS will drop to 11.87 acres per 1,000
residents by 2035.

While Sarasota County has done an excellent job of
acquiring natural areas for conservation and passive
recreation, there may be a future deficiency for active
recreation.
The current Sarasota County Comprehensive Plan
establishes a countywide regulatory LOS for parks
and recreation of 7 acres per 1,000 residents. This
LOS was first adopted by the County in the 1989
Comprehensive Plan.

When benchmarked to the NRPA PRORAGIS
Acreage LOS national average for counties, Sarasota
County is just above the 12.9 acres per 1,000 resident’s
national average and the 13.1 acres per 1,000 residents
median but below the 18.5 acres per 1,000 residents
Acreage LOS of the higher quartile1. However, the
developable park land Acreage LOS is still above the
County’s Comprehensive Plan Acreage LOS Target of
7.0 acres per 1,000 residents. Based on this countywide
Acreage LOS analysis, it appears that overall, the
County has sufficient park land.

CHAPTER 3

In order to more accurately reflect the distribution of
park land in the County, Acreage LOS was calculated
for both the North and South Park Facility Service
(Impact Fee) Districts illustrated in Figure 3.4a as well
as countywide. Following are the results from this
analysis.
It appears that while the County has sufficient County
park land overall, there are areas throughout the
County that have limited access to developable park
land. "County Park Land" includes natural areas
that cannot be developed with recreation facilities as
well as "Developable Park Land." Figure 3.4b below
shows Acreage LOS for total County park land and
developable park land. The figure shows that the
County currently provides 220.34 acres of park land
per 1,000 residents. If no additional natural areas or

In order to more accurately reflect the distribution of
developable park land in the County, developable park
land Acreage LOS was also calculated for the North
and South Park Facility Service (Impact Fee Districts).
1

National Recreation and Parks Association (2015) PRORAGIS
Database Report: Counties, http://www.nrpa.org/PRORAGIS/
Reports/ (2015, August 1)

Figure 3.4b - Total Acreage LOS for County Park Land and Developable Park Land

Unincorporated County Population*
Park Acreage
Type

Park
Acreage

Total County
Park Land

54,780.00

Developable
Park Land

3,600.20

County
Comprehensive
Plan LOS Target
(Acres per 1,000
Residents)

7.0

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

248,619

266,427

280,509

292,812

303,373

2025 LOS

2030 LOS

2035 LOS

2015 LOS 2020 LOS

220.34

205.61

195.29

187.08

180.63

14.48

13.51

12.83

12.30

11.87

*Source: University of Florida Bureau of Economic and Business Research (BEBR)
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2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

Unincorporated County Population*

248,619

261,780

270,831

278,218

284,052

North County Population

160,438

166,661

171,044

174,404

176,631

South County Population

88,181

95,119

99,787

103,814

107,421

2015
LOS

2020 LOS

2025 LOS

2030 LOS

2035 LOS

Park Acreage
Type

Park
Acreage

County
Comprehensive
Plan LOS Target
(Acres per 1,000
Residents)

Total Developable
Park Land
Acreage

3,600.20

7.00

14.48

13.75

13.29

12.94

12.67

North Park Facility
Service District

1,830.18

7.00

11.41

10.98

10.70

10.49

10.36

South Park
Facility Service
District

1,770.02

7.00

20.07

18.61

17.74

17.05

16.48
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Figure 3.4c - Total Acreage LOS for Developable Park Land by Impact Fee District

*Source: South West Florida Water Management District Population Projections

This analysis further suggests while there appears to
be sufficient developable park land, there are pockets
throughout the County that have less access to
developable park land than others.

Comprehensive Plan Acreage LOS target of 7.0 acres
per 1,000 residents. Based on this analysis, it appears
that there is sufficient developable park land acreage in
both the North and South Park Impact Fee Districts.

Figure 3.4c shows Acreage LOS for total developable
park land per North and South Park Impact Fee
Districts. In order to complete this analysis, a different
unincorporated county population projection data
set was used for years 2020-2035. These population
projections ranged from being 0.4 percent higher to 6
percent lower than the population projections used in
Figure 3.4b, depending on the year.

However, it is important to note that while there
appears to be a sufficient supply of developable park
land, that may not mean that the County does not
need to acquire additional park land in the future.
For example, while it appears that the County has a
sufficient supply of park land, that land may not be
equitably distributed throughout the County. This
could suggest that the County may need to acquire
additional park land in areas with a poor equitable
distribution of park land. Equitable distribution of park
land will be discussed in Section 5.3.5 Access LOS.
This will be explored further in Chapter 4 – LongRange and Chapter 5 – Implementation Strategies.

Figure 3.4c shows that the County’s 2015 Acreage
LOS for developable park land is 11.41 acres per 1,000
residents for the North Park Impact Fee District and
20.07 acres per 1,000 residents for the South Park
Impact Fee District. If no additional developable park
land is acquired, the developable park land Acreage
LOS for the North and South Park Impact Fee
District’s will drop to 10.36 and 16.48 acres per 1,000
residents respectively. This is still above the County’s
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Figure 3.4d - County Facilities LOS for Key Recreation Facilities
Unincorporated County Population*

248,619

266,427

280,509

292,812

303,272

2015 LOS

2020 LOS

2025 LOS

2030 LOS

2035 LOS

Quantity

# residents
served per
facility

# residents
served per
facility

# residents
served per
facility

# residents
served per
facility

# residents
served per
facility

71

3,502

3,752

3,951

4,124

4,271

Baseball fields

42

5,920

6,344

6,679

6,972

7,221

Softball fields

29

8,573

9,187

9,673

10,097

10,458

33

7,534

8,074

8,500

8,873

9,190

Football fields

8

31,077

33,303

35,064

36,602

37,909

Soccer fields /
multi-purpose

25

9,945

10,657

11,220

11,712

12,131

Boat ramp lanes

35

7,103

7,612

8,015

8,366

8,665

Playgrounds

43

5,782

6,196

6,523

6,810

7,053

Dog parks

5

49,724

53,285

56,102

58,562

60,654

Pickleball courts

52

4,781

5,124

5,394

5,631

5,832

Tennis courts

79

3,147

3,372

3,551

3,706

3,839

Basketball courts

27

9,208

9,868

10,389

10,845

11,232

Indoor recreation centers

11

22,602

24,221

25,501

26,619

27,570

Indoor recreation center
(SF)^

156,323

0.63

0.59

0.56

0.53

0.52

2

248,619

266,427

280,509

292,812

303,272

Recreation Facility
Diamond fields

CHAPTER 3

Rectangle fields

Therapeutic recreation
centers

*Source: University of Florida Bureau of Economic and Business Research (BEBR)
^ Recreation Center Square Footage Per Capita
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3.4.2 FACILITIES LEVEL OF SERVICE
While Acreage LOS provides for a set quantity
of park land per an established population level,
Facilities LOS focuses on the quantity of recreation
facilities to meet residents’ needs. Similar to
Acreage LOS, Facilities LOS is also measured on
a population basis. The Toole Design Group Team
benchmarked the County’s Facilities LOS to national
averages using the NRPA PRORAGIS database,
state averages using SCORP statewide comparisons
and to the County’s Facilities LOS guidelines

found in the County’s Comprehensive Plan. Figure
3.4d shows the County’s Facilities LOS for key
recreation facilities for the years 2015 through 2035.
These Facilities LOS are calculated by dividing the
County’s population by the quantity of recreation
facilities. Figure 3.4e shows the national median,
average, 25 percent quartile and 75 percent quartile
of Facilities LOS for key recreation facilities for
counties as published by the NRPA PRORAGIS
benchmark database.

Figure 3.4e - County Facilities LOS National Benchmarks

Recreation Facility

25% Quartile
75% Quartile
LOS - #
LOS - #
residents
residents served
served per
per facility
facility

Diamond fields: baseball with 90
ft. base paths

20,718

52,376

123,857

23,604

152,010

Diamond fields: baseball with 5065 ft. base paths

8,287

16,387

29,864

6,242

42,664

Diamond fields: softball (youth)

15,539

19,206

71,760

7,461

58,507

Diamond Fields: softball (adult)

19,125

35,227

114,667

13,026

71,394

Rectangle fields: football fields

31,077

27,574

309,967

16,814

65,412

Rectangle Fields: soccer fields
and multi-purpose (regulation
size)

9,945

21,022

50,527

7,534

63,636

Boat ramp lanes

7,103

158,333

448,389

104,237

410,122

Playgrounds

5,782

14,793

40,760

9,616

40,110

Dog parks

49,724

262,671

332,800

117,181

403,161

Tennis courts

3,147

12,688

37,585

6,702

32,480

Basketball courts

9,208

28,995

101,896

16,838

94,688

22,602

70,286

165,081

25,935

201,419

Indoor recreation centers
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2015
County
Median LOS Average LOS
Facilities
# residents # residents
LOS #
served per
served per
residents
facility
facility
served per
facility

Source: National Recreation and Parks Association (2015) PRORAGIS Database Report: Counties
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By comparing the County’s Facilities LOS with the
national benchmark data identified in Figure 3.4d, it
appears that most of the County’s Facilities LOS are
well above the national benchmark average, except
football fields. In fact, the Facilities LOS for most of
the County’s recreation facilities fall above the top 25
percent quartile of counties throughout the nation,
except youth baseball, adult and youth softball and
football fields. When compared to these national
benchmarks, it appears that there are sufficient
recreation facilities in the County, except for youth
baseball, adult and youth softball and football fields.
The only two facilities that were not included in
this analysis were pickleball courts and therapeutic
recreation centers since national benchmarks for these
recreation facilities were not available.

low, however, private recreation providers supplement
this figure as well.
The County’s Facilities LOS was also compared to
regional state benchmarks. Figure 3.4f shows SCORP’s
Southwest Region Facilities LOS for available facilities,
compares them to the County’s 2015 Facilities LOS
Standards and identifies the County’s surplus / need.
Based on this analysis, it appears that the County has a
need for football fields and outdoor swimming pools, if
there is a demonstrated need for these amenities.
The County’s Facilities LOS was also compared to the
guidelines found in the County’s Comprehensive Plan.
Currently, the County’s Comprehensive Plan provides
guidelines for baseball / softball fields (1 field per 2,500
residents), and football / soccer fields / multi-purpose
(1 field per 4,200 residents). Figure 3.4g illustrates the
number of facilities needed to meet this LOS for 2015
through 2035.
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Additional analysis was conducted for indoor
recreation center space. Figure 3.4d shows that the
County currently provides 0.63 square foot of indoor
recreation center space per resident. If no additional
recreation center square footage is provided, this Indoor
Recreation Center Square Footage LOS will drop
to 0.46. Considering that the parks and recreation
industry suggests 1.0 to 1.5 square foot of recreation
center space per resident, the County’s overall provision
of indoor recreation center square footage appears to be

The three facilities LOS techniques yielded different
results. When compared against the NRPA
benchmarks, it appears that there is a need for football
fields in the County. When compared against SCORP
benchmarks, it appears that the County has a need for
football fields and outdoor swimming pools. When

Sarasota County
2015 LOS X /
1,000 participants

(Need) /
Surplus to Meet
Southwest Region
LOS

(Need) /
Surplus to Meet
Southwest Region
LOS by 2020

(Need) /
Surplus to Meet
Southwest Region
LOS by 2025

(Need) /
Surplus to Meet
Southwest Region
LOS by 2030

(Need) /
Surplus to Meet
Southwest Region
LOS by 2035

Baseball fields

0.85

1.54

19

17

16

15

14

Football fields

0.48

0.36

(3)

(4)

(4)

(5)

(5)

Soccer fields /
multi-purpose

0.45

1.01

14

13

12

12

11

Outdoor basketball
courts

0.86

1.21

8

6

5

4

4

Tennis courts

1.46

2.44

32

28

26

23

21

Outdoor swimming
pools

0.09

0.06

(2)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(4)

Boat ramp lanes

0.16

0.56

25

24

24

23

23

Facility Type

Southwest Region
LOS x / 1,000
participants

Figure 3.4f - SCORP's Southwest Region Facilities LOS
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What is the Impact of Tourism on the County’s Recreation
Facilities?
In addition to serving 248,619 residents in 2015, the County’s park system may have also served an
estimated 1,084,140 visitors in 2015, according to data released by Visit Sarasota County (VSC) in
November 2015.
The table below considers the potential impact of tourism on various County recreation facilities. Findings
suggest that due to the number of tourists, the County may have a larger current and future need for certain
recreation facilities. These may include baseball fields, football fields, basketball courts, tennis courts and
outdoor swimming pools.

(Need) / Surplus
to Meet Southwest
Region LOS

(Need) / Surplus
to Meet Southwest
Region LOS by
2020

(Need) / Surplus
to Meet Southwest
Region LOS by
2025

(Need) / Surplus
to Meet Southwest
Region LOS by
2030

(Need) / Surplus
to Meet Southwest
Region LOS by
2035

0.85

0.70

(9)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

Football fields

0.48

0.18

(13)

(14)

(15)

(15)

(16)

Soccer fields /
multi-purpose

0.45

0.54

4

15

3

3

2

Outdoor
basketball
courts

0.86

0.41

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

Tennis courts

1.46

0.91

(47)

(51)

(53)

(56)

(58)

Outdoor
swimming pools

0.09

0.01

(31)

(31)

(31)

(32)

(32)

Boat ramp lanes

0.16

0.25

13

12

12

11

11
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Sarasota County
2015 LOS X /
1,000 resident and
tourist participants

Baseball fields

Facility Type

Southwest Region
LOS x / 1,000
participants

The County may wish to further explore the impact of tourism on the County’s parks system by conducting
an annual survey of which County facilities are used by tourist and use the findings of the survey to adjust
the County's Facilities LOS Standards.

* Note: Needs identified above are based on the following assumptions:
1
2
3
4
5

Number of visitors to Sarasota in the future remain at 2015 levels.
Projected County population estimated by University of Florida Bureau of Economic Research (BEBR).
Number of facilities owned and / or operated by the County.
SCORP resident and tourist participation rates.
SCORP SW Region LOS.
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Figure 3.4g - Facility Needs based on Sarasota County Comprehensive Plan Facilities LOS Standards
2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

248,619

266,427

280,509

292,812

303,272

Quantity

County
Comprehensive
Plan Recreation
Facilities LOS
Guidelines

Facilities
Needed to
Meet LOS

Facilities
Needed to
Meet LOS

Facilities
Needed to
Meet LOS

Facilities
Needed to
Meet LOS

Facilities
Needed to
Meet LOS

Diamond
fields
(Baseball
/ softball
fields)

71

2,500

23

31

36

41

45

Rectangle
fields
(Soccer
/ football
/ multipurpose
fields)

31

4,200

26

30

34

37

39

Unincorporated County Population*
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Recreation
Facility

*Source: University of Florida Bureau of Economic and Business Research (BEBR)

compared against the County’s Comprehensive Plan,
it appears that the County has a need for baseball /
softball fields and soccer / football / multi-purpose
fields.
While football fields appeared to be a need in multiple
techniques, the varied results suggest that the County
should consider revising its Facilities LOS guidelines
based on resident’s needs and priorities, especially
considering how the County’s demographics may be
very different than other counties throughout Florida
and the United States, and the potential impacts of
tourism on the park system. Appropriate Facility LOS
Guidelines will be discussed further in Chapter 4 –
Long-Range Vision and Chapter 5 – Implementation
Strategies.

3.4.3 ACCESS LEVEL OF SERVICE

Acreage and Facility LOS measure the quantity of
park lands and facilities available to meet residents’
needs. Access LOS measures the distance residents
have to travel (walking, biking, driving or by transit)
to participate in parks and recreation opportunities.
Similar to Acreage and Facility LOS, there are no
national standards for Access LOS. Each community
54

must determine the most appropriate standard for its
residents.
When determining Access LOS, it is important to
recognize the predominant land development patterns
and travel characteristics of the community. Sarasota
County’s low density, predominantly single-family
residential development patterns are generally not
conducive to bicycle and pedestrian travel, particularly
considering the region’s hot, humid weather. The lack
of population density also makes it difficult to support
a robust transit system. Therefore, most residents
currently travel to parks and recreation facilities via
personal automobiles.
The County’s Sarasota 2050 Resource Management
Area System proposes to change future land
development patterns to create higher density, less
automobile-dependent communities. The two
predominant future land use categories are proposed as
urban / suburban and village / rural.
From a parks and recreation perspective, these two
development patterns suggest very different Access
LOS parameters. Residents living in urban and
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Figure 3.4h – 3 Mile Access LOS for Developable Parks

NOTE: GIS Analysis is based on data provided by Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources Department on 08.03.15.
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suburban areas have a higher expectation for walking,
bicycle, transit and driving within a shorter distance
from their homes. Higher population densities also
support a higher number of recreation facilities in the
same geographic area.
Residents in rural areas have a lower expectation for
walking, bicycle, and / or transit access; most rural
residents expect to drive to access parks and recreation
facilities. And low density rural populations cannot
justify the same number of recreation facilities as urban
/ suburban areas.

CHAPTER 3

For these reasons, differential Access LOS analysis
parameters were used between urban and rural areas.
These parameters are shown in Figure 3.4i and are
based on parameters that are typical in the industry.
Shorter distances are proposed for facilities intended
to serve the needs of neighborhood residents (such
as playgrounds), while longer distances are proposed
for facilities that serve entire communities. Figure
3.4h illustrates areas in the County where residents
have access to developable park land - land that
can be developed into recreation facilities such as
playgrounds, pickleball courts, dog parks, etc. - within
3 miles. Figure 3.4j illustrates areas in the County
where residents that have access to developable park
land within 5 miles. Completed maps can be found in
Reference Book F: Level of Service (LOS) Analysis.

Based on the Facility and Access LOS techniques,
there may be a need for additional recreation facilities
and amenities throughout the County, including:
• Baseball / Softball Fields

• Football / Soccer / Multi-purpose Fields
• Playgrounds

• Pickleball Courts
• Tennis Courts

• Basketball Courts
• Dog Parks

• Indoor Recreation Centers
It is important to restate that resident input affects
LOS criteria. This will be addressed further in
Chapter 4 – Long-Range Vision and Chapter 5 –
Implementation Strategies.

Figure 3.4i - Access LOS Parameters
Urban /
Suburban
Access

Rural
Access

County park land

3 miles

5 miles

Developable park land

3 miles

5 miles

• Playgrounds

Baseball / softball fields

3 miles

5 miles

• Tennis Courts

Football / soccer /
multi-purpose fields

3 miles

5 miles

Playgrounds

3 miles

5 miles

Pickleball courts

3 miles

5 miles

Tennis courts

3 miles

5 miles

3.4.4 KEY LEVEL OF SERVICE
ANALYSIS FINDINGS

Basketball courts

3 miles

5 miles

Dog parks

5 miles

5 miles

The County appears to have sufficient developable
park land. However, there are areas throughout the

Indoor recreation
centers

10 miles

10 miles

Based on the Access LOS analysis, it appears the
County needs most of the following analyzed facilities
to be developed equitably throughout the County:
• Baseball / Softball Fields

• Football / Soccer / Multi-purpose Fields
• Pickleball Courts
• Basketball Courts
• Dog Parks

• Indoor Recreation Centers
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County with limited access to specific facilities. The
County should explore if there are parks in these gap
areas where some of the needed facilities could be
added.

Facility Type
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Figure 3.4j – 5 Mile Access LOS for Developable Parks

NOTE: GIS Analysis is based on data provided by Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources Department on 08.03.15.
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3.5 Bicycle and Pedestrian
Connectivity

CHAPTER 3

The Toole Design Group Team reviewed plans,
surveys, recommendations and implementation
strategies from previously completed bicycle and
pedestrian projects and plans, completed fieldwork
and conducted a trail access analysis for the bicycle
and pedestrian connectivity analysis. The connectivity
analysis references specific findings from these
previously completed plans, but focuses on current
fieldwork observations and analysis of the overall
County trails and bike facilities network to identify
strengths, challenges and opportunities. It focuses
on connectivity as it relates to trails for recreational
activities and connection / access to parks and natural
areas. The analysis also looks at the existing and
planned trails, on-street network and how they work
in tandem to provide access to parks and natural areas
and play a role in recreation.

3.5.1 BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN
STRENGTHS IN SARASOTA COUNTY
Sarasota County has quality bicycle and pedestrian
facilities and an existing trail network that can be
enhanced and leveraged to create a premier system.
The Legacy Trail and Venetian Waterway Park
trail are prime examples of existing trails that can
be enhanced. These trails have the adequate width
and durable materials, signage, rest areas and trail
heads to serve current and future demands of County
residents. The Legacy Trail is a great success story of
how partnerships can be built to make trail facilities
that connect multiple recreational, natural, civic and
cultural destinations across its 10-mile length, and has
potential to be extended further.

• Highly livable cities and neighborhoods;

• High resident and staff aspirations for the park,
preserve, and recreation programs;

• Strong economic engine fueled by major
development taking place in downtown Sarasota
and along beaches;

• Good climate and relatively flat terrain that is ideal
for active transportation; and
• Successful planning and construction of local and
regional greenways.

3.5.2 CHALLENGES TO BICYCLE /
PEDESTRIAN CONNECTIVITY IN
SARASOTA COUNTY
Unfortunately, there are many challenges to walking
and biking in Sarasota County. These include
perceived and actual safety issues, missing gaps in
the network or along corridors, needed County and
State coordination and access to funding for design,
implementation and maintenance.

Safety
Safety concerns were expressed often in the previous
planning efforts. During fieldwork completed by
the Toole Design Group, it was also identified as an
important challenge to improving bicycle and walking
conditions in the County. Some of these concerns
may be perceived and / or real safety issues because
of the high volume of traffic, numerous travel lanes,
Figure 3.5a - High Crash Corridors

The on-street bicycle network also has strengths in the
number of available facilities that provide a foundation
for connectivity and expansion through planned
roadway projects. Additional on-street bicycle network
strengths include County and municipality plans and
policies that support bicycle and pedestrian planning
efforts and initiatives; an engaged and involved
bicycle community; and existing outreach, education
and awareness initiatives. Fieldwork identified the
following assets that should be leveraged to strengthen
the County’s system:
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Figure 3.5b - Crash Density

high vehicular speeds, narrow bike lanes and large
intersections. For example, according to the 2013
Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan, the crash data analysis
identified specific corridors that had high crash rates
and were perceived as unsafe. Figure 3.5b graphically
shows these locations throughout the County and
Figure 3.5a identifies the corridors in the County with
the highest crash data.
Tamiami Trail and Bee Ridge Road were high
crash corridors and the intersections along these
were among the top 10 priorities mentioned for
specific improvements. This appears to be a direct
result of past intersection widening projects that
failed to provide adequate bicycle and pedestrian
accommodations. In order to provide connectivity
from trails and parks via on-street facilities,
the County will need to design or retrofit some
intersections to better accommodate all modes of
travel and to accommodate varying user abilities.
Additional recommendations on connectivity will be
addressed in later sections of the PPRSMP.

Among the recommendations will be to focus on
removing barriers and filling gaps in the system
to allow for continuous riding or walking to the
County’s park system. Some of these connections will
require coordination between other county and state
organizations to make sure users from other counties
can also access the parks in Sarasota County, and that
users within the parks are not stopped when they reach
the county border. By improving access to the parks for
all users regardless of transportation mode, the entire
system can get more “bang for its buck” while serving a
greater user audience.

Connectivity
While many existing or planned trails are within
reasonable bicycling and walking proximity of existing
neighborhoods, the lack of trail spurs to connect these
areas create additional missing links or opportunities
for connectivity. To better understand trail connectivity
to the County’s park system, a buffer analysis was
completed to determine what parks are accessible
by trails. Figure 3.5c highlights the existing trails
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and bicycle facilities with a ¼ mile buffer to analyze
the proximity to parks in the area. The highlighted
parks in red are the parks that fall out of this ¼ mile
multimodal buffer and identify which parks are
likely only accessible by motor vehicle. Some of these
facilities have been built in isolation of their potential
destinations on each end of the trips.

CHAPTER 3

While this analysis does not take into account the
proximity of these facilities to where users could and
would be originating from to get to these parks, it
appears that there is a need to develop a finer grained
network of trail spurs and on-road connections to
trails. This finer grain would provide greater access
to the County’s park system and allow the existing
trails to work more efficiently at getting users to their
destinations. Off-street trails are a low stress and
comfortable alternative to on-street bike lanes, and
offer users of all abilities recreation and relaxation.
Although there are some shining examples of great
off-street trails and greenways, there are still some
significant issues with the system-wide network.
As mentioned above, there are gaps between key
destinations and planned trails that follow existing
roadways and property lines. Some of the natural areas
in the County are very large and somewhat isolated
from populated areas, but they all have primitive trails
through them. Because of the vast size of many of
these lands and the nature of their surface material
(typically mowed grass or bare soil), their ability
to function for any kind of park and natural areas
interconnectivity is reduced.
While these primitive trails create a hierarchy in trail
type, the type of trail materials and maintenance can
vary greatly throughout an entire corridor or loop.
There may be an opportunity to select a few of these
primitive trails that play a greater role in connectivity
and recreation potential by applying additional
wayfinding and more durable and lasting trail surface
materials to allow these trails to function in a more
connective fashion.
A balanced trail and connected park system typically
offers low stress options that may be less direct and
more direct, and efficient routes that utilize on-street
facilities, but only accommodate more confident users.
The location of Tamiami Trail and Interstate 75
contributes to the County’s connectivity challenges as
they serve as manmade barriers to access and mobility
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for many bicyclists. The parallel nature of these two
large roadways also creates perpendicular routes that
are extremely large and create barriers. The limited
crossings under I-75 and the wide intersections
make the connections beyond these two roadways
only possible by the most experienced and confident
cyclists, which alienates a majority of the general
cycling public. It also means that the only way to access
parks and natural areas to the east and west of these
roadways is by driving, and again highlights the need
for a more connected off-street trail network to provide
access and recreational opportunities.
Many older residential neighborhoods lack sidewalks,
bike lanes, and trails. These same neighborhoods
also consist of very narrow streets with deep side
ditches which makes for unsafe walking and biking.
Improvements that are needed include new shoulders,
new or improved / enhanced sidewalks, addition
of separated bike lanes and most importantly, a
finer grain of detail needs to be applied to connect
neighborhoods and parks with these neighborhood
streets. Many of these routes serve important roles in
connecting the recreational bicycle network. These
routes should be analyzed and included on the Near to
Medium-Term and Long-Term Bicycle Route Network
maps that are outside the scope of this plan. Ongoing
discussion between the County, municipalities and
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) will
be required on a case-by-case basis as bicycle facilities
are considered for specific roadways.

3.5.3 KEY BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN
CONNECTIVITY FINDINGS
Based on the analysis, the key bicycle and pedestrian
connectivity needs and challenges identified include:
• Creating a network of safe, convenient and
connected facilities;

• Finding engineering solutions to trail and on-road
facility connections;
• Addressing areas that are presently dangerous and
intimidating;
• Crossing arterial roads on existing and proposed
routes; and
• Connecting trails.
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Figure 3.5c – 1/4 Mile Trail Buffer Analysis with Parks Outside 1/4 Mile Trails Buffer

NOTE: GIS Analysis is based on data provided by Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources Department on 08.03.15.
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3.6 Public Involvement
The Toole Design Group Team in collaboration with
the County’s Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources
Department staff, engaged in a comprehensive public
involvement process to identify residents’ needs and
priorities. Over 2,900 people participated in interviews,
focus group meetings and / or public workshops.
Following are the findings from the various public
involvement techniques.

3.6.1 COMMISSIONER INTERVIEWS
Each of the five County Commissioners was
interviewed regarding countywide parks and recreation
needs. The following comments were received:
CHAPTER 3

• Additional sports fields, including the proposed
100-acre North County Sports Complex
• Additional access to conservation lands /
natural areas
• Legacy Trail extension

• Trails

• Athletics

• Sportsmen Group

• Laurel Civic Association

• North County Community Organization
• HuB Young Professionals Meeting

• Venice Chamber Economic Development,
Government Issues and Transportation (EDGIT)
Committee
• Longwood Park Kids

• North Port Chamber of Commerce

• Englewood Community Redevelopment Agency
(CRA)
• Friends of Sarasota County Parks
• Colonial Oaks Summer Camp

• Additional playgrounds

• Connection between the proposed North County
Sports Complex and the Newtown Estates
Community Center
• Additional sports tourism facilities

• More active uses, multiple benefits,
from existing parks

3.6.2 FOCUS GROUPS
Between April 6, 2015 and June 25, 2015, County
staff and the Toole Design Group team conducted
more than twenty meetings involving hundreds of
participants, including the following groups and
stakeholders:
• County Staff

• Seniors

• Parents

• Schools

• Volunteers

• Economic Development
• Young Professionals

• Municipality Representatives
• Environmental
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Central County Public Workshop
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1. Additional trails and improved connectivity
including the Legacy Trail, greenways, heritage
trails, paved trails within and outside of parks,
improved streets, bike lanes, blueways, natural
areas and river / water access (18)

2. Additional athletic fields including rectangular,
multi-purpose, softball fields, and lacrosse for
youth (14)
3. Additional amenities and improvements
to existing parks and trails including site
furnishings, vending machines, restrooms,
concessions, trees, shade structures, water
fountains, batting cage improvements, fencing,
storage and parking (13)

4. Improved resource management, protection, and
policies, including exotics removal, buffers and
visitor use strategies (8)
5. Additional water access including kayaking and
rowing facilities, kayak storage, boat ramps and
parking (8)
6. Additional dog / dog-friendly parks (8)

7. Improved signage and wayfinding, including
information, directional, educational, etiquette,
environmental and regulatory signs (7)
8. Additional parks including neighborhood,
community and regional parks (7)

9. More things to do at existing parks and trails
including splash pads, skate parks, amphitheater,
kickball, concerts, yoga, movies, music,
playgrounds, swings, geocaching, programs, etc.
(7)

12. Increased access to natural areas for recreation,
primitive camping, bicycling, fishing, hunting
and for motorized access for those with limited
mobility (6)
13. Water parks and / or swimming pools (6)

14. Improved public transportation and bus shelters
at beaches and parks (5)

15. Additional parking for beaches and special events
(5)
16. Improved opportunities for elderly and special
needs populations, including ADA access,
programs and opportunities (5)

3.6.3 PUBLIC WORKSHOPS
Over 265 people attended public workshops from
throughout the County held in the Cities of Venice
(121 participants), North Port (21 participants), and
Sarasota (124 participants). The agenda for each
workshop included:
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Each group was interviewed to determine the top
priority recreation needs in the county. The findings
are listed below in approximate order of priority; the
number in parentheses indicates the number of groups
that mentioned the need:

• Welcome

• Project Objectives
• Project Schedule

• Exercise 1 – General Questions

• Exercise 2 – What’s On Your Mind?

• Exercise 3 – Most and Least Important Facilities
(Dots)
• Exercise 4 – Spending Priorities (Coins)

• Exercise 5 – Let Us Know What You Need

• Exercise 6 – What Would Make our Parks Even
Better

10. More playgrounds including elements for older
kids, exercise equipment for adults, shade
structures, vending machines and ice machines
(7)
11. Improved communications and outreach,
including public information, publicity,
promotion and awareness (6)
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Following is a summary of findings from the workshops.

Exercise 1 - General Questions
During the first exercise, participants were asked to respond to the following questions:

Do you agree with the following statement: “Sarasota County parks system contributes to a
high quality of life”?
The majority of participants at all three workshops agreed or strongly agreed with this statement. Participants at the
Venice workshop agreed the most (96%), followed by North Port (90%), and Sarasota (86%).

What type of park is MOST important to you and your family?

CHAPTER 3

The most important park types mentioned at each of the workshops is shown below. The park types consistently
ranked the most important included fitness and exercise, beaches and water access and preserves. Athletic fields
were ranked very high (#1) in the North Port workshop, and low in Venice (#6) and Sarasota (#7).
Figure 3.6a - Exercise 1 Results: Important Type of Park
Importance

Venice

North Port

Sarasota

1

Fitness / Exercise (34%)

Athletic Fields (33%)

Specialty Parks (36%)

2

Beaches / Water Access (27%)

Preserves (22%)

Beaches / Water Access (23%)

3

Preserves (17%)

Beaches / Water Access (17%)

Fitness / Exercise (16%)

4

Trails (13%)

Parks / Playgrounds (17%)

Preserves (11%)

5

Parks / Playgrounds (5%)

Fitness / Exercise (6%)

Trails (7%)

6

Athletic Fields (1.75%)

Trails (6%)

Parks / Playgrounds (6%)

7

Specialty Parks (1.75%)

Specialty Parks (0%)

Athletic Fields (1%)

Overall, how would you rate the condition and appearance of all the parks in Sarasota County
you have visited?
The majority of participants at all three workshops rated the condition and appearance of County parks as
“Excellent” or “Good”. Participants at the Sarasota workshop rated them the highest (84 percent), followed by
Venice (80 percent) and North Port (74 percent).

Do you agree with the following statement? “The facilities and amenities in Sarasota County
parks system meet my needs.”
60 percent of the participants in the North Port workshop “Agreed” or “Strongly agreed” with the statement,
followed by 51 percent of the participants in Venice and only 33 percent of the participants in Sarasota.
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What is the MOST important purpose of park space?
Responses to this question were fairly consistent between the three workshops. The majority of residents indicated
that “spending time in nature” is the most important purpose of park space, followed by “programmed active
recreation.” Figure 3.6b shows the differences in responses between the three workshops.
Figure 3.6b - Exercise 1 Results: Purpose of Park Space
Venice

North Port

Sarasota

1

Spending time in nature (47%)

2

Programmed active recreation (24%) Programmed active recreation (26%) Programmed active recreation (25%)

3

Un-programmed play space (18%)

4

Space for community gatherings (9%) Un-programmed play space (6%)

Space for community gatherings (4%)

5

Passive (reading, resting) (1%)

Passive (reading, resting) (2%)

Spending time in nature (47%)

Spending time in nature (59%)

Space for community gatherings (16%) Un-programmed play space (10%)

Passive (reading, resting) (6%)
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Importance

How important is it for our parks to offer concessions, equipment rental and other vending
options? (Food and drinks, bait, ice, bicycles, kayaks, etc.)
Fifty percent of the participants at the North Port workshop felt that it was “important” or “very important” for the
parks to offer concessions, equipment rental, and other vending options, while 38 percent of the Venice participants
and 37 percent of the Sarasota participants felt that it was “important” or “very important”. This suggests that there
will continue to be a market for concessions at parks.

How do you feel about the amount of dog-friendly parks in Sarasota County?
Responses to this question were fairly consistent between the three workshops. A slight majority of participants
felt that there is “just the right amount” of dog-friendly parks in the County, followed by “not enough”. This may
suggest the needs for additional dog-friendly parks as future population increases. Figure 3.6c shows the differences
in responses between the three workshops.
Figure 3.6c - Exercise 1 Results: Dog-Friendly Parks
Amount of Dog-Friendly
Parks

Venice

North Port

Sarasota

Just the right amount

50%

67%

51%

Not enough

28%

22%

29%

Too many

22%

11%

20%
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Exercise 2 – What’s On Your Mind?
Participants were invited to talk with one of the
workshop facilitators to share parks and recreation
needs, issues, or concerns. Although comments varied
by workshop, the following facilities were mentioned
at two or three of the workshops, suggesting that they
may be priority needs:
• Wildlife corridors

• Swimming pool / water park / aquatics centers
• Indoor / outdoor pickleball courts and lessons
• Dog / dog-friendly parks and beaches

CHAPTER 3

• Hiking and biking trails, including the Legacy
Trail

Exercise 3 – Most and Least Important
Facilities
Participants were asked to place colored dots beside the
types of facilities that were “most important” or “least
important to them.” Rankings were not consistent
between the three workshops, which is not surprising
considering the different recreation advocates who
participated in each.

South County - What's on Your Mind Exercise

The chart below shows the top three “most important”
rankings, including facilities that were “tied,” from
each of the workshops. Facilities ranked “most
important” included:
• Pickleball courts

• Extend Legacy Trail / Hiking / Biking trails
• Water access for kayaks
• Hunting areas

• Public access to preserves

North County - Most and Least Important Facilities Exercise

Figure 3.6d - Exercise 3 Results
Importance

Most important
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Venice
Pickleball courts; Public
access to preserves;
Hiking and biking trails;
Restrooms and drinking
fountains; Water access
for kayaks

North Port
Public access to preserves;
Water access for kayaks;
Outdoor pools / splash
pads; Park Connectivity;
Athletic fields

Sarasota
Hunting on preserves;
Tennis and pickleball
courts; Water access for
kayaks; Park connectivity
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Exercise 4 – Spending Priorities
Participants were asked to place coins in different buckets to represent how they would allocate the County’s budget
for parks and recreation improvements. Figure 3.6e shows the top five spending priorities from the three workshops;
top-ranked priorities from more than one workshop included:
• Renovate tennis / pickleball courts

• Increase access to preserves with trails, signage, etc.
• Provide additional paved trails

• Expand non-motorized boat water access
• Upgrade existing playgrounds
Figure 3.6e - Exercise 4 Results
Venice

North Port

Sarasota

1

Renovate tennis / pickleball
courts

Increase access to preserves
with trails, signage, etc.

Renovate tennis / pickleball
courts

2

Increase access to preserves
with trails, signage, etc.

Develop new sports facilities

Provide additional paved trails

3

Improve beach parks

Upgrade existing sports fields

Expand non-motorized boat
water access

4

Provide additional paved trails

Expand non-motorized boat
water access

Upgrade existing playgrounds

5

Renovate restrooms

Upgrade existing playgrounds

Increase access to preserves
with trails, signage, etc.

CHAPTER 3

Priority

North County Public Workshop Spending Priorities Exercise
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Exercise 5 - Let Us Know What You Need
Participants were asked to write down their parks and recreation needs. Following are the most frequently listed
needs recorded at each workshop; the number in parentheses indicates the number of participants who listed the
need.
Figure 3.6f - Exercise 5 Results

CHAPTER 3

Priority

Venice

North Port

Sarasota

1

Pickleball courts (39)

Extend the Legacy Trail (3)

Pickleball courts (7)

2

Wildlife and natural resource
protection (19)

Drinking fountain at
Culverhouse Nature Park (2)

Places for hunting (7)

3

Off-road trails (10)

More kayak launches (1)

Water park (4)

4

Restrooms and drinking
fountains (10)

Outdoor pickleball facility (1)

Extend Legacy Trail (3)

5

Kayak storage, lessons (4)

Upgrade existing playgrounds
(1)

Increase access to preserves
with trails, signage, etc. (1)

Exercise 6 - What Would Make our Parks Even Better
Finally, participants were asked to write down the answer to the statements “Our parks could be even better if…”
Following are the most frequently listed answers recorded at each workshop; the number in parentheses indicates the
number of participants who listed the need.
Figure 3.6g - Exercise 6 Results
Priority
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Venice

North Port

Sarasota

1

Indoor and outdoor pickleball
courts (14)

Wildlife corridors and
protection (2)

Pickleball courts (9)

2

Better connectivity including
greenways, trails, blueways,
neighborhood access, and the
Legacy Trail (7)

Access to preserves, e.g.
Carlton (1)

Hunting opportunities (7)

3

Clean restrooms, drinking
fountains, trash bins, cleaner
parks (5)

Regional park with football
fields (1)

Extended hours, additional
staff (4)

4

Public access to preserves,
including off-road trails and
dogs (3)

50 meter pool (1)

Trails, more native vegetation
(2)

5

Better access, paths, maps,
parking, including beaches (2)

Dedicated staff person at
each park (1)

Annual pool pass (2)
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3.6.4 SPECIAL EVENTS INPUT AND SOCIAL MEDIA PRIORITIES
Sarasota County staff utilized social media and email
comments to obtain input, and also attended the
following special events to ask residents about their
parks and recreation needs:

• Therapeutic Recreation Center Dance at Colonial
Oaks
• Summer Camp at Longwood Parl

• Summer Camp at Colonial Oaks Park

• North Port Egg Hunt

Participants were asked to “choose four areas for
improvement that are most important to your family.”
Over 700 people participated in this exercise; Figure
3.6h shows the priorities for improvements.

• Big Truck Day

• Venice Farmers Market

• Sarasota Farmers Market

Beach Parks

314

Playgrounds

299

Outdoor
Pool
and
Outdoor
Pool
& Spray Grounds

299

Hiking
and
Hiking
& Biking Trails

253

Water Access: Kayaks

246

Park Restrooms

220

Public Access to Preserves

210

Dog Parks

194

Park Connectivity

189

Pavilions
/ Picnic Shelters
Pavilions/Picnic

155

Athletic Fields

151

WaterAccess:
Access:Boats
Boats/Jet
Water
/ Jet Skis

130

Community Centers

105

Specialty Parks

98

Tennis
& Pickleball Courts
Tennis
and

91

Other
Multi-purpose Sports Facility
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Figure 3.6h - Priorities for Improvement

89
71
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3.6.5 KEY PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT FINDINGS
Sarasota County residents and stakeholders are
passionate about parks, preserves and recreation. For
example, most participants in the public workshops
agreed or strongly agreed that Sarasota County parks
contribute to a high quality of life for County residents.
The park types consistently ranked the most important
by public workshop participants included fitness and
exercise, beaches and water access and preserves.

CHAPTER 3

While participants perceive the value of the County’s
parks, preserves and recreation system, they also
believe that there is room for improvement. As stated
above, only 60 percent of the participants in the
North Port workshop believe that Sarasota County
park facilities and amenities are meeting their needs,
followed by 51 percent of the participants in the Venice
workshop and 33 percent in Sarasota.

Public involvement participants listed hundreds
of needed improvements to the parks, preserves
and recreation system, including capital projects,
programming and maintenance needs. However,
certain needs were consistently mentioned in the
County Commissioner interviews, focus group
meetings and public workshops. Figure 3.6i below
illustrates the top priorities from each of the public
involvement techniques.
Figure 3.6i suggests that the top priority parks,
preserves, and recreation spending priorities from the
public involvement process include:
• Improved connectivity and additional trails,
including the Legacy Trail;

• Additional playgrounds, amenities, improvements
to existing parks;
• Additional athletic fields;

• Additional access to natural areas;
• Additional pickleball courts;

• Additional wildlife and resource protection; and
• Additional water access.

Figure 3.6i - Top Priorities
Priority Needs
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Commissioner Input

Focus Groups

Additional athletic fields

l

l

Additional access to conservation
lands / natural areas

l

Legacy Trail, additional trails,
improved connectivity

l

l

Additional playgrounds,
amenities, improvements to
existing parks

l

l

Public Workshops

l

Additional pickleball courts

l

Additional wildlife and resource
protection

l

Additional water access

l
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3.7 Statistically Valid Mail / Telephone Survey

Key Findings

• Based on the percentage of respondents, 67
percent indicated the primary reason they use
Sarasota County-owned or operated facilities and
activities is because they are close to their home /
residence. Other reasons households use facilities
and activities include: enjoyment of the outdoors
(52 percent), quality of natural aspects (31 percent)
and that facilities have the right amenities (23
percent).

• 42 percent of respondents indicated the primary
reason most likely to prevent or limit households
from using Sarasota County owned or operated
facilities and activities is because they are too
far from their residence. Other reasons likely to
prevent or limit households include: lack of parking
(42 percent), facilities are too crowded / classes full
(30 percent) or they do not know what programs are
offered (23 percent).
• 68 percent of respondents indicated they strongly
agree greenspace is important to their household.
23 percent agreed that greenspace is important to
their household, 8 percent were neutral and only 1
percent either disagree or strongly disagree.

• 64 percent of respondents indicated the amount
of park land in public ownership is about right.
Other responses were: too little (34 percent) and too
much (2 percent).
• 79 percent of respondents indicated they have
participated in beach recreation programs,
special events and activities over the past 12
months. Other programs, special events and
activities that households participated in over the
past 12 months include: walking / hiking / running
(64 percent), cycling / biking (52 percent) and
swimming (48 percent).

• Based on the sum of households programs, special
events and activities participated in most often, 54
percent of respondents indicated they use beach
recreation most often. Other programs, special
events and activities participated in most often
include: walking / hiking / running (39 percent),
cycling / biking (28 percent) and fishing (19
percent).
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ETC Institute conducted a Statistically Valid
Community Interest and Opinion Survey for
Sarasota County during the summer of 2015 to help
determine parks, recreation and cultural priorities of
the community. The survey was mailed to a random
sample of households in Sarasota County, with an
option to complete the survey in Spanish. Households
that did not return the survey by mail received a
follow-up phone call to complete the survey over
the telephone, if desired. A total of 748 households
completed the survey; results have a 95 percent level
of confidence with a precision rate of at least + / 3.5 percent. There were no statistically significant
differences in the results of the survey based on the
method of administration.

• 74 percent of households indicated that they have
a need for public recreational beach space. Other
facilities respondents have a need for include:
small neighborhood parks (57 percent), nature
trails and centers / wildlife habitats (55 percent),
paved trails (54 percent) and water access
locations (54 percent). If these percentages are
applied to the County’s total population, 130,579
households have a need for public recreational
beach space, 99,648 households have a need for
small neighborhood parks, 97,188 households
have a need for nature trails and centers / wildlife
habitats, 95,606 households have a need for paved
trails and 95,079 households have a need for more
water access.

• 44 percent indicated that public recreational
beach space is most important type of
recreational facility to their household. Other
facilities that respondents indicated as “most
important” were small neighborhood parks (27
percent), nature trails and centers / wildlife habitats
(27 percent), water access locations (23 percent) and
paved trails (23 percent).
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• Based upon the combined percentage of “very
important” and “somewhat important” responses
among residents, 92 percent indicated that
allocating funds to repair, replace or expand
beach parks is most important. Other facilities
that respondents felt were important to invest
in include park restrooms (87 percent), hiking,
walking, and biking trails (81 percent) and public
access at existing preserves (78 percent).

• 71 percent learned about Sarasota County’s
programs and activities during the past 12
months from friends and neighbors. Other
ways respondents learned about programs and
activities include: newspaper articles (60 percent),
website / parks online (50 percent) and newspaper
advertisements (31 percent).
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The Importance-Unmet Needs Matrix found in Figure
3.7a below illustrates residents’ top priority parks and
recreation facilities. The survey asked residents to first
list the facilities most important to them, and then to
state what percentage of their needs are being

met. Facilities shown in the upper right quadrant are
characterized as having “high importance” and “high
need,” and therefore are “Top Priorities.” Facilities in
the lower left quadrant are characterized as having
“lower importance” and “lower need.” This is not to
say that there is not a need for the facilities in the lower
left quadrant; rather, they do not appear to be a high
priority for the majority of County residents.
Based on the matrix, the top priorities for new facilities
(upper right quadrant) appears to be additional offleash dog parks and fitness and exercise facilities. As
the population grows, continued emphasis should
be placed on paved trails, nature trails and centers,
wildlife habitat, small neighborhood parks, water
access, fishing areas, boat ramps and launches, large
community and regional parks and public recreational
beach access (lower right quadrant). Meanwhile, as
demonstrated in the findings, residents want the
County to focus on the expansion and improvement of
existing beach parks, restrooms, hiking, walking, and
biking trails and public access to preserves.

Figure 3.7a -Importance-Unmet Needs Matrix

2015 Importance - Unmet Needs Assessment Matrix for
Sarasota County Parks and Recreation Facilities
(points on the graph show deviations from the mean importance and unmet need ratings given by respondents to the survey)

mean importance

Special Interest / Lower Priority

Top Priorities

lower importance / high unmet need

higher importance / high unmet need

Gun range / Archery location
Campground
Swimming pools & spray grounds
Volleyball courts
Blueways (paddling trails)
Tennis / Racquet sports / Pickleball
Gymnasiums
Football / Lacrosse
Basketball courts Soccer fields
Recreational trail
Baseball & softball fields
Shelters & pavilions
Golf courses

Off-leash dog parks

Fitness & exercise facilities
Paved trails

Nature trails & centers / Wildlife habitats
Small neighborhood parks
Water access locations
Fishing areas
Boat ramps & launches
Large community & regional parks

Playground equipment & play areas

Lower Importance

Continued Emphasis

lower importance / low unmet need

lower importance

Public recreational beach space

higher importance / low unmet need

importance ratings

higher importance

Source: Leisure Vision / ETC Institute (2015)
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mean unmet need

unmet need rating

Lake for water skiing / wakeboarding

The County also completed a Fitness and Exercise Survey to obtain a better understanding of the types of fitness
and exercise facilities that residents desired. 361 residents responded to the survey. The survey was promoted
countywide, and was available for residents to respond to for thirty days. Highlights from the survey findings
include the following:

• 66 percent of respondents noted that they would benefit from additional “Trails for walking/running”; 44
percent from “Other” facilities which included tennis, pickleball, and croquet courts; 41 percent from “Outdoor
exercise / fitness classes”; and 38 percent from “Indoor exercise / fitness classes”.
• 17 percent of respondents noted that they would benefit from Yoga classes, 13 percent from Trails, 9 percent
from Croquet; and 7 percent from a combination of indoor / outdoor exercise equipment.

CHAPTER 3

• 22 percent respondent noted that they would like to see more exercise and fitness equipment in Venice, 18
percent in Sarasota County, and 18 percent throughout Sarasota County Parks.

Family enjoying the Legacy Trail
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3.8 Online Survey
A modified version of the survey was placed online to
provide another opportunity for residents to participate
in the needs assessment process. Over 1,500 responses
were received over the course of 12 weeks.

Key Findings
Key findings from the online survey were consistent
with most of the findings from the mail telephone
survey, including:

• Respondents visit Sarasota County beaches
more than any other type of recreation facility,
including Siesta Key, Venice and Nokomis Beaches.
The Legacy Trail is the second most visited
recreation facility.
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• Respondents use Sarasota County owned or
operated facilities and activities because they are
close to their home / residence (55 percent) and
for enjoyment of outdoors (55 percent); 41 percent
use County owned or operated facilities because of
the quality of natural aspects.

• The primary reasons most likely to prevent or
limit households from using Sarasota County
owned or operated facilities and activities is because
they are too far from their residence (42 percent),
lack of parking (41 percent) and / or the facilities
are too crowded / classes full (37 percent).

• Respondents indicated they use beach recreation
most often, followed by walking / hiking /
running, cycling / biking and sailing / rowing /
kayaking.

• Over 60 percent of respondents indicated that
their need for recreation facilities is being met by
Sarasota County and / or other providers. The
top five needs with the highest percentage response
for not being met include off-leash dog parks (24
percent), nature trails and centers (23 percent),
water access locations (21 percent), paved trails (20
percent) and small neighborhood parks (19 percent).
• Based upon the combined percentage of “very
important” and “somewhat important” responses,
90.4 percent of survey respondents indicated
allocating funds to repair, replace or expand
beach parks is most important. Other similar
levels of importance include: park restrooms (88
percent), hiking, walking, biking trails (87 percent)
and public access at existing preserves (74 percent).

• 81 percent of respondents indicated they strongly
agree greenspace is important to their household.
A further 15 percent agree that greenspace is
important to their household, 3 percent are neutral
and less than 0.5 percent disagree or strongly
disagree.
• 75 percent of respondents indicated they have
participated in beach recreation programs,
special events and activities over the past 12
months. Other programs, special events and
activities households that respondents participated
in over the past 12 months include: walking /
hiking / running (68 percent), cycling / biking (53
percent) and swimming (45 percent).
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Statistically Representative Allocation of Funds to
Repair, Replace or Expand Facilities or Amenities
(Top Ten):
1. Beach parks

2. Park restrooms

3. Hiking, walking, and biking trails
4. Public access at existing preserves
5. Shelters / pavilions / picnic areas

6. Connectivity between park locations
7. Playgrounds

8. Water access for non-motorized water vessels
9. Athletic fields

10. Outdoor swimming pools / spray fields

3.9 Trends and Industry
Best Practices
Although every community is unique, there are some
national parks, preserves and recreation trends that
are commonly observed in multiple types of cities
and towns regardless of geography. Based on the
needs assessment findings discussed above, some
applicable trends and best practices include the need
for more age-friendly communities, a desire for greater
connectivity, a need for more access to nature, the
impacts of tourism and travel ball and the importance
of placemaking.

3.9.1 MORE AGE-FRIENDLY
COMMUNITIES
Communities throughout the United States are
recognizing the benefits of creating the importance
of developing age-friendly communities. The World
Health Organization (WHO) states that:
“Age-friendly environments foster health and wellbeing and the participation of people as they age. They
are accessible, equitable, inclusive, safe and secure,
and supportive. They promote health and prevent or
delay the onset of disease and functional decline. They
provide people-centered services and support to enable
recovery or to compensate for the loss of function so that
people can continue to do the things that are important
to them.” 21

Online Survey Allocation of Funds to Repair,
Replace or Expand Facilities or Amenities (Top
Ten):
1. Beach parks

2. Park restrooms

3. Hiking, walking, and biking trails
4. Public access at existing preserves
5. Shelters / pavilions / picnic areas
6. Playgrounds

7. Connectivity between park locations via sidewalks,
trails, etc.
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Many of the findings from the online survey mirrored
those from the mail / telephone survey. For example,
both techniques revealed almost identical results for
how participants would allocate funds to repair, replace
or expand facilities or amenities. The top ten results in
order of priority are noted below from both techniques.

More specifically, the American Association of
Retired Persons (AARP) Network of Age-Friendly
Communities targets eight domains of livability:

1. Outdoor spaces and buildings. Availability of safe
and accessible recreational facilities.

8. Water access for non-motorized water vessels

2. Transportation. Safe and affordable modes of
private and public transit.

9. Athletic fields

10. Community Center

3. Housing. Range of housing options for older
residents, the ability to age in place and homemodification programs.

4. Social participation. Access for older adults to
leisure and cultural activities, and opportunities for
2

World Health Organization, (2015). Ageing and Life Course,
Age-friendly environments, (http://www.who.int/ageing/
projects/age-friendly-environments/en)
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social and civic engagement with both peers and
younger people.

5. Respect and social inclusion. Programs to
promote ethnic and cultural diversity, as well as
multigenerational interaction and dialogue.

6. Civic participation and employment. Paid
work and volunteer activities for older adults, and
opportunities to engage in the creation of policies
relevant to their lives.
7. Communication and information. Access to
technology that helps older people connect with
their community, friends and family.

8. Community support and health service. Access to
homecare services, health clinics and programs that
promote wellness and active aging.
CHAPTER 3

Recreation expert John Crompton at Texas A&M
notes that “seniors are moving from being a relatively
small fringe group to being a large central focus” of
parks and recreation service. “Five changes in the
status of seniors suggest that recreation and park
departments should…move them to the center of
their service efforts: extension of active retirement
time, enhanced discretionary income, contributions to
economic development, enhanced leisure literacy and
disproportionate political influence.” 32
This trend has direct implications for Sarasota
County’s parks, preserves and recreation system,
especially considering the County’s large (and growing)
population of seniors and retirees. Some initiatives
to address this challenge are already in place; for
example, the University of South Florida is leading an
“Age-Friendly Sarasota Initiative” for the County. But
there are direct implications for parks, preserves and
recreation in becoming more age-friendly. For example,
seniors are living longer and staying more active than
ever before, resulting in a need for more recreational
facilities and activities such as pickleball courts and
fitness classes. Active seniors also typically desire
better multi-modal access to the County’s parks and
recreation centers, particularly by bike or transit. They
have more free time and are better connected than
3
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previous generations, and want to be kept informed via
social media and the internet.

3.9.2 IMPROVED CONNECTIVITY
No matter the size, geography or demographic makeup
of a community, the need for improved connectivity is
consistently a priority in parks and recreation surveys.
Historically, many suburban communities like
Sarasota County emphasized winding streets and
cul-de-sacs rather than interconnected streets and
sidewalks. Instead of an interconnected street and
sidewalk network, wide four- to six-lane collector and
arterial roads were built to accommodate automobile
traffic with little regard to pedestrian or bicycle
connectivity. Congested, auto-dependent communities
were the result. Additionally, the abundance of gated
communities within Sarasota County is limiting
improved connections.
Trends such as Smart Growth, New Urbanism and
Complete Streets have evolved over the past two
decades to try to reverse the suburban development
patterns and improve connectivity. The Florida
Department of Transportation (FDOT), once
a leading proponent of just “moving cars,” now
promotes Complete Streets through its Traditional
Neighborhood Development Handbook.
This trend is directly reflected in findings from the
public workshops and surveys conducted as part of
the parks, preserves, and recreation planning process:
Sarasota County residents clearly expressed their desire
for more bicycle / pedestrian facilities similar to the
expansion of the Legacy Trail.

Crompton, John L. (2013) National Recreation and Park
Association, Are Your Seniors Moving to Center Stage?
(http://www.parksandrecreation.org/2013/December/AreYour-Seniors-Moving-to-Center-Stage)
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Sarasota County residents are requesting more access
to the County’s natural areas for hiking, biking,
freshwater fishing and hunting. This is consistent with
the nationwide desire for closer connection with nature
in response to higher population densities, increasing
congestion and loss of environmental lands. The
overwhelming support for Florida’s Water and Land
Conservation Amendment in 2014 is a good example.
Numerous researchers and authors have noted the
increasing lack of connection between Americans
and the natural environment, and the need to make
conservation more relevant to the citizens who must
fund and support it. In an April 2014 interview
with the National Recreation and Park Association
(NRPA), Director of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (FWS) Dan Ashe stated that,
“Building a connected conservation constituency is a
priority for the entire Service. This is grounded in the
notion that we have to make conservation relevant
to all American citizens, citizens who are becoming
increasingly urban and increasingly disconnected from
nature and wildlife. We have been trying to achieve
this for years, and in my mind, it has been largely
unsuccessful. Connecting to a new generation of
Americans is vital. It is a vision that respects diversity
and engages people in conservation stewardship. And
there are abundant opportunities for cooperation to
do this in city parks, local parks and state parks. We
understand that much of this effort needs to be local.” 41
However Richard Louv notes in Last Child in the
Woods that adults are the predominant users of natural
lands, and that today’s youth are losing any sense of
connection with nature: “in the space of a century, the
American experience of nature…has gone from direct
utilitarianism to romantic attachment to electronic
detachment.” In response he calls for a new back-tothe-land movement, including green cities and towns
“that, by their very design, reconnect both adults and
children to nature.”

4

Dolesh, Richard J., (2015). National Recreation and Park
Association, Defender-in-Chief of Fish and Wildlife, Interview
with Dan Ashe (http://www.parksandrecreation.org/2015/
April/Defender-in-Chief-of-Fish-and-Wildlife/)

In order to reconnect residents to natural areas – and
maintain their support for public spending – the
County may need to focus on creating quality outdoor
experiences for all age groups. For kids, this may mean
programs and activities that allow them the freedom
to run around, have fun, explore and get dirty. For
adults, it may mean a greater focus on safety and
security, clean facilities (e.g. restrooms and interesting
educational, nature and fitness programs). Ease of
access is important to all users, as studies show that
closer proximity equates to higher levels of use.

3.9.4 IMPACTS OF TOURISM AND
TRAVEL BALL
Sarasota County’s parks, preserves and recreation
system is serving an increasing number of nonresidents every year, and is a key driver of the tourism
economy. However the County’s parks and recreation
LOS calculations are based on serving year-round
residents, and do not include winter residents or
visitors. Furthermore, except for County beaches, the
County does not receive additional operations and
maintenance funding from the Tourist Development
Tax to offset visitor impacts.
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3.9.3 ACCESS TO NATURE

Visit Sarasota County reported a record breaking
number of visitors and lodging stays in 2014, an
increase of approximately 6 percent from 2013 with
an economic impact of $1.5 billion. Venues such
as Nathan Benderson Park, Ed Smith Stadium,
swimming and other sporting events draw visitors to
the County throughout the year. Visitors also continue
to flock to the County’s beaches, as well as its trails
and natural areas. 52
This increase in sports tourism has both significant
negative and positive implications for the County’s
parks, preserves, and recreation system. In “Stealing
home: How travel teams are eroding community
baseball”, author Davie Mendell laments that
“community league games have lost a certain sense
of community.” He quotes Rebecca Davis, executive
director of the Atlanta-based Youth Amateur Travel
5

Griffin, J. (2015) Herald-Tribune, Sarasota County tourism sets
record (http://www.mysuncoast.com/news/visit-sarasotacounty-reports-record-breaking-tourism-numbers/article_
fb5e5368-6e04-11e4-9544-4fb7041a23ef.html; http://www.
heraldtribune.com/article/20150205/ARTICLE/150209799)
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Sports Association, who estimates that there are tens
of thousands of travel teams in Georgia and Florida
alone. “The fast growth absolutely blindsided us,”
she conceded. “Those days of rec ball and local Little
League, or just going to the park and playing ball —
those days are nonexistent. They’re gone. Now, it’s all
about travel.”

CHAPTER 3

A significant impact of the shift from recreational
leagues to travel ball is the added pressure on local
governments to pay for “tournament-quality” sports
facilities, regardless of where the players reside. In an
environment of constrained resources, investment in
these facilities may lead to short-changing the parks
and facilities that are used and needed by residents.
For example, local rowers, swimmers, youth athletic
leagues and others may not have access to County
recreation facilities when regattas, tournaments, swim
meets or other special events are being held.
On the other hand, tourism has helped pay for the
development and expansion of some of the County's
park facilities including Nathan Benderson Park,
expanded facilities at Knight Trail Park, a competitive
pool at the Selby Aquatic Center at Potter Park, and an
expanded and improved BMX track. County residents
have benefited from the expansion and improvement
of these facilities, which received Tourist Development
Tax Funds.

This trend is not limited to the County’s signature
parks, as communities are becoming more aware of
the need to design all parks, preserves and recreation
facilities as great public spaces. The Project for Public
Spaces (PPS), a recognized leader in place-making,
proposes nine strategies to help parks achieve their full
potential as great places:
1. Use transit as a catalyst for attracting visitors

2. Make management of the park a central concern
3. Develop strategies to attract people during
different seasons
4. Acquire diverse funding sources

5. Design the park layout for flexibility

6. Consider both the “inner park” and “outer park”
7. Provide amenities for the different groups of
people using the park

8. Create attractions and destinations throughout
the park
9. Create an identity and image for the park

The chart below shows the four key attributes of great
places (center circle), characteristics of each attribute
and metrics or indicators of success as a public space.

3.9.5 PLACEMAKING
Many of Sarasota County’s parks were developed
within the “Recreation Era”, characterized by
architectural historian Galen Cranz as emphasizing
basic, universal facilities to meet the increased demand
for recreation, such as playgrounds, ball fields, and
picnic shelters. According to Cranz, this era was
epitomized by “the park bench and the cyclone fence.”
In 2004, Cranz and Boland identified a new trend in
parks and recreation design, the ‘Sustainable Park’, that
responds to the needs for communities to become more
ecologically and socially sustainable. Characteristics of
Sustainable Parks include self-sufficiency of resources
and maintenance, solving larger urban problems
outside of park boundaries and adopting new standards
for aesthetics and landscape management. Sarasota
County’s redevelopment of Siesta Beach is a good
example of this new model.
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3.10 SUMMARY OF NEEDS

• Overall the County has an excellent parks,
preserves and recreation system that is much
beloved by County residents and is a significant
factor in the County’s high quality of life.

• The system is aging and needs to be updated to
respond to 1) current needs and trends, 2) deferred
maintenance and repairs and 3) the County’s focus
on sports tourism.
• Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural
Resources Department appears to maximize
their resources. In the future, as more parks and
amenities are added, an analysis of resource needs
may be required.

• The majority of residents desire to see the County
focus on improvements to beach parks, restrooms
and water fountains, trails, access to preserves,
shelters / pavilions / picnic areas and general
improvements.
• Priority needs include dog parks / dog-friendly
parks, fitness and exercise facilities, playgrounds,
baseball / softball fields, football / soccer / multipurpose fields, nature trails and centers, wildlife
habitat, small neighborhood parks, paved trails,
boat ramps and launches, water access, fishing
areas, large parks and public beaches.

• There is also a need to improve the quality of
the park experience (“placemaking”) in existing
parks and preserves throughout the entire system,
including improved aesthetics, new / upgraded
facilities and additional amenities. The County
should define and reinforce a Sarasota County
“brand” throughout the system.
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Figure 3.10a compares the findings from the
anecdotal, qualitative and quantitative techniques used
to determine priority parks, preserves and recreation
needs in Sarasota County. In summary the needs
assessment findings indicate that:

Siesta Beach
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Figure 3.10a - Assessment Findings

Off-leash dog parks /
dog-friendly parks
Fitness, exercise facilities
CHAPTER 3

Playgrounds
Baseball / softball fields
Football / soccer /
multi-purpose fields
Nature trails and centers, wildlife
habitat

Priority Needs

Small neighborhood parks
Paved trails
Boat ramp lanes and launches
Water access
Fishing areas
Large parks
Public beaches
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Trends

Online Survey

Public Involvement

Level of Service

Site Evaluations

Need

Department
Assessment

Parks / Preserve / Recreation Facility Needs

Mail / Telephone Survey

Needs Assessment Technique

Figure 3.10a - Assessment Findings (continued)

Trends

Online Survey

Public Involvement

Level of Service

Site Evaluations

Need

Department Assessment

Parks / Preserve / Recreation Facility Needs

Mail / Telephone Survey

Needs Assessment Technique

Swimming pools / aquatics
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Tennis / racquet sports /
pickleball courts
Basketball courts
Indoor recreation centers
Therapeutic rec centers

Lower Priorities

Hunting areas
Lake for water skiing /
wakeboarding
Gun range / archery
Campgrounds
Volleyball courts
Gymnasiums
Golf courses
Recreation program plan
Marketing plan

Planning Needs

Design standards
Updated resource management
plans
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LONGRANGE
VISION

4

4.0 Long-Range Vision
The mission of Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources
Department (PRNR) is to “provide accessible and welcoming parks,
preserves, programs and facilities that build and engage the community while
promoting health, wellness, quality of life and economic and environmental
sustainability.”
Sarasota County staff and consultants met on October
14 and 15, 2015 to discuss how to best accomplish this
mission in the context of:

CHAPTER 4

• Findings from the community Needs Assessment;
• Current trends in recreation;
• Sarasota County Comprehensive Plan objectives
and policies;
• Projected capital improvements and operations
budgets;
• Level of service measurements;
• Current parks classifications;
• Potential partners;
• Impact fee requirements;
• Preferred “service delivery models”; and
• Other variables.
The agenda for the workshop included discussions
regarding the role of the County, as well as priorities
within each of the major “subsystems” of the County’s
Parks, Preserves and Recreation (PPR) system. The
following is a summary of the proposed role of PRNR
in providing services to Sarasota County residents
and visitors, as well as the proposed long-range vision,
strategies and priorities for each of the subsystems.

4.1 Role of the County
Florida’s State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation
Plan (SCORP) notes that “counties are primarily
concerned with the local outdoor recreation needs
generated by extra-municipal populations and as a rule
are the ideal level of government to provide regional
or large community parks. Unlike cities, the larger
acreage of counties provides a wider range of resources

and a greater variety of outdoor recreation venues”.1
Municipalities “tend to concentrate on providing more
intensive user-oriented facilities that require relatively
little space” because of population densities and the
lack of large open space areas. 1
The American Planning Association (APA) Planning
and Urban Design Standards notes that “the definition
of a regional park varies considerably across the
country. The common distinguishing feature is that
regional parks typically serve multiple cities and cross
political jurisdictions.”2 In some areas of the country,
regional parks focus on preserving “natural resources,
remnant landscapes, and open space”.2 The APA
Standards also note that the general characteristics
of regional parks include their large size, generally
over 100 acres; major natural resource and landscape
features; large service area, typically including several
cities; character that responds to the unique qualities of
the region; good road access; connection to adjoining
cities and region via trails; and direct connection to a
greenway system. 2
Based on these definitions and characteristics, the
recommended role of Sarasota County PRNR is to
develop and manage the “Regional Framework” for the
Countywide Parks, Preserves and Recreation System,
while also serving the parks, preserves, and recreation
needs of its unincorporated residents. The long-range
vision includes a three-tiered service delivery model
for each of the seven subsystems (i.e., Parks, Beaches,
Trails, etc.) to guide the allocation of resources and
development of cost recovery goals. The long-range
vision also includes goals for new parks and amenities
1 State of Florida, Department of Environmental Protection, Division
of Recreation and Parks. Outdoor Recreation in Florida 2013. A
Comprehensive Program for Meeting Florida’s Outdoor Recreation Needs.
Tallahassee, FL, 2013
2 American Planning Association. Planning and Urban Design Standards.
Hoboken, NJ. 2006
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in the future which will address community needs. Below are the characteristics of this Regional Framework
comprised of park land, facilities and / or programs, as well as characteristics of the regional facilities that the
County will focus to plan, acquire, develop and manage. The County’s role is also to act “as the facilitator” for the
Countywide Parks, Preserves and Recreation System; and as innovators in response to changing needs and trends.

Characteristics of a Regional
Framework

• Meets the needs of unincorporated County residents,
and / or
• Serves multiple communities and cross political
jurisdictions, and / or
• Preserves natural resources, remnant landscapes and
open space, and / or
• Requires larger parcels, typically greater than 100
acres, and / or
• Not being provided by municipalities, non-profit
groups or homeowners associations, and / or
• Accessible via a good network of roads, trails and
public transit

Carlton Reserve2

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large, multi-purpose / multi-sport athletic complexes
Large indoor and outdoor spaces for recreation
Public beaches
Large facilities including revenue generating
opportunities such as campgrounds, concert venues,
community event spaces, concessions, etc.
Trails that connect communities and regional
facilities
Natural areas, including public access to preserves
Neighborhood facilities within unincorporated areas
School facilities that meet strategic, specific need
(athletic fields, open recreation space, facilities)
Water access and boat ramps
Historic resources located within parks

CHAPTER 4

Regional Framework Facilities

Nathan Benderson Park 3

In consideration of the characteristics listed above, the definition of Regional Park is:
Large, resource-based parks or sports complexes, which serve a county, multi-county, or multi-city area across political
jurisdictions. Location is dependent upon the availability of large, high or unique quality natural resources capable of
being developed and used for outdoor recreation. Regional parks have a large service area attracting residents and visitors
within a 30-60 minute or greater drive time. Examples include beaches, boat ramps, large athletic complexes, regional
trails and natural areas with unique amenities.
Via a phased approach, the County should transition to the role as a Regional Park provider through negotiation
of Interlocal Agreements with the Cities, adoption of the new model by the Board of County Commissioners and
reallocation of resources based on a regional role.
SARASOTA COUNTY PARKS, PRESERVES AND RECREATION STRATEGIC MASTER PLAN
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4.2 Subsystems
The current “Park Classification System” within
the Sarasota County Comprehensive Plan includes
the following traditional parks and recreation
classifications:
• Boat Access Park
• Beach Access Park
• Linear Park
• Neighborhood Park
• Community Park
• Community Sports Complex
• District Park
• Natural Area Park
• Conservation Land
• Others

CHAPTER 4

These classifications have served the County well
in the past, but do not reflect the complexity of the
County’s Parks, Preserves and Recreation System.
They also do not reflect variations in levels of
amenities and maintenance between facilities within
the same subsystem. Therefore, a new classification
system is proposed for the PPR system.
First, seven subsystems have been defined as the key
components of the PPR system. These are identified in
the column to the right.
Second, a three-tiered service delivery model has been
defined for each subsystem to distinguish between
types of facilities. “Top Tier” facilities generally include
those that are least common and have the highest level
of amenities, maintenance, staffing and / or highest
cost recovery goals. “Base Tier” facilities include
those that are most common and / or have the lowest
level of amenities, maintenance, staffing and cost
recovery goals. The tiered classification system will be
useful in estimating construction costs, staffing and
programming levels and operations costs. It will also be
useful in establishing budget priorities.
The following pages explain each of these seven
subsystems in more detail.
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Proposed Sarasota County
Parks, Preserves and
Recreation Subsystems
Athletics
Parks
Natural Areas
Trails
Beaches
Water Access
Recreation Centers
and Programs
Proposed Service Delivery
Model
Top Tier Facilities and Programs
Least common facilities and programs that
have the highest level of amenities, highest
level of maintenance, highest level of
staffing and / or highest cost recovery goals

Middle Tier Facilities and Programs

Base Tier Facilities and Programs
Most common facilities and programs that have
the lowest level of amenities, lowest level of
maintenance, lowest level of staffing and / or
lowest cost recovery goals
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Athletics
Figure 4.2a. – Athletic Facilities Tiers

Signature
Athletic
Facilities
Competitive
Practice and Game
Fields and Facilities
Recreational Practice and Game
Fields and Facilities

Proposed Athletics Facilities Level of
Service
• 1 baseball field per 4,500 residents
• 1 softball field per 8,250 residents
CHAPTER 4

• 1 football field per 22,000 residents
• 1 soccer field per 8,000 residents

Proposed Athletics Access Level of
Service
• 3 miles from unincorporated residents
in urban and suburban area and 5 miles
from unincorporated residents living in
rural areas.

The Sarasota County Comprehensive Plan states:
“Athletic facilities are a critical component of a parks
and recreation system. Athletic facilities provide
opportunities for youth and adults to engage in
activities that promote health, fitness, socialization,
and leadership skills. Sarasota County is also a desired
destination for many of the top regional and national
athletic tournaments. The County has the ability
to enhance existing recreational opportunities and
provide additional tournament scale sport complexes
that will attract visitors to the area and stimulate the
local economy.”
88

The County provides three levels of athletics facilities
and services to meet the needs of residents, visitors and
sports leagues, as shown in Figure 4.2a.
The County’s first priority is to meet “base level”
needs for recreational practice and game fields to
support youth recreation programs. Most of these
fields are located at community parks, regional parks
and schools, proposed to be distributed equitably
throughout the County. Minimum requirements
include a safe, mowed playing surface; back stops
and goals; restrooms and areas for spectator seating.
The Bee Ridge Park fields are an example of base tier
athletic facilities.
The middle tier of athletic facilities includes
competitive practice and game fields and facilities
such as those at the Miss Sarasota Softball Complex.
These fields require a higher level of turfgrass and
maintenance, fencing and dugouts, lighting and
other amenities to create a safe and enjoyable game
experience. Like base level facilities, most of these
fields are located at community parks, regional
parks, and schools and are proposed to be distributed
equitably throughout the County. Competitive fields
should not be located within neighborhoods or other
areas where noise, lights and traffic could disturb
residents.
The top tier of athletic facilities is for signature
athletic facilities such as Nathan Benderson Park and
the Olympic size pool at the Selby Aquatic Center at
Potter Park, which are required to successfully compete
for state, national and international competitive events
in support of the County’s sports tourism initiatives.
Management may also vary between facility types. For
example, it is anticipated that the County will continue
to manage recreational fields, athletic associations
will manage programming at competition fields and
signature facilities may be managed through public /
private partnerships (P3s). It is also anticipated that
fees and cost recovery expectations will be low for
recreational fields, and much higher for the signature
facilities.
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The Sarasota County Sports Commission promotes
many of the County’s competition and signature
facilities for regional, state, national and international
sporting events. Many of these facilities need to be
upgraded or expanded to be competitive in the sports
tourism market. Figure 4.2b outlines the County’s
current sports tourism program and venues.

Proposed Improvements
The County’s deficiency in athletic fields can
be partially addressed through improvements to
existing facilities. Representatives from local athletic
associations listed the following improvements and
expansion opportunities:
• Twin Lakes Park. Develop a master plan for entire
park. Add a multi-purpose field with lighting;
replace lighting on existing baseball fields; add new
lighting to soccer fields; evaluate existing layout and
use of baseball facilities; and expand where needed.
• Babe Ruth Park. Light Field 3 and replace lighting
on Field 4.
• Tatum Ridge Soccer Fields. Add lights to Fields 3
and 4.
• Miss Sarasota Softball Complex. Construct new
bathrooms; replace lighting; and develop one field
into a stadium, premier field.
Field capacity can also be increased through a pending
interlocal agreement with the Sarasota County School
Board, providing the County access to the new /
improved fields identified in Figure 4.2c.
Field capacity could also be potentially increased
through the following additional actions:
• Move Redskins Football from Youth Athletic
Complex to the North County Sports Complex;
• Add lighting, improve multi-purpose field at Potter
Park in partnership with the YMCA;
• Acquire adjacent Meadows Utility property to
expand Miss Sarasota Softball and / or 17th Street
Park soccer fields;
• Partner with religious organizations;
• Build two additional sports complexes, one in a
centralized location within the County near I-75,
and one in the South County area;

• Encourage developers of large planned communities
to provide sports fields within their community
park system. The County may enter into separate
agreements, separate from land use decisions, for
the communities to provide other recreational
amenities.
• Design and construct the proposed North County
Sports Complex.
Figure 4.2b – Current Sarasota County Sports
Tourism Programs and Venues
Sport(s)

Public Venue

Private Venue

Rowing

Nathan Benderson Park

Football,
Soccer,
Multi-purpose

Twin Lakes Park, Tatum
Ridge Elementary,
Proposed North County
Sports Complex,
Wellfield Park

Softball

Miss Sarasota
Softball Complex,
Wellfield Park

Niche Sports
and Special
Events

BMX Track,
Knight Trail Park,
Competitive Swimming
Wellfield Park

Baseball

Twin Lakes Park, Youth
Athletic Complex, Babe
Ruth Park, Wellfield Park

IMG Academy,
Premier Sports
Campus, Polo
Fields
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Sports Tourism

Figure 4.2c – Sarasota County School Sites Fields
Sport(s)

Diamond Rectangular
Fields
Fields

Venice Area
Middle

2

Atwater
Elementary

3-4

Sarasota
Middle
Booker
Middle

2
1

1

Heron Creek
Middle

1

Laurel
Nokomis
Elementary
and Middle
Joint
Planning
of Future
Schools

Multi-use
Open Space

1–2

+/-5

+/-5
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Informed by the findings from the Needs Assessment,
Figure 4.2f and 4.2h include Draft Concept Plans for
the North County Sports Complex and the Youth
Athletic Complex developed by Toole Design Group
and then refined by Sarasota County Parks, Preserves
and Natural Resources Park Planners. The facilities
would be developed as competitive practice and game
fields and facilities, intended to address the athletic
needs of County residents.

It is important to note that LOS targets are
aspirational and the County should monitor the need
for these recreation facilities every year and adjust the
Facilities LOS standard accordingly.

Proposed Athletic Field Level of
Service

Access LOS for Athletic Fields

Two level of service (LOS) metrics will be used as
a guide for the planning and development of future
athletics facilities: Facilities LOS and Access LOS.
Facilities LOS

CHAPTER 4

Figure 4.2d shows alternative LOS standards for
sports fields. They include the County’s existing
Facilities LOS based on the existing number of fields
and the County’s 2015 population; the County’s latent
Facilities LOS based on the number of additional
fields that stakeholders identified as being necessary
to address the 2015 demand; SCORP Facilities LOS
regional benchmarks; the SCORP Facilities LOS
based on resident and tourism participant rates; and
National Recreation and Parks Association (NRPA)
PRORAGIS Facilities LOS national benchmarks.

Figure 4.2e shows the number of facilities needed
over the next 15 years to achieve the County’s desired
Facilities LOS for baseball / softball fields and soccer /
football fields.

In addition to establishing a Facilities LOS for athletic
fields, it is recommended that the County establish
a desired Access LOS. The County will strive to
provide access to fields within three miles of every
unincorporated resident living within an urban and
suburban area and five miles of every unincorporated
resident living in a rural area.

Based on the review of these alternative standards, as
well as the findings from the Needs Assessment, it is
recommended that the County adopt the following
Facilities LOS standards for athletic fields:
• 1 baseball field per 4,500 residents
• 1 softball field per 8,250 residents
• 1 football field per 22,000 residents
• 1 soccer field per 8,000 residents

Youth Soccer
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Figure 4.2d – Athletic Fields Facilities LOS Needs Alternatives

2015 Facilities LOS

2015 Latent
Demand Facilities
LOS

Sarasota
County 2006
Comprehensive

SCORP Resident
Facilities LOS

SCORP Resident +
Tourism Facilities
LOS

Median Facilities
LOS

Average Facilities
LOS

25% Quartile
Facilities LOS

75% Quartile
Facilities LOS

Sarasota County
Recommended
Facilities LOS

Diamond
fields

71

3,502

2,880

2,500

Baseball
fields

42

5,920

4,396

2,500

10,441

4,913

16,387

29,864

6,242

42,664

4,500

Softball
fields

29

8,573

8,353

2,500

-

-

19,206

71,760

7,461

58,507

8,250

Rectangle
fields

33

7,593

7,370

4,200

Football
fields

8

31,077

27,842

4,200

22,780

11,932

27,574

309,967

16,814

65,412

22,000

Soccer fields
/ multipurpose

25

10,023

10,000

4,200

22,780

11,932

21,022

50,527

7,534

63,636

8,000

Field Type

Quantity*

NRPA PRORAGIS National
Benchmarks

CHAPTER 4

*Source: Based on data provided by Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources Department on 03.27.16.

Figure 4.2e – Athletic Fields Facilities LOS Needs Between 2015 - 2035 based on Recommended Facilities LOS
Standards
Year
County
Population*
Recreation
Facility

Quantity*

Recommended
Facilities LOS
(1 facility per #
residents )

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

248,619

266,427

280,509

292,812

303,272

(Needed)
Facilities to
Meet LOS

(Needed)
Facilities
to Meet
LOS

(Needed)
Facilities to
Meet LOS

(Needed)
Facilities
to Meet
LOS

(Needed)
Facilities
to Meet
LOS

Diamond fields

71

-

-

-

-

-

-

Baseball fields

42

4,500

(14)

(17)

(20)

(23)

(25)

Softball fields

29

8,250

(1)

(3)

(5)

(6)

(8)

Rectangle fields

31

-

-

-

-

-

-

Football fields

8

22,000

(3)

(4)

(5)

(5)

(6)

Soccer fields /
multi-purpose

25

8,000

(6)

(8)

(10)

(12)

(13)

*Source: Based on data provided by Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources Department on 03.27.16.
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Figure 4.2f – Draft Conceptual Master Plan for North County Sports Complex

CHAPTER 4

(NEW)
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Note: Turn lane entrance
configuration to be analyzed
and engineered during the
design process.
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CHAPTER 4

Figure 4.2g– Draft Concept Plan for Youth Athletic Complex (Renovation / Redesign)

Note: Further refinement of the draft concept plans will be completed following input from the public, leagues,
user groups, stakeholders, consideration of current and future programming opportunities and in partnership with
organizations such as the Baltimore Orioles.
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Parks
Figure 4.2h – Park Tiers

The three tiers of the Sarasota County Parks
subsystem include:

Community Parks

Neighborhood Parks

Proposed Parks Acreage Level of Service
• 12 acres / 1,000 residents of developable
park land

Proposed Parks Access Level of Service
• 3 miles from unincorporated residents in
urban and suburban areas and 5 miles
from unincorporated residents in rural
areas for County parks (neighborhood,
community or signature), playgrounds,
pickleball courts, tennis courts and
basketball courts.
• 5 miles from unincorporated residents
countywide for dog parks.

Proposed Parks Facilities Level of Service
• 1 playground per 5,500 residents
• 1 pickleball court per 5,600 residents
• 1 tennis court per 5,600 residents
• 1 basketball court per 9,000 residents
• 1 dog park per 35,000 residents

• Neighborhood Parks. Neighborhood Parks such
as Red Rock Park in unincorporated areas serving
residents’ needs within a neighborhood, generally
considered “walk-to” facilities with amenities, such
as small playgrounds, basketball courts and picnic
shelters.
• Community Parks. Community Parks such as
Potter Park – serving residents’ needs for facilities
that cannot be met within a neighborhood (due to
size, impacts, or resources), with amenities such
as multi-purpose fields, large playgrounds and
recreation centers.
• Signature Parks / Specialty Parks. Signature /
Specialty Parks such as Urfer Family Park and
Phillippi Estate Park, serving regional and tourism
needs for access to first class recreational venues.

Proposed Parks Level of Service

CHAPTER 4

Signature /
Specialty Parks

The County will implement three LOS metrics as
a guide for the planning and development of future
parks: Acreage LOS, Facilities LOS and Access LOS.
Acreage LOS
First, the County’s Comprehensive Plan states that the
LOS for recreation in Sarasota County is 7 acres of
park land per 1,000 residents. It is recommended that
the County refine the Acreage LOS to differentiate
between “developable park land” and “natural areas” to
ensure that the County maintains adequate park land
for active recreation facilities such as athletic fields,
pickleball courts, playgrounds, dog parks and other
facilities desired by County residents.
As discussed in Chapter 3 – Needs Assessment,
currently, it is estimated that the County maintains
approximately 3,600 acres of developable park land
out of a total of 54,780 acres of county-owned land,
resulting in a countywide developable park land
Acreage LOS of 14.48 acres / 1,000 residents for the
year 2015. Based on current countywide population
projections provided by the University of Florida
Bureau of Economic and Business Research (BEBR),
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Figure 4.2h– Facility Service (Impact Fee) Districts
Legend
County Boundary
Incorporated Area
District Boundary

City of
Sarasota

North County
Unincorporated Area Park
Facility Service District
G
f
u l
of
M
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o
i c
ex
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City of
Venice

South County
Unincorporated Area Park
Facility Service District
City of
North Port

approximately 40 additional acres of developable park
land would need to be acquired by the year 2035 to
maintain the recommended countywide LOS of 12
acres / 1,000 residents. However, this countywide
assessment can be deceiving as it may not consider the
distribution of park land in the County.

acres by the year 2035 in the North Park Facility
Service District. No additional developable park land
appears to be needed in the South Park Facility Service
District.

In order to more accurately reflect the distribution of
park land in the County, Acreage LOS was calculated
for both the North and South Park Facility Service
(Impact Fee) Districts illustrated in Figure 4.2h. The
North Park Facility Service District has approximately
1,830 acres of developable park land and the South
Park Facility Service District has approximately
1,770 acres. Using 2015 Southwest Florida Water
Management District population figures, the
North Park Facility Service District currently has
a developable park land LOS of 11.41 acres / 1,000
residents and the South Park Facility Service District
20.07 acres / 1,000 residents. In order to meet and
maintain the County’s recommended developable
park land LOS of 12 acres / 1,000 residents, the
County would need to acquire approximately 95 acres
of developable park land now and an additional 194

Second, the County will strive to provide access to
County parks (neighborhood, community or signature)
within 3 miles of every unincorporated resident living
within an urban and suburban area and 5 miles of
every unincorporated resident living in a rural area.
Figure 4.2i shows areas in the County where residents
do not have access to County park land within 3 miles
in suburban areas and 5 miles in rural areas.

Access LOS

Facilities LOS
Third, based on the findings from the needs
assessment, the County may wish to establish and / or
adjust Facilities LOS standards to match the expressed
needs of the community. Figure 4.2j shows alternative
Facilities LOS standards for certain recreational
facilities. They include the County’s existing Facilities
LOS based on the existing number of facilities and
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Figure 4.2i – 3 Mile Access LOS for Developable Park Land

NOTE: GIS Analysis is based on data provided by Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources Department on 08.03.15.
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the County’s 2015 population; SCORP Facilities LOS for Florida’s Southwest Region; and NRPA PRORAGIS
Facilities LOS national benchmarks.
Based on the review of these alternative standards, as well as the findings from the Needs Assessment, it is
recommended that the County adopt the following Facilities LOS standards for key recreational facilities:
• 1 playground per 5,500 residents
• 1 pickleball court per 5,600 residents
• 1 tennis court per 5,600 residents
• 1 basketball court per 9,000 residents
• 1 dog park per 35,000 residents
It is important to note that LOS targets are aspirational and the County should monitor the need for these
recreation facilities every year and adjust the Facilities LOS standard accordingly.

CHAPTER 4

Figure 4.2k shows the number of facilities that the County would need to build or coordinate access to over the next
15 years to maintain the County’s existing Facilities LOS.

Twin Lakes Park
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Figure 4.2j – Recreation Facilities LOS Needs Alternatives

2015 Facilities LOS

SCORP Resident
Facilities LOS

Median Facilities
LOS

Average Facilities
LOS

25% Quartile
Facilities LOS

75% Quartile
Facilities LOS

Sarasota County
Recommended
Facilities LOS

Playgrounds

43

5,827

-

14,793

40,760

9,616

40,110

5,500

Dog parks

5

50,115

-

262,671

332,800

117,181

403,161

35,000

Pickleball
courts

52

4,819

-

-

-

-

-

5,600

Tennis courts

79

3,172

8,083

12,688

37,585

6,702

32,480

5,600

Basketball
courts

27

9,281

13,188

28,995

101,896

16,838

94,688

9,000

Recreation Facility

Quantity*

NRPA PRORAGIS National Benchmarks

*Source: Based on data provided by Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources Department on 03.27.16.
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Note: Playgrounds are also provided by third party partners such as the Sarasota County School District.

Figure 4.2k – Recreation Facilities LOS Needs Between 2015 - 2035 based on Recommended Facilities LOS
Standards
Year
County
Population*
Recreation
Facility
Playgrounds

Quantity*

Recommended
Facilities LOS
(1 facility per #
residents)

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

248,619

266,427

280,509

292,812

303,272

(Needed)
Facilities
to Meet
LOS

(Needed)
Facilities
to Meet
LOS

(Needed)
Facilities
to Meet
LOS

(Needed)
Facilities
to Meet
LOS

(Needed)
Facilities
to Meet
LOS

43

5,500

(2)

(5)

(8)

(10)

(12)

Dog Parks

5

35,000

(2)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(4)

Pickleball
Courts

52

5,600

8

5

2

0

(2)

Tennis Courts

79

5,600

35

31

29

27

25

Basketball
Courts

27

9,000

(1)

(3)

(4)

(6)

(7)

*Source: Based on data provided by Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources Department on 03.27.16.
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Natural Areas
Figure 4.2l – Natural Area Tiers

Destination
Natural Areas
Enhanced Natural
Areas
Basic Natural Areas

Proposed Natural Areas Level of Service

CHAPTER 4

• Acreage and Facility LOS metrics are not
applicable for natural areas. However,
it is desirable for every resident to have
access to a natural area within ten miles
of their home.

County residents consistently ranked “access to natural
areas” as one of their top spending priorities in the
community Needs Assessment. Sarasota County’s
Natural Areas are currently classified as Natural Area
Parks and Preserves. The proposed new classification
system for the Natural Area subsystem is identified in
Figure 4.2l.
Basic Natural Areas generally include amenities
such as parking, hiking, biking and / or equestrian
trails. Enhanced Natural Area amenities may include
information kiosks, parking, hiking, biking and / or
equestrian trails. Destination Natural Areas provide
the most amenities and services for County residents
and visitors, possibly including restrooms, programs,
age-friendly access and concessionaires. Resource
management will be conducted in line with the Land
Management Master Plan.
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Destination Preserves
Proposed recreation activities for Destination Natural
Areas include equestrian amenities, camping, canoeing
/ kayaking, off-road biking and environmental
education. Potential locations for these opportunities
are illustrated in Figure 4.2m and include:
Equestrian Destination
Walton Ranch is an excellent South County
location to serve as an equestrian facility. This
site was purchased through the Environmentally
Sensitive Lands Protection Program (ESLPP)
and was opened to the public in 2015. It is leased
for cattle grazing and is still dominated by open
pasture with scattered mesic hammocks and
forested wetlands. It could become the centralized
location for access to the future River-to-River
Trail east and west, and the trail system on the
Carlton Reserve farther west. This natural area
will tie in to the proposed North Port Connector
with equestrian access at Myakkahatchee Creek
Environmental Park. Other potential uses
at Walton Ranch include off-road bicycling,
camping and youth camps. Exploring alternatives
for providing equestrian services could include
concessionaires, lessee and / or permit programs.
Camping Destination
The current ease of access from U.S. 41 and unique
features at Deer Prairie Creek Preserve (South
entrance) make it a logical potential location for
camping. There is a dam at the location of the
current parking lot that creates a unique open water
feature and provides access to the Myakka River
from Deer Prairie Creek. Other activities that
could be further enhanced here include equestrian,
canoeing, kayaking and fishing opportunities.
Access from this location would provide a quick
canoe trip to Senator Bob Johnson’s Landing across
the river as well as multiple other public properties
along the Myakka River. Deer Prairie Creek
Preserve is co-owned with the Southwest Florida
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Figure 4.2m – Potential Destination Natural Areas

NOTE: GIS Analysis is based on data provided by Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources Department on 08.03.15.
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Water Management District, and any future
improvements would need to be coordinated with
this agency.
Canoeing / Kayaking Destination
Myakka River is a World Class destination location
for canoeing and kayaking. Access opportunities
include Snook Haven, Deer Prairie Creek,
Senator Bob Johnson’s Landing and many others.
Shuttle services could provide transportation to
various access points to create excursions. This
too might be an activity that could be offered via
concessionaires, lessee and / or permit programs.
Off-Road Bicycling Destination

CHAPTER 4

Off-road bicycling for general users could be
concentrated at Carlton Reserve by expanding upon
the existing single track system. The East-West
Connector connects North Port and Venice to the
Legacy Trail. This corridor will include off-road
sections through the Eastern Ranchlands from T.
Mabry Carlton, Jr. Memorial Reserve to Walton
Ranch and beyond. Additional opportunities for
avid off-road bikers also could be evaluated.
Environmental Education Destination
Shamrock Park and Nature Center, and Lemon
Bay Park and Environmental Center, are areas of
focus for environmental education. Each facility
has substantial public use and could benefit from
enhancements. This could include further use of
volunteers or focusing additional staff resources
at these two locations. Trends in resource-based
recreation indicate that the public seeks naturebased education and programming at nature
centers. The County might also consider a
comprehensive assessment of nature centers at
multiple locations including the Dr. C.B. Wilson
House at Urfer Family Park and the historic log
cabin at T. Mabry Carlton Jr. Memorial Reserve.
This could be tied in with the existing facilities
located throughout Sarasota County and Sarasota
Audubon Nature Center at Celery Fields. This
comprehensive plan would be inclusive of state
agencies, volunteer groups, Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and potentially other
partners. Programming should be coordinated
between groups, and exhibits could be rotated like
art museums and science centers. A treehouse could
102

also provide a unique environmental education
experience.

Proposed Natural Areas Level of
Service
Acreage and Facility LOS metrics are not applicable
for natural areas. However, it is desirable for every
resident to have access to a natural area within five to
ten miles of their home.

Hunting
The desire to increase hunting opportunities in
Sarasota County came up during the Parks, Preserves
and Recreation Master Plan process. Currently, the
primary public hunting in Sarasota County is on the
State-owned Myakka State Forest. This site offers
7,295 acres of small game hunting. In addition to
Myakka State Forest, the Southwest Florida Water
Management District offers “Special Opportunity
Hunts” for land management purposes on the Schewe
Tract and Deer Prairie Creek Preserve. These hunts
are limited to feral hogs in an effort to control damage
to natural habitats.
While the County recognizes the value of hunting,
both recreational and ecological, other considerations
should be weighed when considering County land for
recreational hunting. The recent Florida Statewide
Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation (SCORP) Plan,
“Outdoor Recreation in Florida 2013” identifies the
Southwest Region as exceeding the Statewide median
Level of Service for hunting opportunities on public
land. The preliminary findings in a Southwest Florida
Water Management District (SWFWMD) 2013
District Recreation Evaluation indicated that the Level
of Service for hunting in the Southern Region is being
met.
As we explore implementing additional hunting
opportunities in Sarasota County, some options
include:
•

Discuss option for opening up SWFWMD land
for hunting.

•

Expand “Special Opportunity Hunts” for Land
Management Purposes.

•

Acquire property to provide hunting, such as
Orange Hammock. Opportunities may exist
utilizing TDRs / Conservation Easements and
partnerships.
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Trails
Figure 4.2n – Trails Tiers

Paved,
Multi-use
Regional Trails
Paved Trails with
Amenities
Unpaved Trails within Parks /
Natural Areas

Proposed Trails Level of Service
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• 1 mile from unincorporated residents
countywide

Sarasota County’s multimodal transportation
network includes ADA accessible complete streets,
sidewalks, bike lanes, transit and trails. County
residents consistently ranked “trails” as one of their
top spending priorities in the public workshops and
Needs Assessment. Sarasota County has paved, multiuse trails such as the Legacy Trail; paved trails with
amenities such as the Stoneybrook Nature Trail; and
unpaved trails within parks and natural areas such as
Red Bug Slough Preserve.
The roles of these trails vary depending on their
location and construction materials. Many trails are
used for recreational purposes, but some of the more
urban and neighborhood park trails provide a safe
transportation alternative for bicycle and pedestrian
commuters.
Sarasota County PRNR manages the facilities within
their properties, and relies upon Sarasota County
Public Works and the municipalities to develop bicycle
and pedestrian facilities that connect to the County’s
parks, preserves and recreation areas via trails, on-road
bike facilities and sidewalks. The Florida Department
of Transportation (FDOT), Sarasota County Public
104

Works and municipalities continue to implement
bicycle lanes during road widening projects or during
typical repaving and striping projects.

Prioritization Criteria
Ultimately the vision for the Trails subsystem is to
create an interconnected network of bicycle, pedestrian
and equestrian facilities. With limited resources
available to implement trails, it will be important for
the County to prioritize the implementation. Trail
prioritization criteria are included on the following
pages for the County to consider.
Two projects that meet these criteria are the proposed
northern extension of the Legacy Trail and the EastWest Connector including the North Port Connector
Bridge. These two corridors will provide direct
north-south and east-west connectivity throughout
the County and provide connections easily to many
existing parks and trail corridors. The next phase of
trail construction would add spur trails to adjacent
parks and leverage undeveloped right of ways and
existing on-street bicycle improvements to better
connect current and future parks.
A concept that meets these criteria is the Alligator
Creek Trail. This project offers an opportunity for
PRNR to work collaboratively with the County’s
Public Utilities and Public Works to stretch tax payer
dollars and provide residents with multiple social
and environmental benefits including enhanced
connectivity, improved water quality, native habitat
restoration and access to nature. Figures 4.2p and
4.2q identify a potential trail alignments and sections
along the Alligator Creek corridor and identifies
various areas along the corridor where multiple benefits
could be achieved. As this concept progresses, further
evaluation of parking needs will be required.

Proposed Trails Level of Service
Trail LOS metrics should be addressed in the County’s
update to the Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan. One LOS
metric that this plan would suggest for consideration
in the Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan update is for every
resident to have access to the County’s trails system
within one mile of their home.
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Trail Prioritization Criteria
Create an outstanding user
experience:
• Focus on user safety
• Accesses key viewpoints, vistas, habitat
types, water, unique and special features
• Creates loop options
• Varying degrees of opportunity
• Address crowding and potential conflict
between user types

Increases connectivity:
Connects existing trails
Extends existing trails
Connects to bike / pedestrian system
Is accessible from public transit
Connects to regional trails and open space
network
• Connects local neighborhoods, schools, or
parks
• Connectivity to promote economic
development

CHAPTER 4

•
•
•
•
•

Limits impacts:
• Located on land already owned by the County
• Sensitive habitats, plants and animals
• Ease and cost of implementation and
construction
• Ease and cost of maintenance and
management
• Preserve existing neighborhoods

Increases equity:
• Geographic distribution (serves underserved
area)
• Variety of users

Demonstrates broad support:
•
•
•
•
•

Public
User groups
Projected usage
Builds volunteer engagement and stewardship
Staff
Legacy Trail
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Figure 4.2o – Priority Trail Corridors

NOTE: GIS Analysis is based on data provided by Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources Department on 08.03.15.
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Legacy Trail
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CHAPTER 4

Figure 4.2p – Draft Concept Plan for Alligator Creek Trail (New)

Note: Parking needs will be evaluated and addressed as this concept advances.
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Figure 4.2q – Conceptual Alligator Creek Trail Sections (New)

CHAPTER 4

Alligator Creek with Littoral Planting

Green Buffer

Riparian Maintenance
Buffer

Bio-retention 12’ Shell Regrade and
Swale
Trail
Revegetation

12’ Shell Bio-retention
Trail
Swale

Creek

Bank Stabilization
and Revegetation

Green Buffer

Residential Development

B

Venice East Boulevard

Wetland Vegetation
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6’
Green
12’ MultiWalk Buffer Purpose Trail

12’ Boardwalk
Trail

Natural Area

Wetland Vegetation
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Beaches
Destination
Beaches

Beach Parks

Natural Beaches

Proposed Beaches Level of Service
• There are no applicable LOS metrics for
beaches. The County should however,
continue to improve access to its beaches
through its trails, bikeways and public
transportation.
Top priority needs expressed by residents in public
workshops and the community Needs Assessment
included additional beach accesses, parking and
amenities such as restrooms and pavilions. Residents
were also concerned about protecting and preserving
native coastal habitat. The proposed three-tier beach
classification system is intended to help define the
appropriate level of development and maintenance for
each of the County’s beaches, including the levels of
amenities, staffing and parking.
Natural Beaches are more primitive and provide
passive public access via hiking or boating. Basic
amenities may include the sandy beach and other
native habitats, trails, picnic areas, trash / recycling
cans and canoe / kayak launches or landings. Examples
of this beach type include Palmer Point Beach and
Caspersen Beach Park.
Beach Parks, such as Ted Sperling Park at South
Lido Beach and Nokomis Beach, are designed and
managed to protect the resources while providing
active and passive public recreational access and

amenities. Typical amenities at Beach Parks include
ADA compliant restrooms and beach access walkovers,
parking and one or more picnic pavilions.
Destination Beaches such as the newly renovated Siesta
Beach are designed and managed to host major events
with many amenities and services for County residents
and visitors, while still protecting the coastal resources.
Additional amenities and services found at these beach
facilities may include more concessions, lifeguards,
playground(s), picnic pavilions, enhanced accessibility,
paved trails, sand volleyball courts, open space rental
areas, shelters, transit access, increased programming
and special events. While Destination Beaches require
a much higher level of staffing and maintenance than
Beach Parks and Natural Beaches, these beaches
are the primary economic driver for the community.
Also, due to millions of visitors per year, the beaches
present greater opportunities for cost recovery through
concessions, pavilion rentals, and / or other potential
revenue-generating opportunities.
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Figure 4.2r – Beaches Tiers

In response to residents’ needs and desires, the
County recently improved restrooms, parking, signs,
concessions and shelters at several beaches. Future
plans include upgrades at Blind Pass Beach. In addition
to improving existing beach facilities, the County may
wish to conduct a transportation management study to
determine the best and most cost-effective techniques
to accommodate increasing demand for beach access
while protecting the resources.

Proposed Beaches Level of Service
Since the County cannot create more beaches, there are
no applicable Acreage, Facility or Access LOS metrics.
However, the County should continue to improve
access to its beaches through its trails system and
public transportation, and look to acquire additional
beach front property.
Sarasota County is a coastal community, and County
residents consistently ranked beach and water access
as one of their top spending priorities in workshops
and the community Needs Assessment. The County’s
beaches, lakes, rivers and creeks are the foundation
of the County’s economy and high quality of life.
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Water Access
Figure 4.2s – Water Access Tiers

Deep Water
Motorized Boat
Ramps
Small Motorized Boat / NonMotorized Boat Launches
Pier / Dock / Bank Fishing

Proposed Access Level of Service
• 5 miles from unincorporated residents
countywide
CHAPTER 4

Proposed Water Facilities Level of Service
• 1 boat ramp lane per 7,400 residents

• Accesses to Myakka River and the bays
• Accesses to Gottfried Creek, Forked Creek and
Alligator Creek
The top tier of water access – deep water motorized
boat ramps – require a much higher level of staffing
and maintenance than the prior two tiers. This top tier
is a primary economic driver for the community and
provides access to thousands of acres of state-owned
water areas. In addition to multi-lane paved boat ramps
such as at Blackburn Point Park, boat ramp parks may
include additional water-dependent facilities such as
bait and tackle concessions, fishing piers and other
amenities to enhance the visitor experience.
The County is addressing critical shortages in parking
at some of its existing Deep Water Motorized Boat
Ramps. Potential improvements may include:
• Expanded trailer parking, including overnight
parking for commercial fishermen;
• Shuttles to off-site parking;
• New / upgraded restrooms;
• Upgraded ramps;
• Erosion control and stormwater treatment;

The County’s first priority is to protect the shoreline
function and values to ensure that public access is safe
and appropriate. Figure 4.2s identifies the County’s
three tiers of water access.
The basic tier of water access simply requires a safe
path to the water’s edge (bank) for fishing, sitting and
/ or viewing wildlife. Accessible docks or piers can
enhance the experience, such as at Osprey Fishing Pier.
The second tier requires beaches, launches or ramps
for launching small motorized or non-motorized boats,
such as at Turtle Beach and Vamo Drive Park. Boat
drop-off and parking areas are also needed, along
with associated stormwater treatment. Amenities may
include information / educational signs or exhibits,
sidewalks, restrooms and picnic areas. Proposed
Destination Preserve sites will provide additional
opportunities for water access for fishing, canoeing
and kayaking. Other new potential locations for nonmotorized water access include:
112

• ADA accessible docks; and
• Moorings.
The County will continue to seek grant funding for
improvements such as restrooms from a variety of
sources including the West Coast Inland Navigation
District (WCIND).

Proposed Water Access Level of
Service
Two metrics are proposed to track and measure water
access: Facilities LOS and Access LOS.
Facilities LOS
Facilities LOS applies primarily to paved boat ramps,
as there are no established standards for canoe, kayak
or paddleboard access. Figure 4.2t shows alternative
Facilities LOS standards for boat ramps. They include
the County’s existing Facilities LOS based on the
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existing number of facilities and the County’s 2015
population; SCORP Facilities LOS for Florida’s SW
Region; and NRPA PRORAGIS Facilities LOS
national benchmarks.

to over the next 15 years to maintain the County’s
existing Facilities LOS.
Access LOS
Access LOS is severely restricted based on available
waterfront lands. An aspirational or desired Access
LOS is to provide some type of freshwater or saltwater
access to every resident within 5 miles of their home.

Based on the review of these alternative standards, as
well as the findings from the Needs Assessment, it is
recommended that the County adopt the following
Facilities LOS standard for boat ramps:
• 1 boat ramp lane per 7,400 residents
It is important to note that LOS targets are
aspirational and the County should monitor the need
for these recreation facilities every year and adjust the
Facilities LOS standard accordingly.
Figure 4.2u shows the number of boat ramp lanes that
the County would need to build or coordinate access

Figure 4.2t – Boat Ramp Facilities LOS Needs Alternatives

SCORP Resident
Facilities LOS

Median Facilities
LOS

Average Facilities
LOS

25% Quartile
Facilities LOS

75% Quartile
Facilities LOS

Sarasota County
Recommended
Facilities LOS

35

7,103

25,058

158,333

448,389

104,237

410,122

7,400

CHAPTER 4

2015 Facilities LOS

Boat Ramp
Lanes

Quantity*

Recreation Facility

NRPA PRORAGIS National Benchmarks

*Source: Based on data provided by Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources Department on 03.27.16.

Figure 4.2u – Boat Ramp Facilities LOS Needs Between 2015 - 2035 based on Recommended Facilities LOS
Standards
Year
County
Population*
Recreation
Facility

Quantity*

Boat Ramp
Lanes

35

Recommended
Facilities LOS
(1 facility per #
residents)
7,400

2015

2020

2025

2030

248,619

266,427

280,509

292,812

(Needed)
Facilities
to Meet
LOS
1

(Needed)
Facilities
to Meet
LOS
(1)

(Needed)
Facilities
to Meet
LOS
(3)

(Needed)
Facilities
to Meet
LOS

2035
303,272
(Needed)
Facilities
to Meet
LOS

(5)

(6)

*Source: Based on data provided by Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources Department on 03.27.16.
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7

Recreation Centers and Programs

Figure 4.2v – Recreation Center Tiers

Signature
Centers
Community Centers

Neighborhood Recreation
Centers

Proposed Facilities Level of Service
• 1 indoor recreation center per 25,000
residents

Indoor Recreation Centers
The County provides three types of indoor
centers: Signature Centers, Recreation Centers and
Neighborhood Recreation Centers. Signature Centers
are large, multi-purpose facilities like the Phillippi
Estates Park that provide opportunities to a large
amount of users; Community Centers such as Colonial
Oaks Park focus on providing multi-purpose spaces
for meetings, recreation classes and social events; and
Neighborhood Recreation Centers like Laurel Park
focus more on recreational facilities and programs.
The County’s vision for all three types of facilities is to
provide maximum flexibility to respond to changing
needs and trends.
The existing LOS for Sarasota County indoor
recreation facilities is 0.63 square feet of indoor space
per capita.

CHAPTER 4

Proposed Access Level of Service
• 10 miles from unincorporated residents
countywide

County residents ranked “fitness and exercise facilities”
as one of their top priority needs in the public
workshops and community Needs Assessment. A
follow-up survey conducted by the County indicated
that the specific needs associated with fitness and
exercise facilities included:
• Trails for walking and running;
• Outdoor exercise equipment and classes;
• Pickleball / Tennis;
• Croquet;
• Yoga; and
• Strength training equipment.

• Phillippi Estate Park
• Venice Community Center
• Newtown Estates Community
Center
• Longwood Park Recreation
Center
• Colonial Oaks Parks Recreation
Center
• Arlington Park Recreation Center
• Bee Ridge Park Recreation
Center
• Laurel Park Recreation Center
• Nokomis Park Recreation Center
• Woodmere Park Recreation
Center
• Englewood Sports Complex
Recreation Center
Total

Indoor recreation centers, and indoor / outdoor
recreation facilities and programs, are both required to
meet residents’ needs.
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17,438 sf
29,247 sf
14,275 sf
9,517 sf
9,050 sf
11,412 sf
3,881 sf
13, 858
4,336 sf
9,182 sf
25,767 sf
156,323 sf

residents and visitors. The County also uses internal
and seasonal staff to provide some essential programs
that cannot be provided by others, such as summer /
winter / spring break camps, special events and nature
/ environmental programs at County nature centers,
natural areas and parks.
The County regularly reviews and evaluates the
programs offered at its facilities to ensure that residents’
needs are being met. For example, fitness and exercise
programs are evaluated based on:
• Current health issues in the County, particularly
among youth, elderly, and under-served;

Outdoor Recreation Facilities

• Popularity of current programs;

The County will also respond to the need for fitness
and exercise through outdoor recreation facilities, such
as the paved fit-trails at Urfer Family Park, Fruitville
Park and Rothenbach Park. Cluster or loop trails with
fitness equipment seem to be most popular, providing
opportunities for both adult and youth activities.
Other outdoor exercise facilities include sand volleyball
courts, outdoor fitness equipment, and instructor-led
group exercise classes, yoga and boot camps at County
parks.

• Strategically targeted markets, e.g. baby boomers or
millennials; and

Programs
The County provides a wide variety of recreation
programs to residents through three different roles.
The most common role is as a “Venue Provider,” where
non-County instructors use or rent County Recreation
Centers and facilities to provide fee-based programs.
Less frequently, the County partners with other
agencies or organizations to provide programs and
periodically, the County provides its own programs –
such as summer camps – using seasonal County staff.
In order to make the most efficient use of public
funds, the County’s preferred role is to serve as the
venue-provider, providing first-class settings for both
self-directed and programmed activities. The County
collaborates with hundreds of agencies, organizations,
and individuals including Florida State Parks,
municipalities, the School Board, athletic leagues,
non-profit groups, for-profit organizations, Friends of
Sarasota County Parks and associated Friends groups
such as Friends of the Legacy Trail, instructors and
others to provide the programs and services desired by

• Private sector interest in providing instruction;

• National and statewide trends.
Specific challenges and opportunities for recreation
programming include:
• Program Plan. Even though the vast majority
of recreation programs and events are provided
by others, the County could benefit from the
development of an overall recreation program
plan to guide the types of services that should
be available in the County. A more pro-active
approach would help ensure that the County is
responding to residents’ priority needs, as well as
trends related to millennials, youth, ethnic groups,
seniors and / or other target markets.
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The top priority need for indoor recreation is to update
and renovate existing recreation centers over the
next ten years. Wherever possible, existing facilities
should be expanded to create large, flexible multi-use
buildings with multiple rooms, including full size
gymnasiums. Multi-use buildings will enable the
County to respond to the changing needs of multiple
age groups, including space for summer camps, pickle
ball courts, social services, health care, fitness classes,
special events and other programs and activities. The
County will also continue to work with the School
Board to evaluate opportunities to plan, design and
operate centers as joint-use facilities.

Figure 4.2w – Program Tiers

Program
Provider
Collaborator / Facilitator

Venue Provider
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• Balancing Program Demands with Capacity.
Many of the County’s sports fields are overprogrammed through use permits and leases with
other organizations. This affects the condition,
maintenance and overall use of these areas.
• Fees and Charges. Many of the fees that are
charged to other groups and organizations for the
provision of programs and or events appear to be
low and often result in the County subsidizing these
activities to some degree. Cost recovery will be
considered and discussed as part of the development
of the new fee policy and pricing plan. Fees should
include janitorial, management and other overhead
costs.
• Marketing. The programs and events that are being
offered in the County would benefit greatly from a
marketing plan to promote these activities.

CHAPTER 4

• Communication. Many residents may not be aware
of current program offerings. The County could
publish a monthly schedule online and through
social media to make residents and visitors aware
of program opportunities at County parks and
recreation centers.
• Focus on Health. The County’s Health
Department is focused on tracking health
indicators. For example, a Community Health
Assessment indicates that 40% of County residents
are obese. The County could continue to partner
with the Health Department to respond to health
issues through the Healthiest Weight Program,
Park Prescription Program and / or other healthrelated programs.
• Quality Evaluation Process. Each center
coordinator has the freedom to determine the
most appropriate programs offered at each center,
but there is no countywide evaluation process to
determine whether programs are meeting residents’
needs. The County should establish program
evaluation criteria, and a process for participants
to evaluate each program. The County should
dismiss any vendor that is not meeting the County’s
minimum criteria.
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• Social Equity, Diversity and Accessibility. The
County should establish goals and metrics for social
equity, diversity and accessibility to recreation
programs; integrate the goals and metrics into
agreements with instructors, associations and / or
other providers; and monitor the program metrics to
make sure that the goals are being met.

Proposed Recreation Center Level of
Service (LOS)
Proposed LOS metrics for Indoor Recreation Centers
include the number of residents served by a center; the
amount of square footage provided per capita; and the
distance required to travel to a center.
Facilities LOS
Figure 4.2x shows alternative Facilities LOS standards
for the number of indoor recreation centers. They
include the County’s existing Facilities LOS based
on the existing number of facilities and the County’s
2015 population; SCORP Facilities LOS for Florida’s
Southwest Region; and NRPA PRORAGIS Facilities
LOS national benchmarks.
Based on the review of these alternative standards, as
well as the findings from the Needs Assessment, it is
recommended that the County adopt the following
Facilities LOS standard for indoor recreation centers:
• 1 indoor recreation center per 25,000 residents
It is important to note that LOS targets are
aspirational and the County should monitor the need
for these recreation facilities every year and adjust the
Facilities LOS standard accordingly.
Figure 4.2y shows the number of indoor recreation
centers that the County would need to build or
coordinate access to over the next 15 years to maintain
the recommended LOS.
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Access LOS
In addition to establishing a Facilities LOS for
recreation centers, it is recommended that the County
establish a desired Access LOS. The County will
strive to provide access to recreation centers within 10
miles of every unincorporated resident living within an
urban, suburban and rural areas.

Figure 4.2x – Indoor Recreation Center Facilities LOS Needs Alternatives

SCORP Resident
Facilities LOS

Median Facilities
LOS

Average Facilities
LOS

25% Quartile
Facilities LOS

75% Quartile
Facilities LOS

Sarasota County
Recommended
Facilities LOS

11

22,602

-

70,286

165,081

25,935

201,419

25,000

CHAPTER 4

2015 Facilities LOS

Indoor
Recreation
Centers

Quantity*

Recreation Facility

NRPA PRORAGIS National Benchmarks

*Source: Based on data provided by Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources Department on 03.27.16.

Figure 4.2y – Indoor Recreation Center Facilities LOS Needs Between 2015 - 2035 based on Recommended
Facilities LOS Standards
Year
County
Population*
Recreation
Facility

Quantity*

Indoor
Recreation
Centers

11

Recommended
Facilities LOS
(1 facility per #
residents)
25,000

2015

2020

2025

2030

248,619

266,427

280,509

292,812

(Needed)
Facilities
to Meet
LOS
0

(Needed)
Facilities
to Meet
LOS
(1)

(Needed)
Facilities
to Meet
LOS
(1)

(Needed)
Facilities
to Meet
LOS

2035
303,272
(Needed)
Facilities
to Meet
LOS

(2)

(2)

*Source: Based on data provided by Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources Department on 03.27.16.
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5.0 Implementation Strategies
The long-range vision for Sarasota County PRNR is to develop and manage
the Regional Framework for the Countywide Parks, Preserves and Recreation
System while also serving the Parks, Preserves and Recreation needs of its
unincorporated residents. The long-range vision includes a three-tiered delivery
model for each of the seven subsystems (i.e., Parks, Beaches, Trails, etc.) to
guide the allocation of resources and development of cost recovery goals.
Funding will be limited for additional resources for at least the next five to seven years. It is anticipated that the
County will pursue some type of extraordinary funding once other pressing countywide needs have been addressed.
Therefore, this section focuses on strategic actions that can be taken to better position the Parks, Recreation and
Natural Resources Department (PRNR) to implement the long-range vision when funding does become available.
Those items that can be accomplished within one to two years are also identified in this section.
Six Key Strategies for implementation include:
Strategy 1. Develop the County’s Role as a Regional Park Provider
Strategy 2. Continue Long-Range Planning and CAPRA Accreditation
Strategy 3. Align County Plans, Codes, Policies and Programs with the new Long-Range Vision
Strategy 4. Align Departmental Organization and Operations with the new Long-Range Vision
Strategy 5. Continue Improving Subsystems with Available Resources

CHAPTER 5

Strategy 6. Prioritize Capital Improvements based on the PRNR Mission

Dragon Boat Race at Benderson Park
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Strategy 1: Develop the
County’s Role as a Regional
Park Provider
1.1 Formalize and adopt a regional
model for the County’s Park System.
The recommended role for Sarasota County is
to develop and manage the Regional Framework
for the Parks, Preserves and Recreation System.
Characteristics of a Regional Framework include:
•

Meets the needs of unincorporated County
residents, and / or

•

Serves multiple communities and cross political
jurisdictions, and / or

•

Preserves natural resources, remnant landscares
and open space, and / or

•

Requires larger parcels, typically greater than 100
acres, and / or

•

Not being provided by municipalities, non-profit
groups or homeowners associations, and / or

•

Accessible via a good network of roads, trails

In consideration of the characteristics listed above, the
definition of Regional Park is:
Large, resource-based parks or sports complexes,
which serve a county, multi-county, or multicity area across political jurisdictions. Location
is dependent upon the availability of large, high
or unique quality natural resources capable of
being developed and used for outdoor recreation.
Regional parks have a large service area attracting
residents and visitors within a 30-60 minute or
greater drive time. Examples include beaches, boat
ramps, large athletic complexes, regional trails and
natural areas with unique amenities.
Via a phased approach, PRNR should transition to the
role as a Regional Park provider by:

1. Updating and refining Interlocal Agreements
with each of the municipalities in the County,
focusing on the County’s role as a regional park
provider.
2. Reallocating resources to better align with
regional role, as further discussed in the following
strategies.

Strategy 2: Continue
PRNR Long Range
Planning in Accordance
with the Commission for
Accreditation of Park and
Recreation Agencies (CAPRA)
Requirements
PRNR staff should continue building on the Master
Planning work completed over the past year to 1)
develop an internal Operations / Service Delivery
Manual; and 2) develop the plans and policies required
by CAPRA. Specific recommendations to accomplish
this task include:
1. Identify examples of similar Operations Manuals
from other communities that could be used as a
template for the County.
2. Review CAPRA requirements.
3. Estimate the level of effort (hours) required to
complete the Operations Manual / CAPRA
requirements.
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Six Key Strategies for implementation include:

4. Assign a project manager to lead the effort.
5. Assign specific tasks to other staff.
6. Allocate adequate staff time to complete the tasks
within the next 1 - 3 years.
It is important to note that this Parks, Preserves
and Recreation Strategic Master Plan (PPRSMP)
already meets several of the CAPRA requirements
for accreditation including 1.4.1 Agency Goals and
Objectives; 1.5 Vision; 2.4 Park and Recreation
System Master Plan; 2.5 Strategic Plan; 10.4 Needs
Assessment; and 10.5.1 Recreation and Leisure Trends
Assessment.
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CAPRA Standards
CAPRA standards with review requirements
are listed below (numbers shown are CAPRA
requirements):
1.4.1
1.6.1
2.4
2.5
3.4.2
3.4.3
3.6
3.6.1
4.1
4.1.2
4.1.8
4.3
4.5
4.6.1
5.1.1
6.1
6.2
6.4
7.1
7.2
7.5
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7.5.1
7.9.1
8.5
8.6.2
9.1
10.4
10.5.1

Agency Goals and Objectives
Administrative Policies and Procedure
Park and Recreation System Master Plan
Strategic Plan
Community Relations Plan
Marketing Plan
Records Management Policy and
Procedures
Records Disaster Mitigation and Recovery
Plan and Procedures
Personnel Policies and Procedures
Manual
Recruitment Process
Compensation Plan
Job Analyses for Job Descriptions
Workforce Health and Wellness Program
Employee Training and Development
Program
Comprehensive Revenue Policy
Recreation Programming Plan
Program Objectives
Community Education for Leisure Process
Parkland Acquisition Procedures
Area and Facilities Development Policies
and Procedures
Maintenance and Operations Management
Standards
Facility Legal Requirements
Recycling and / or Zero Waste Plan
General Security Plan
Emergency Risk Communications Plan
Risk Management Policy
Needs Assessment
Recreation and Leisure Trends Analysis
(PPRSMP)

Standards with an adoption or approval
requirement are:
1.5
2.3.1
2.4
2.5
2.10
3.4
4.4.1
5.4
8.1
9.1
9.1.1
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Vision
Community Comprehensive Plan with Park
and Recreation Component
Park and Recreation System Master Plan
Strategic Plan
ADA Transition Plan
Public Information Policy and Procedure
Leadership Succession Procedure
Annual or Biennial Budget
Codes, Laws, and Ordinances
Risk Management Policy
Risk Management Plan and Procedures

Strategy 3: Align PRNR
Plans, Codes, Policies
and Programs with the new
Long-Range Vision
In addition to developing an internal operations manual
and CAPRA accreditation package, PRNR staff should
work to better define the County’s role, subsystems and
facility classifications described in the PPRSMP. Staff
should also work to codify PPRSMP recommendations
in the County’s Comprehensive Plan, Impact Fee
Ordinance, Land Development Regulations, design
standards and Neighborhood Parklands Programs
(NPP) and Environmentally Sensitive Lands
Protection Program (ESLPP). Tasks include:

3.1 Role and Subsystems
1. Review and align existing and proposed budgets,
policies, organizational structure, and programs
with the role of PRNR to focus on the planning,
acquisition, development, and management of
regional facilities; and to act as the facilitator for
the Countywide Parks, Preserves and Recreation
System.
2. Where appropriate, align existing and proposed
budgets, policies, organizational structure, and
programs to reflect the seven new subsystems of
the Parks, Preserves and Recreation System.
3. Where appropriate, align existing and proposed
budgets, policies, organizational structure and
programs to reflect the new three-tiered service
delivery model for each of the new subsystems.

3.2 Design Standards for the ThreeTiered Subsystem Delivery Models
1. Refine the three-tiered service delivery model
for each subsystem (as discussed in the longrange vision, Chapter 4), including the different
levels of amenities, maintenance, staffing,
programming and cost recovery goals.
2. Create design standards for each subsystem and
tier (classification) to define the desired character,
design, and material(s) of facilities, amenities, and
fixtures. For example, the County has developed
a Sarasota Modern style restroom building for its
Destination Beaches.
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Figure 5.3 – Recommended Level of Service (LOS)

Parks

Recommended Acreage / Facilities LOS

12 acres per 1,000 population of developable
park land

Recommended Access LOS
• 3 miles from unincorporated residents
in urban and suburban areas
• 5 miles from unincorporated residents
in rural areas

Baseball Fields

1 baseball field per 4,500 residents

Softball Fields

1 softball field per 8,250 residents

Football Fields

1 football field per 22,000 residents

Soccer Fields

1 soccer field per 8,000 residents

Playgrounds

1 playground per 5,500 residents

Pickleball Courts

1 pickleball court per 5,600 residents

Tennis Courts

1 tennis court per 5,600 residents

Basketball Courts

1 basketball court per 9,000 residents

Dog Parks

1 dog park per 35,000 residents

Natural Areas

n/a

Trails

n/a

Water Access

1 boat ramp lane per 7,400 residents

• 5 miles from unincorporated residents
countywide

Recreation Center

1 indoor recreation center per 25,000
residents

• 10 miles from unincorporated residents
countywide

3. Engage and receive input from local landscape
architects, civil engineers, architects and public
artists as appropriate.

3.3 Level of Service Standards
1. Update the County Comprehensive Plan to
reflect the Level of Service (LOS) Standards as
described in Chapter 4 of the PPRSMP (See
Figure 5.3).
2. Monitor and update the LOS Standards
concurrently with the County Evaluation and
Appraisal (EAR) process to reflect actual supply
and demand.

3.4 Impact Fee Recommendations
In April 2015 Toole Design Group reviewed the

• 3 miles from unincorporated residents in
urban and suburban areas
• 5 miles from unincorporated residents in
rural areas

• 5 miles from unincorporated residents
countywide
• It is desirable for every county resident
to have access to a natural area within
ten miles of their home.
• 1 mile from unincorporated residents
countywide

“Impact Fee Update for Parks, Library, Fire, EMS
Law Enforcement, Justice and General Government
Facilities”. Following are findings from this review:
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Parks / Recreation Facility

1. Include neighborhood parks, linear parks (trails),
and natural area parks in the park impact
fee valuation. All three of these park types
consistently rank as top parks and recreation
priorities in communities across the U.S., usually
much higher than athletic fields or other facilities.
2. Base the valuation of the County’s existing
parks system on the quality level of service being
provided by PRNR.
3. Include infrastructure and amenity costs in the
valuation of the County’s existing parks system,
which account for a significant percentage of new
park construction.
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4. Review recent park bids to verify that the Facility
Replacement Costs (unit costs) listed in the
Impact Fee Study reflect the actual costs for the
quality facilities that the County is building in its
new parks.
5. Review recent park bids to determine the ratio
between facility costs and infrastructure costs
(such as utilities, stormwater facilities, walkways,
drives, etc.), and add a line item for Infrastructure
Replacement Costs as a percentage of Facility
Replacement Costs.
6. Similarly, review recent park bids to determine
the ratio between facility costs and amenity
costs (fencing, lighting, site furnishings, signage,
etc.), and add a line item for Amenity 3.5 Land
Development Regulations.

3.5 Land Development Regulations
Local regulations should be updated to 1) clarify
expectations of private developers regarding the
design and construction of park facilities in new
developments; 2) reflect the special characteristics of
public parks, vs. residential or commercial construction
and 3) clearly support the type or recreation experience
desired in each park subsystem type and three-tier
service delivery model. More specifics are as follows:
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1. Conduct policy discussions to determine if it
would be beneficial to revise local regulations
to include specific descriptions and graphic
prototypes, of private development regulatorymandated parks and recreation facilities;
including park subsystem types and threetier service delivery models. Existing zoning
regulations are vague regarding requirements
for parks and recreation facilities. For example,
Article 6 of the Zoning Regulations requires
that “all conventional subdivisions in the RE and
RSF Districts that exceed 30 acres in size shall
incorporate a common neighborhood use and focal
point within the development such as a park, play
area, plaza, square, pavilion or other similar facility
that can accommodate such activities as outdoor
gatherings, neighborhood events and picnicking”.
It may be helpful to update with text and graphics
to clearly describe the size, type and character of
required parks and recreation facilities, consistent
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with the County’s new park classification system
and protected park type needs.
2.Create new County regulations specifically
applicable to the development of park facilities
park subsystem types and three-tier service
delivery models. In the absence of specialized
regulations that are established to address the
development and construction of park facilities,
County development review staff currently rely on
standards and regulations that were designed to
address other types of development including both
residential and commercial standards. Park projects
can vary greatly depending upon their location and
use (e.g., preserve areas, suburban areas, urban /
urban infill areas and beach / water access areas).
This issue has a broad range of implications for
parks facility development, highlighted by the
following examples:
•

Application of residential standards to public
park dock projects: The width of dock access
ramps is limited by the County’s Water and
Navigation Control Authority Code standards to
a maximum of 4 feet. Construction of a dock in
a County park for general public access is subject
to greater use and traffic than a single-family
residence and should be afforded a greater width
allowance to accommodate higher pedestrian use,
including the disabled. The current regulatory
process requires PRNR staff to obtain Board
authorization to exceed this maximum width.

•

Application of private development standards
to public park development projects: Beach
and water access parks provide a valuable role
in offering recreational access to the Waters of
the State for all of the public. Much of Sarasota
County’s coastal shoreline water access areas are
privately-owned, limiting public access to the
inventory of publicly-owned beach and water
access parks. These parks are finite in size and
highly utilized to serve all of the public water
access / water dependent needs. Current local
land development regulations can severely limit
public water access and water viewing recreational
needs on these finite lands by requiring the
shoreline to be preserved / enhanced as a
vegetated watercourse buffer.
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Application of commercial development
standards to public park development projects:
County land development regulations require
parks meet commercial development standards
for parking lot landscaping, buffers (including the
planting of trees for screening) and stormwater
treatment. These standards are applied regardless
of whether the project is located within the
middle of a preserve, or it is important to utilize
Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED) principles and practices in
park design. CPTED seeks to reduce screens and
vegetation to allow for surveillance of a park from
an adjacent street by law enforcement.

3. Provide provisions for local exceptions for de
minimis park development that would retrofit
a park to comply with ADA requirements, or
install a small parking lot of size equal to the
State park design guidelines.

3.6 Environmentally Sensitive Lands
Protection Program (ESLPP)
Sustainability strategies in Sarasota County are
implemented through various methods including
acquisition, incentives, regulations, and environmental
education. This comprehensive approach to protecting
listed species, representative and rare habitats,
water resources, and ecological linkages includes
all of these mechanisms implemented through
the Environmentally Sensitive Lands Protection
Program (ESLPP), the Comprehensive Plan and
Land Development Regulations, among others. An
evaluation of each component of this approach should
be undertaken every five to seven years and this
evaluation should be considered in context with the
other mechanisms.
An assessment of the ESLPP is justified and these
evaluations would benefit from a review of their
context within the Comprehensive Plan and Sarasota
2050. This review should include an evaluation of the
objectives for protecting listed species, rare habitats,
water resources and for protecting landscape-scale
resources identified in the Greenway Resource
Management Area of Sarasota 2050. Priorities for
future acquisitions in the ESLPP should be influenced
by an assessment of the relative success in achieving

anticipated ecological benefits and goals for appropriate
public access.
1. Pursue conservation of twelve types of land
identified and ranked by ESLOC in 2016, with
the top priority being developing and expanding
connectivity for wildlife.
2. Pursue land conservation through conservation
easements or fee simple purchase of twenty-seven
parcels identified by ESLOC in 2016, if feasible.
3. Evaluation of the ESLPP Protection Priority
Sites List. The funds available through 2029 in
the Environmentally Sensitive Lands Protection
Program will not be sufficient to acquire all the
lands within the Protection Priority Sites.
4. Consider prioritizing funding to protect the
following sites which (for the most part) lie
adjacent to the Myakka River conservation core
that has been amassed through acquisitions at the
state and county level for decades.
• The connection between Scherer Thaxton
Preserve and Pinelands Reserve. Acquisition will
require further discussions of the appropriate
locations for connections between these two
areas of conservation lands.
• Appropriate parcels in the vicinity of and in
the Pine Notch Protection Priority Site, located
along the southern boundary of the Pinelands
Reserve and is just east of Knight Trail Park.
This could also help facilitate access to Pinelands
Reserve and Myakka River Trust (ESLPP site).
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•

• The Florida Department of Transportation
(FDOT) staging area on North River Road and
I-75 exit 191, adjacent to the Myakka River.
This parcel could provide additional connectivity
to Sleeping Turtles Preserve North and Sleeping
Turtles Preserve South and other conservation
lands associated along the River.
• Participate in the protection of Orange
Hammock with other agencies.
• The parcels around Old Miakka Preserve
connecting to Myakka River State Park to the
south.
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5. Focus future purchases on Conservation
Easements where appropriate, including some
level of public access in the easement agreement
to protect sites while preventing additional
management costs.
6. Consider third party involvement in acquisition
to facilitate a donation of funds for a management
endowment that would fund long-term
management.
7. Consider mitigation banks, conservation
banks and gopher tortoise recipient sites to add
additional lands that could function well as a part
of the conservation strategy. These tracts would
remain in private ownership with their defined
(compatible) goals for conservation of natural
resources.
8. Update the Land Management Master Plan.
9. Develop Annual Plans of Work (APWs),
coordinated across management areas.
10. Consider how to consolidate parcels into
management units so that a fewer number
of APWs are created each year. These Plans
need to include land management and land use
(recreation).

12. Reevaluate the funding strategy for maintenance
and management of lands acquired with ESLPP
and NPP funds. Consider combining the ESLPP
and NPP management funds and adjusting
the percentage in order to cover necessary land
management practices. Consider changing the
application of the .25mills. Develop a longrange funding strategy, which could include an
endowment, to manage all or a portion of these
public lands.
13. Pursue Sale of Transfer Development Rights to
support additional land acquisition.

3.7 Neighborhood Parkland
Acquisition Program (NPP)
Expanding the parks system in Sarasota County is
primarily accomplished through the Neighborhood
Parkland Acquisition Program. The NPP is a partner
program of ESLPP that looks to acquire land for
new parks or expansion of existing parks for passive
recreation. Through the land nomination process,
land identified as potential complements to the
existing park system are evaluated based upon seven
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11. Include estimated resource management costs
in the 2nd Tier Review process; the costs and

complexity of natural resource management are
directly related to the likelihood of achieving
ecological success.

Siesta Key
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1. Assess NPP acquisitions to evaluate whether
they have met the goals for public access. Because
these acquisitions are, by definition, more urban
in context and related to attributes listed above,
they have been more difficult to comprehensively
identify.
2. Identify additional NPP sites to help
accommodate existing and future needs.
3. Consider a Second Tier review process for NPP
acquisitions to refine the details associated with
parcel review and to provide qualitative metrics to
rank potential acquisitions.
4. Consider NPP acquisitions that might serve a
different purpose or facilitate enhanced public
access and appropriate use for the ESLPP
sites discussed in Section 3.6, including those
associated with Old Miakka, Pine Notch, the
FDOT site, the area between Sleeping Turtles
Preserve North and South and the parcels
adjacent to Senator Bob Johnson’s Landing.
5. Continue to seek acquisition of parcels that
could facilitate beach and waterfront access
some of which may have unique coastal habitat.
These parcels should be identified as an area of
concentration to protect unique coastal habitats
and provide beach access.
6. Identify County-owned lands, particularly within
existing urban / suburban settings, that are
currently managed by other departments and / or
agencies that could serve as “linear park” linkages
between existing residential neighborhoods and
parks. Explore strategies by which “recreation
easements” could be established along these
corridors for public access. Examples might
include existing drainage utility corridors that
could be upgraded with multi-use trails.
7. Pursue acquisition of seven priority types
identified by PARC in 2016.

8. Pursue acquisition of nine sites identified by
PARC in 2016, if feasible.
9. Analyze management and operation
responsibilities of NPP parcels in line with
PRNRs new long-range vision.

Strategy 4: Align
Departmental Organization
and Operations with the New
Long-Range Vision
In addition to revising countywide plans and
policies, PRNR should also update internal policies
and practices to implement the long-range vision
through resource management; fees and cost recovery;
maintenance; use of volunteers; coordination with
municipalities; needs assessment updates; internal
review processes; and public / private partnerships.
Following are recommendations for internal alignment.
Where appropriate, updated policies and practices
should be incorporated into the internal Operations /
Service Delivery Manual discussed under Strategy 2.

4.1 Staﬃng and Management
There are operational resource pressures on Parks,
Recreation, and Natural Resources as they try to
maintain the existing facilities within the County’s
limited resources. The Department will need to
continue to evaluate staffing and resources needs to
both meet existing service levels and properly staff any
new facilities. It is important that this evaluation occur
in conjunction with a transition to the regional model.
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criteria which are location, broad community access,
proximity and connectedness, natural features, cultural
features, compatible community needs, water access
and location. An evaluation of the priorities and
goals of the NPP was completed in 2016. Utilizing
Sarasota 2050 and the Comprehensive Plan as tools to
guide and measure the NPP’s evaluation might yield
recommendations and opportunities for the program.

1. Allocate additional administrative staff time for
long-range planning efforts.
2. Develop a succession plan for the department’s
key staff.
3. Update performance standards for management
and operations of the department, its facilities,
parks, trails and preserves – this should result in
improved management practices.
4. Update basic operations and management policies
and procedures.
5. Update the communications protocols for internal
departmental communications as well as with
other departments in the County.
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6. Seek opportunities to cross-promote PRNR
services with other County services.
7. Continue to pursue mutually beneficial
partnerships with other organizations and
recreation providers in the area including the
public sector, non-profits and private providers.
8. Expand online capabilities for park, beach and
preserve rentals and other functions.

4.2 Fees and Cost Recovery
1. Refine the fee policy clarifying three levels of
cost recovery for programs, services and facilities,
in line with the three-tiered delivery model, as
discussed on page 86, and through review of
historical pricing, comparable venues and what
the market will bear.
2. Establish basic cost recovery goals for each level.
3. Establish a policy where direct costs of providing
services for rentals, events and tournaments
are covered by the fees generated from the user
groups, except for government related rentals.
4. Establish a more definitive cost center accounting
approach to budgeting in an effort to define true
costs and revenues for specific facilities, programs
and services.

4.3 Maintenance Planning
CHAPTER 5

1. Develop a comprehensive maintenance
management plan for the department as a whole
and the different divisions that are responsible for
maintenance of some aspect of the County’s and
city parks, preserves and recreation assets.
2. Develop a depreciation / life cycle analysis of
existing assets to determine the need and plan for
future repair / replacement.

7. Develop use and / or capacity standards
for unique facilities such as athletic fields,
beaches, water access sites and preserves, where
appropriate.

4.4 Volunteers
Sarasota County has a robust volunteer program.
Volunteer Sarasota County reported that “volunteers
and community partners contributed 89,783
hours from October 2015 - April 2016, equating
to $2,115,287.00 added to our quality of life”.
Recommendations for further improving volunteerism
in PRNR include:
1. Provide hands-on training in park operations and
maintenance for the PRNR Volunteer Coordinator
to increase awareness and knowledge of volunteer
opportunities.
2. Provide orientation / training classes for volunteers
to understand the variety of opportunities
available.
3. Continue to publicize volunteer opportunities, and
increase volunteer enrollment and participation
4. Investigate and evaluate Park Volunteer Programs in
other counties / municipalities to identify potential
methods, techniques, and / or strategies that could
improve Sarasota County’s Volunteer Program.

4.5 Collaboration with Municipalities

4. Establish a cost / benefit analysis system for
determining which maintenance functions are
appropriate for contracting.

Staff members from Sarasota County and the
municipalities of Sarasota, North Port and Venice are
collaborating on the development of their individual
community parks and recreation system master plans.
For example, plans for the County, North Port, and
Venice all recommend the development of regional
sports complexes to take the pressure off of municipal
facilities. Recommendations for continuing and
strengthening relationships between parks staff in the
County and municipalities include:

5. Align three levels of service for parks, trails,
beaches, preserves and facilities with the threetiered service delivery model.

1. Continue to meet frequently to update one another
regarding current and proposed plans, initiatives,
policies, issues and capital improvements.

3. A primary goal of the maintenance management
plan should be to determine clear roles and
expectations for each division, other departments,
as well as temporary staff and contract providers.
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6. Establish a system for tracking and reporting
maintenance costs per facility and / or per unit
(acre, mile, area, etc.).
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2. Develop a standard listserv for local parks and
recreation agencies and providers in order to notify
each other of upcoming meetings and events.
3. Conduct an annual, one-day joint planning retreat
to discuss substantive issues, roles, responsibilities,
priorities and / or opportunities for collaboration.

4.6 Needs Assessment Updates
Residents’ needs and priorities for parks, preserves,
and recreation facilities will continue to evolve
along with changing demographics, lifestyles, and
recreation trends. The County should update the
needs assessment in this Plan every five years (Chapter
3) in order to stay responsive to residents’ needs.
Recommended needs assessment techniques include:

4.7 Internal Review Process
PRNR periodically receives requests for new /
expanded recreational facilities and programs,
commercial activities, and / or other requests for use of
County lands.
Because of the extensive amount of staff time required
to evaluate such requests, it is recommended that
PRNR establish a more formal review process,
including:
1. Establish a semi-annual application process for
consideration of non-Board directed recreational /
commercial requests.
2. Clarify the role and responsibilities of PARC,
ESLOC and PRNR staff in evaluating requests.

1. Regularly conduct satisfaction surveys for program
participants.

3. Use the following “Filter Criteria” to evaluate
requests:

2. Conduct annual public workshops, stakeholder
interviews, and focus group meetings to stay
attuned to changing needs and trends.

•

Consistent with Regional Role

•

Satisfies one or more needs from Needs
Assessment

•

Meeting one or more mission-based criteria:

3. Conduct a mail survey and on-line survey every
five years.

- Improves safety
- Improves accessibility
- More welcoming to users

CHAPTER 5

4. Establish an on-going, online, GIS-based tool
by which residents and visitors can be surveyed
regularly related to recreational needs.

Windsurfing Summer Camp Program
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- Helps build and engage the community
- Promotes health
- Promotes wellness
- Improves quality of life
- Promotes economic, environmental
sustainability
•

CHAPTER 5

Strategy 5: Continue
Improving Subsystems with
Available Resources

4.8 Public-Private Partnerships

Although resources are limited, PRNR can continue to
take steps towards:

As discussed in previous sections, the County
engages in partnerships with scores of other public
governmental, private, and / or non-profit agencies.
While there is no formula for the “perfect” partnership
agreement, the County may wish to establish criteria
for evaluation of future agreements in order to make
the best use of County resources. Criteria may include:

1. Addressing residents’ and visitors’ evolving needs,
and

•

Need. Will the new / improved / expanded
services be meeting an identified need?

2. Preparing for future funding and improvements.
Following are recommendations for continuing to
improve PRNR overall and for each subsystem:

5.1 PRNR Department-Wide
Ongoing Focus

•

Alignment with County Goals. Does the
requested service further the County’s mission,
long-range vision and values?

1. Develop and launch a mobile application to allow
users to easily identify location of parks, amenities
and offerings.

•

Value. Will the desired services be provided at the
same or less cost over the project lifecycle?

•

Adequate Revenue. Will projected revenues be
adequate to compensate the private / non-profit
sector for its efforts?

2. Continue to evaluate the use of technology to allow
for quick, accurate and on-location service request
/ work order reporting.

•

•

Procurement Protocol. What procurement
process will be required to ensure accountability
and allow for public scrutiny
Workforce Issues. Will there be any concern that
any Public Private Partnerships will be viewed as a
pretext to lay off public employees?

•

Social Equity. Will all groups have equal access to
basic services?

•

Risk Management. Will all parties assume
responsibility for the risks they are best prepared to
manage?

•

•
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Available partnership(s), funding

there any physical, environmental, geographic and
/ or regulatory limitations to implementing the
proposed uses on a given park site?

Accountability. Will both sides of the negotiation
be held accountable for meeting contract provisions
and pre-determined performance goals?
Site suitability. Will the proposed park site
adequately support the proposed use(s)?; Are

3. Evaluate and prioritize deferred maintenance
projects.
4. Align level of service with the three-tiered service
delivery models.
5. Enhance marketing and promotion of amenities
and offerings.
6. Expand volunteer opportunities.
7. Purchase and deploy technology for on-location
reporting.
8. Continue exploring alternative revenue-generating
opportunities.

5.2 Athletics
Ongoing Focus
1. Continue to evaluate field allocation to balance
recreational use with competitive play and sports
tourism usage.
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2. In partnership with Visit Sarasota County and
other organizations, identify traditional and
niche sporting events and training opportunities
that drive non-local participation which provide
economic returns while balancing community field
needs.

Three to Seven Year Focus

3. Encourage developers of large planned
communities to provide sports fields within their
community parks system.

3. Develop the North County Sports Complex.

4. Continue to evaluate and develop mutually
beneficial agreements with athletic providers.

1. Identify potential land acquisition suitable to
develop into regional complexes.
2. Acquire land and design mid and south county
complexes.

5.3 Parks
Ongoing Focus:
1. Plan and provide age-friendly amenities, programs,
events and activities.

1. Evaluate and prioritize deferred infrastructure
repairs and improvements at athletics facilities.
2. Complete Interlocal Agreement with the School
Board to allow for the use of additional specific
School Board athletic fields, public recreation areas
and facilities.
3. Continue to update all agreement and leases with
user groups – establish clear use, maintenance,
safety and risk management procedures.
4. Identify and plan for other sports complex sites
through acquisition and / or partnerships with
others.
5. Finalize concept plans and design for the North
County Sports Complex in collaboration with
stakeholders and input from the community.
6. In tandem with number five above, consider
redesigning the Youth Athletic Complex with a
focus on baseball with input from youth league
providers and in partnership with the Baltimore
Orioles. Transfer the Orioles use from Twin Lakes
Park.
7. Complete capital improvement projects at Twin
Lakes Park, Tatum Ridge Soccer Fields, Babe
Ruth Baseball Complex and Englewood Sports
Complex.
8. Develop a management and maintenance plan for
athletic fields based on the three-tiered system.

2. Determine locations based on development
patterns, Access LOS standards and Facility LOS
standards.
3. Acquire park land as appropriate or to improve
upon the County’s Acreage / Facilities LOS.
4. Identify and evaluate alternative funding sources.
5. Gather and review customer satisfaction and LOS.
6. Record unit costs for park projects and
improvements in order to have that information
readily available during impact fee reviews.
One to Two Year Focus:
1. Refine parks level of service to align with threetiered model.
2. Evaluate and prioritize deferred infrastructure
repairs and improvements at park locations.
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One to Two Year Focus

3. Identify existing spaces that can be repurposed for
dog parks.
Three to Seven Year Focus:
1. Improve / expand age-appropriate playgrounds.
2. Create new trails and / or enhance park trails with
fitness equipment where appropriate.
3. Develop additional recreational / athletic practice
fields and pickleball courts.
4. Review and modify LOS as appropriate.
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5. Review park project unit costs and provide
information and input during scheduled impact fee
reviews.

5.4 Natural Areas
Ongoing Focus
1. Evaluate trail experiences at natural areas to ensure
that trails provide informative and engaging
signage.
2. Evaluate the use of concessionaires, medallion
system, and comprehensive eco-tour providers
while protecting the natural resources.
3. Continue the development and use of
geographically-related management units for
natural areas rather than adhering to the parcel
boundaries assigned during the acquisition process.
One to Two Year Focus
1. Update land Management Master Plan, including
public use component.
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2. Identify and plan potential Destination Natural
Areas and needed / required appropriate
improvements to provide public access.

3. Develop site plans, and build appropriate
infrastructure in non-sensitive natural areas
including restrooms, nature centers, information
kiosks, parking, connectivity to trails, security,
fitness and exercise facilities, water access, fishing
areas, boat ramps and launches.
4. Provide quality recreational opportunities
including equestrian experience at Walton Ranch;
camping at Deer Prairie Creek Preserve; canoeing
/ kayaking on the Myakka River; and off-road
bicycling at Carlton Reserve.

5.5 Trails
Ongoing Focus
1. Work with stakeholders and others agencies to
evaluate and address gaps in connectivity.

3. Enhance environmental education opportunities,
exhibits and displays at Shamrock Park and Nature
Center and Lemon Bay Park and Environmental
Center.

2. Work with stakeholders and other agencies to
identify lands in existing urban / suburban areas
that could be used as trail connectors to existing or
future parks. Encourage the use of existing public
right-of-ways, drainage utility corridors and / or
other public lands, whenever possible.

4. Expand the use of volunteers in natural resource
management.

One to Two Year Focus

5. Create a comprehensive framework for
determining appropriate uses of natural areas.

1. Work with stakeholders and other agencies to plan
spur trails to parks, beaches and natural areas.

6. Evaluate opportunities for “Special Opportunity
Hunts” for land management purposes, such as
feral hog reduction, and / or acquiring property
especially to provide hunting.

2. Work with stakeholders and other agencies to plan,
design and identify funding for the Legacy Trail
north extension.

Three to Seven Year Focus

4. Complete North Port Connector Bridge project in
coordination with the City of North Port.

1. Complete public access improvements to Bayonne,
Deer Prairie Creek Preserve, Pocono Trail
Preserve, Walton Ranch and Carlton Complex
North Entrance.
2. Assess management plans, create a template
that allows for bi-annual updates and 10-year
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comprehensive reviews; addressing compatible
uses and resource-based recreation elements,
and defining an effective monitoring system to
assess impacts of recreation and the objectives of
management.

3. Work with stakeholders and other agencies to
develop the East-West Connector.

5. Refine trails level of service in line with the threetiered model.
6. Refine and adopt trail construction prioritization
criteria.
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7. Develop trail policy to address accesses along the
trails.
Three to Seven Year Focus
1. Add appropriate amenities to trailhead locations
and along trails.

5.7 Water Access
Ongoing
1. Seek additional opportunities to expand nonmotorized recreational opportunities, such as
kayaking, rowing, and standup paddle-boarding.

2. Identify opportunities to increase age friendly trail
usage and /or trail amenities (such as additional
benches, large maps, shade, etc.)

2. Acquisition of additional lands to increase access
to water for both motorized and non-motorized
recreation as well as property to expand and
enhance boat trailer parking.

3. Work with stakeholders and other agencies to
construct spur trails to adjacent parks.

3. Continue to expand artificial reefs and offshore
underwater eco-tourism opportunities.

5.6 Beaches
One to Two Year Focus

1. Evaluate all beach parks and accesses for potential
additional amenities such as parking, restrooms
and connectivity.
2. Continue native habitat improvements at County
beaches.
3. Identify opportunities to expand beach parking,
where appropriate.
4. Pursue additional permits and funding for beach
accessible mobility mats.
5. Acquisition of additional beach park property and
beach accesses.

1. Add amenities to existing water access locations
such as kayak racks, freshwater, interpretative
signage, rinse stations and parking.
2. Evaluate potential canoe/ kayak water access
points, including Alligator Creek and along the
Myakka River.
3. Complete Senator Bob Johnson’s Landing and
Snook Haven Addition park improvement projects.
4. Refine Water Access level of service in line with
the three-tiered system.
Three to Seven Year Focus

One to Two Year Focus
1. Explore alternative beach transportation options.
2. Identify opportunities to expand parking for beach
locations, including potential at off-site locations.

1. Plan and develop additional canoe / kayak water
access points at appropriate locations.

5.8 Recreation Centers and Programs
Ongoing

3. Refine beaches level of service in line with the
three-tiered model.

1. Expand indoor and outdoor fitness opportunities
and programs.

Three to Seven Year Focus

2. Respond to recreational needs and trends by
developing flexible spaces.

1. Explore alternative revenue-generating
opportunities to offset beach and park
maintenance costs, acquisition, expenses and
transportation improvements.

CHAPTER 5

Ongoing

3. Optimize recreation space and offer current and
engaging programming desired by the community.
One to Two Year Focus
1. Establish an overall recreation program plan based
on the three tiers of programming. The plan
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should include health and wellness; youth, adult and senior activities; and social equity.
2. Evaluate and prioritize deferred infrastructure repairs and improvements at recreation centers.
3. Plan additional fitness trails within parks with recreation centers.
4. Establish operations plans and standards for the management of recreation centers based on the three-tiered
system.
5. Implement an on-going means of capturing meaningful user input on recreation program needs, types,
quantities and locations of needs.
Three to Seven Year Focus
1. Develop additional fitness trails within parks with recreation centers.

Strategy 6: Prioritize Capital Improvement Program Projects
based on the PRNR Mission
Based on County staff projections, approximately $10-20 million will be available for new parks, preserves and
recreation projects (those not already approved) over the next five years, including funds from:
•

Impact Fees

•

Tourist Development Tax (TDT for Beaches)

•

ESLPP / NPP Start-Up Funds

•

Revenues, Land Management

•

Surtax Funds

•

Transfer of Development Rights

•

Florida Boating Improvement Program, West Coast Inland Navigation District and other grants

CHAPTER 5

However, the estimated costs of recommended capital improvements is estimated to far exceed funding projections.
Therefore, it is important to establish criteria to evaluate spending priorities.
The following proposed prioritization criteria are based on the adopted PRNR Mission:
Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources will provide safe, accessible and welcoming parks, preserves,
programs and facilities that build and engage the community while promoting health, wellness, quality of life, and
economic and environmental sustainability.
Proposed projects should be reviewed and scored annually, based on the criteria. Projects that will achieve the
greatest number of criteria should be ranked highest for funding:
The proposed improvement will:
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•

Improve safety

•

Improve accessibility

•

Make the park, preserve, programs and / or facility more welcoming to users

•

Help build and engage the community

•

Promote health and wellness

•

Promote quality of life

•

Promote economic sustainability

•

Promote environmental sustainability
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Figure 5.6 - Proposed Capital Improvements
Subsystem

Projects

PRNR Department Wide
1. Technology

a. Develop mobile application to allow users to identify park locations and amenities
via smartphones and similar devices.
b. Evaluate opportunities for onsite service requests and work order reporting.

2. Deferred Maintenance

a. Evaluate and prioritize deferred maintenance projects.
b. Plan and budget for top priority deferred maintenance projects as funding allows.

3. Align operation with Regional
Role

a. Align level of service for all divisions with three-tiered model.
b. Allocate resources to support new long-range vision.

Athletics
a. Evaluate use of proposed North County Sports Complex, focus on baseball at
Youth Athletic Complex including potential opportunities with the Baltimore
Orioles.
1. Improve existing athletic fields
and complexes

b. Miss Sarasota Softball Complex: Construct new bathrooms, develop premier /
stadium field renovate or build new concession, restroom and storage building.
c. Design and construct the proposed North County Sports Complex.
d. Move Redskins Football to the North County Sports Complex.
e. Add lighting, improve Potter Park multi-purpose field through YMCA partnership.
a. Evaluate opportunities with the school to use fields throughout the county, which
may include approximately 11 rectangle fields and 5 diamond fields.
b. Tatum Ridge Soccer Fields: Add lights to Fields 3 and 4 (in progress).
a. Acquire utility property to expand Miss Sarasota Softball and 17th Street Park
Soccer Complex, improve and operate as one complex.

3. Other capital improvements
to increase field capacity

CHAPTER 5

2. Improve school fields through
interlocal agreement.

b. Identify potential land acquisition suitable to develop into regional complexes.
c. Plan and build sports complexes in a centralized location near I-75 and one in the
south county area.

Parks
1. Repair and update existing
parks

a. Improve / expand playgrounds.
b. Enhance park trails with fitness equipment, where appropriate.
a. Provide age-friendly amenities, programs, events and activities.

2. Add new facilities and
amenities to existing parks.

b. Identify existing spaces that can be repurposed for dog parks.
c. Develop additional recreational athletic / practice fields and pickleball courts.
a. Acquire park land to maintain the County’s LOS.

3. Acquire and develop new
parks.

b. Develop facilities as necessary to maintain current Access and Facilities LOS.
c. Continue to acquire top priority NPP sites as feasible.
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Figure 5.6 - Proposed Capital Improvements (continued)
Subsystem

Projects

Natural Areas
a. Enhance Walton Ranch as an equestrian destination.
b. Enhance Deer Prairie Creek Preserve as a full-service camping destination.
1. Create Destination Preserves.

c. Enhance Snook Haven as a canoeing / kayaking destination.
d. Enhance Carlton Reserve as an off-road bicycling destination.
e. Enhance Shamrock and Lemon Bay Parks as environmental education
destinations.

2. Continue to enhance access
and recreational experiences
in natural areas.

a. Add kiosks, benches, trails, and interpretive signage where appropriate

3. Continue to acquire top
priority ESLPP, as feasible.

Trails
a. Legacy Trail Corridor (northern extension).
b. North Port Connector Bridge.
1. Design and construct multipurpose regional trails and
spurs.

c. East-West Connector.
d. Alligator Creek Trail.
e. Construct spur trails to parks, beaches, natural areas.
f. Add amenities to trailhead locations and along trails.

Beaches
CHAPTER 5

1. Improve beaches and beach
access.

a. Add amenities to existing Beach Accesses.
b. Improve native habitat at beach accesses.

Water Access
a. Improve amenities at rowing facilities to enhance the user’s experience.
b. Add amenities to existing water access locations.
1. Provide additional / improved
water access.

c. Develop additional canoe / kayak water access points, including Alligator Creek
and along the Myakka River.
d. Expand parking where possible.
e. Complete Senator Bob Johnson’s Landing and Snook Haven Addition park
improvement projects.
f. Acquire additional lands, especially to expand boat ramps and trailer parking.

Recreation Centers and Programs
a. Prioritize deferred infrastructure repairs and improvements.
1. Improve existing recreation
centers

b. Plan and develop more walking paths within parks.
c. Expand indoor and outdoor fitness opportunities and programs.
d. Develop more flexible spaces.
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